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THE
EDITOR'S CORNER

118m
WPOET SIGNATURE. A
good one is hard to find. But that is
not the reason for NMQ's presentation in this issue (and, we hope, in
the next three) of translations from a
poet outside the United States. Dollars and diplomats disguise differences; poets accept them. Respect
them, too, since one's "difference" is
his margin of personality-the basis
for individual validity, whether of
man or country. It is to this universal
margin that poet and person go as
source of renewal and growth. This is
what acceptance must mean. It implies a degree of integration, hence
of growth. Extending one's self to
include pertinent parts of something
"other"; through adaptation, more
fitness. To this extent, difference can
be welcomed, ought to be so. As a
matter of profit, if you like. But real
profit. Newspapers don't do much
about this. A good magazine ought
to. If only to put up another window
in the world for people to look out of
if they want to. So we'll include good
"fordgn" work in NMQ when we can
get it.
GOlTFRIED BENN lives and practices medicine in Berlin. He is considered by many to be Gennany's
ranking contemporary poet and essayist. He has recently been given
readings in Paris. Although this appearance in NMQ marks his first "in-

traduction" in this country, it looks
as if an American publisher will soon
be putting out some of his work. "A
Word" first appeared in Statische
Gedichte (1948); "Only When" and
"Young Hebbel" in Tmnkene Flut
(1949): "Restaurant" in Fragmente
(1951). "Late" is hitherto unpublished.
WC 0 N T RIB U TOR S.·
RONALD BISHOP lives in Los Angeles. This is his first publication.
Cm CoRMAN is editor of Origin,
and m.e. of a modem poetry radio
program (est. 1949) on WMEX, Boston. Mr. Connan's own poetry has
been widely p.ublished. He is working on translatiqJ.lS of Ernst Robert
Curtius.
ROBERT CREELEY has published
stories in Kenyon Review, New Directions 1), and Origin; poetry and
criticism in quite a few literary magazines in quite a few countries. He is
at present living in France. His short
story, "Jardou," will appear in our
Autumn issue.
DAVID CoRNEL DEJONG will have a
book of poetry, Deciphering the Elephant, published· by Prairie Press
this year. A novel, Two Sofas in the
ParloT, written under a University of
Minnesota-Rockefeller Fellowship
grant, was published in January by
Doubleday.
FLORENCE HAWLEY ELLIS is Ass0ciate Professor of Anthropology at
the University of New Mexico. She
has published many articles on dendrochronology and southwestern anthropology.
continued otl page 262
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Ramon ]. Sender

MANUEL DE FALLA AND
HIS ESSENTIAL CITY
with the subtle sharpness of innocence is
even more necessary than an expert ear when listening
to music. At the bottom of any emotion of art there must
always be a certain candor, as in the spectator of fireworks or-in
a nobler way-the one attending mass or some other religious office. Falla's debt to the popular Andalusian music ca.lled hondo
or flamenco is the basis of a problem that goes beyond the ambit
of music to tum back. upon it solved, as.problems of art are usually solved, in the form of a greater mystery. This mystery extends
the radius of musical emotions instead of reducing it, as Stravinsky does when he encloses himself in the 'mechanics of the instrumental and acoustical.
~
Stravinsky says that music must be made not with feelings or
affective suggestions, but with ideas. That is, with neutral associations of sounds. Anti-impressionist, in spite of his Petrouchka
which seems to belie him retrospectively, he seems to have sought
in recent years the dehumanization of theptes and means, arriving finally at an acoustical science rather than an art. In this way
he attains a pure apollonian world, exclusive and for the most
part incommunicable.
Manuel de Falla, who-'was 'a lifelong friend of Stravinsky, did
not understand music for music's sake. Asa child he liked to withdraw from his family and adjourn to an imaginary city which he
had created and given life to in an attic. Here he lived mentally
for months at a time. Here he had garbage service, firemen,
temples, theatres-the most important of these the Opera-and
tax collectors. F4 11a invented it all, even the religious theories
and the music for the Opera. Life in this city, where of course
hondo and flamenco music also existed, was complete. There was

A
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even an attempted revolution, suppressed fortunately without
bloodshed. In this city Falla was mayor, prophet, concert artist,
bishop, chief of police, judge and milkman. In one way or another he lived in this ideal city all his life, and never wrote music
for himself, but rather to add something substantial to the happiness of its citizens.
Stravinsky draws his work out of a kind of total void, while
Falla considers himself a simple soundbox of the already existing
Spanish lyrical world, whose inheritance he received at birth.
That the inheritance should imply a lack of originality struck
Falla as a minor problem. Nothing was his own, but his city'S. In
this city there were many gypsies, it is true. But there were also,
as there still are in Cadiz, Tartessians, Greeks, and other Oriental
groups. To organize this imaginary city, with its different hier·
archies and values, was a problem similar to that of the spatial
organization of music in silence. Stravinsky also has his city, but
in it there are only inorganic physical things, while in Falla's
there are men, from w~om come the qualities that give the city
its essential character.
Falla wrote: "By conviction and temperament I am opposed to
the art we could call egotistical. It is necessary to work for others:
simply, without vain or proud intentions. Only thus can art fulfill
its noble social function." In the light of this belief, the central
problem and result-just as in Lorca's poetry-was the Hispanic
symbiosis of the popular-eultivated, and also of the sensual·
mystic.
The task of organizing these differences was not so modest.
Nor ,vas it easy to extend them throughout his city. There was no
question either of formulae or folkloristic legerdemain. Falla's
manner is as austerely original in orchestral forms, and as complex, as Stravinsky's in Pftrouchka and other later works. In
Falla's first period, especially in La Vida Breve, an occasional
commonplace occurs. But Petrouchka is not free of Russian
commonplace.
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The Spanish way of being human, like the Russian, presupposes a strong amount of action and of drama. In the Spanish it
is essential action. The Spanish plane in art is that on which an
essential action carried to the highest tension becomes heroically
possible. On this plane Falla lived his fertile life. In the turis mistica with the stained glass windows of hiscity. There he was from
1876 , when he was born in Cadiz, until 1947, when he died in the
province of C6rdoba (Argentina) in his house, Alta Gracia.
The summary of his life and work define him, as the Russian
is defined by his. Falla's life was like burning flame in limpid
air-the vivid flame, the oxidation of the Hispanic essential man.
Stravinsky is a cold and sure explorer, while Falla is only an essential apasi.onado. Yet why only? Must feeling be inferior to idea
-if a pure idea really exists outside mathematics? As for art, is
Dostoyevsky inferior to Valery? In"reality, feeling does nf?t exist
except from the moment it becomes intellective synthesis and
idea. From the idea-passion of Falla to the idea-idea of Stravinsky
the distance is not so great. The fascination and magic achieved
by each of these composers by his own means depends on many
circumstances-including the famous receptive disposition of the
listener. But I do not believe that Falla's music is less pure. On
what tenns can one establish such hierarchies? It might equally
well be said that Falla's work is mor~ true,Cif it is possible to speak
morally of aesthetics, and if we accept the fact that the essential
truth of man is intellectual humility. In Falla's case humility consisted in renouncing absolute originality. He is indebted not only
to the Andalusian but to the Castilian. These debts were what
Stravinsky reproached him with. For me, however, Falla's debt
gives to his music a greater meaning than that possessed byStravinsky's, and within strictly musical values. Let me try t~ explain.
by reference to the origins and development of some Spanish
popular music.
.
In recent years the terms canie hondo and cante flamenco have
become a part of the general notions of artists and writers. It is

a
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the fashion, and snobs cultivate it with particular zeal. It is not
surprising to hear talk of bulerias and ievillanas in New York,
Mexico City, or Buenos Aires among persons who are neither
Andalusian nor even Spanish, ·but who have at least enough
knowledge of the forms to recognize the rhythms. They all know
that cante hondo is more genuine and radical than flamenco, although to distinguish between them an experienced ear is needed. -The very name....hondo (deep) -orients the layman and
makes him suppose that it is the more profound music, which indeed is true. Falla's imaginary city had skyscrapers and also caves
....those of the Sacra Monte-where cante hondo was sung. In
Paris, New York, or Buenos Aires there are now "caves" for the
dilettantes of flamenco and hondo. There are also romantics of
perplexity who are fond of the things that offend and astonish
them. And there is even an Andalusian academism (Lorca's
poetry, the Nina de los Peines, Andres Segovia, La Argentina,
and the Arabian divanes, deblas, and cejales).
Some believe that the cante hondo, based on the song called
seguiriya and its subproducts- (martinetes, palos, soleares), was
brought from the Orient in the fifteenth century by the gypsies.
the Orient to the
But what dic;l the gypsies have to bring
land of Falla in the fifteenth century? Ten centuries before the
Christian era the boats of Cadiz which, according to Strabo, could
be distinguished by their ....horse figureheads, were already sailing
along the coasts of Asia Minor, and had even been discovered in
the Red Sea-presupposing the circumnavigation of Africa. Between this period and the appearance of the gypsies Spain had
Etruscan, Iberian (Tartessian), Greek, Byzantine, and Arabian
art. All t~ese peoples brought their oriental songs and dances to
Cadiz. What Falla called the gift of God-creative aptitude-came
to him through these many inspiring, and at the same time purifying, lyrical filters of the soul of Andalusia.
As for flamenco its name is, contrary to that of cante hondo,
misleading. Among other interpretations is that of a Spanish pro-

£rom
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fessor and writer who says that flamenco comes from Flanders.
He confuses the malagueiias with the laces and t3pestries brought
back by the Duke of Alba's people in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The facts are that in Arabic fellah-mengo means
poor peasant, and these poor peasants of oriental profile are the
ones who cultivate cante flamenco. The most common styles are
the so-called malaguelias, granadinas, rondeiias, sevillanas, and
petcneras. These peasants with their oriental guitar (the guitaTTa comes from Persia) call themselves flamencos, a term which
for them has reference to a physical manner of being, a style of
life, and an art, all together-a combination which occurs only in
the oldest forms of culture.
Falla was a scholar of this orientalism, a history which is revealed to the nerves of the man of today as a curious sequence of
miracles. But in such sequences the miracle of starting is usually
the most stupendous. Let us glance at the suggestions of the
French theoretician Louis Lucas in his AccoustiqueNouvelle, a
book that had a great influence on Falla's work, as he himself admits. Falla liked to tell how he had found this work by chance in
an old book stall on the Prado in Madrid, and he often repeated
that this book had radically changed his ideas about music.
In the opinion of Lucas, song precedes spoken expression; music precedes speech. Not music as conceived today, but in the
form of a series of enharmonic sounds like the song of birds,
noises of nature, and the expressions of grief or joy of some animals. If Lucas is right-and nothing is more probable-what today
is called enharmonic may be considered a natural consequence
of the primitive genre of human language. \Ve still use this inarticulate and in some way musical language to express a sudden joy or pain. Of course there are notable differences because
the present musical scale in the occident only permits changing
the tonal functions of a sound, while in the primitive enharmonic and Andalusian cante hondo the sound not only changes
function but is completely altered and transformed according to
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the needs of the expression. This happens with the seguiriyas, serranas) polos, canas) soleares, martinetes) carceleras) tonds) LivianasI and the old saetas, to cite the more typical styles. (None of
these were missing in the "city" of Falla.) In them there is no
sensation of metrical rhythm. This enharmonic manner ~s also
used in Jewish forms of incantation, and in all probability in
other primitive and sometimes prehistoric mysteries. In relatively recent times-in relation to prehistory-these enharmonics appear under the inspiration of Pope Gregory I, who created the
liturgical music of the sixth century. There is, then, between the
Gregorian and flamenco a family air, as the experts in musical history recognize.
In the enharmonic of the Andalusian cante hondo the gamut is
a direct consequence of what we may call the oral range. Sound is
not organized in masses of unexpected vibrations-with only
acoustical meaning-as is modem music, especially Stravinsky's.
Sound is organized in a complex world of passions. It expresses
clashes of elemental instincts among themselves, or of an isolated
instinct, frequently the genetical, with the limitations of reality,
or with the gigantic shadow of fatality. In their origins, Lucas
said, speech and song were the same thing. There is, then, in
cante hondo and human speech a multi~ude of sounds not included in the musical gamut. When the Russian Glinka in 184850 tried to collect and score the rhythms and spontaneous variations of the guitarist Rodriguez Murciano in the villages of Granada, he tortured himself uselessly. Felipe Pedrell says in his Cancionero musical espanol: "Glinka's stubborn attempts were in
the end impossible. Vanquished, magnetized, he turned toward
his compani<?n who was drawing out of the strings a shower of
rhythms, modulations, flourishes, rebellious to every graph and
untranscribable." From these notations of Mikhail Glinka's,
nevertheless, came certain orchestral innovations which can be
heard in the Souvenir d'une nuit d'ete ti Madrid and Caprice brillant sur la jota aragonaise. These same notations of the cante hon-
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do greatly influenced the work of Rimsky·Korsakoff, Borodin,
and Balakiref, to mention the three most important Russians of
the pc:riod. The primitive enharmonic inspired the Russians
with as much enthusiasm as the Spaniards. with the difference
that in the Spaniards it was natural and popular, and in the Russians a cultivated adoption. In reality all Spanish culture, literary
as well as musical, is popular. Someone has said that in Spain
everything that is not folklore is pedantry. It is true, although in
recent times the academic world has been creating a curious synthesis: folkloristic pedantry.
Stravinsky, who was'in Andalusia around 1927, told some
friends in Madrid of his plan to compose a work using the enharmonic qualities of cante hondo. He has not done so, to my knowledge, but Stravinsky is full of youthful energy, and novel inventions may yet be expected of him. In some way he had already
used the enharmonic in Petrouchka, although not taken from the
oral scale on which the AnClalusian cante hondo is based, but
from the sounds of nature. There are reasons for believing that
if Stravinsky uses the elements of expression of the Andalusian
enharmonic he will do so in a humorous rather than dramatic
way, which is nothing against Stravinsky or against cante hondo.
\Ve all know that ,musicians, like modem poets, achieve ineffable
lyric effects by the accumulation of humorous expressions, and
even the superposition of the comical and grotesque. This, however, is not the case with the Andalusian, which is essentially
dramatic.
This dramatic accent is Falla's. But Falla, who in,the Retablo
de l\laese Ped.ro reveals a strong Castilian humor and sometimes,
in this or other works, the influence of Stravinsky, falls into some
kind of confusion when he breaks away from his own Andalusian
or Castilian imagery (Concerto for Harpsichord and Orchestra).
Falla does not have Stravinsky's cold neatness in this composition,
but on the other hand his cleanness and clarity achieve higher
levels than does Stravinsky in most of his impressionistic work.
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I recall having attended the premier~ of the Concerto in the
Palace of Music in $l\fadrid in 1927 or 1928. Falla himself played
the harpsichord. About that time a friend of mine, a young musician-Rodolfo Halffter-who considered himself a disciple of
Falla's, toward the end of a conversation asked the master why he
had not married, and Falla said that he had had to choose between love and music. I could not conceive of anything in the
world demanding the renunciation of love, but I realized that it
was not a renunciation but a transposition of objects, through
mystical sublimation and rapture, and what we might calf in a
gratuitous and light way the Grail complex.
In the world of essential passions and images (Nights in the
Gardens 01 Spain, Love the Magician, The Three-Cornered f!at,
etc.) in which Falla attains deepest clarity, the magic IS ac..
complished by the constant allusions to the oral enharmonic, that
is, to that form of chanted prose or inarticulate sounds which in
the western world only the Andalusians know how to sing. (The
English or French singers who usually interpret the songs of Love
the Magician produce an irresistibly comic effect upon us.) In
this enharmonic the lyrical or dramatic depth carries us to the
most elemental planes of emotion along th~ road of our atavisms.
And as in every great work of art, in Falla's there is a countersense which is like a segment of the vicious circle of existence: a
growing clarity creating a growing mystery. And a bold newness
of forms creating paths for the atavis~c return.
In the programs of Love the Magi~ian we read: Song 01 the
Will-o'-the-Wisp, Ritual Fire Dance, The Spectre, Dance 01 Terror, The Magic Circle. Falla's city lived for that magic of Cadiz,
Ronda, and Algedras, which assuredly antedates the Greeks and
Phoenicians, and naturally the Byzantines, Arabs and gypsies.
These ethnic groups in Andalusia received the influence of. the
,preceding indigenous forms.Today the Arabs in Tunis cultivate
a music quite different from their own which they call "music of
the Granada MOOTS." Where did these discrepant and enhar-
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monic forms come from? From the cave.s of prehistory, perhaps,
where man tried to speak with cries modulated in the direction
of joy and pain, hope or religious fear, and in which he showed
above all else the surprise and astonishment of mere living. This
surprise and astonishment is still preserved by the Spaniards and
gives to the ensemble of the Hispanic a certain virginal quality,
pleasant or unpleasant, ugly or beautiful, but beyond a doubt
virginal. From the prehistoric caves of a Pileta (Ronda) to the
modem caves of the Albaidn \(Granada) there is no very great
distance in ~ither time or space. But they were both in Falla's
city. wh~e the homo gibraltarensis lived together with the pagan
Epicurean. the Christian ascetic, the Arabian Sufi and the conventional gypsy of Garda Lorca.
Literature has not yet revealed the significance of the strata left
by history in that prodigious territory bounded by the triangle of
Cadiz-Randa-Gibraltar. Falla could only face the drama of those
-lands with a febrile and impassioned attitude. An opaque or
transparent matter can yield only a transparent or opaque form.
The problem of musical creation was for him, a man full of the
Andalusian lyric, merely a problem of outer repose and decantation. Falla used to say that before beginning to write he shut himself up in his house in Granada and for two weeks heard nothing.
In the depths of this silence he sought the hidden harmony. In
silence all the music of the future is sleeping and present. Falla's
was not the absolute silence of Stravinsky, however, but that of a
sleeping city, with its own oneiric images. The concertgoer already knows these images here, just as in Paris and Mexico, and
reserves for them a more intimate and secret place than the one
he keeps for musicians of the idea..idea.
I believe that the secret of the appeal of Falla's music for a nonSpanish audience lies in the identity of our emotional world (in
any continent and country) with the primitive enharmonic; that
is to say, in the sharing of men o(Yevery latitude in the cries of
pain. astonishment, perplexity or joy which were common to all
in the beginnings of humanity. They tried, and we today still
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try, to express this surprise at mere living. Falla opens up the way for us to a return lined with living atavisms. All our creative
imagination and passion of today are only remains of those of
our obscure and lowing ancestors who had nothing but their
imagination, who spoke with the sun and the wind and desired
erotically the moon or blossoming tree. The descendants of these
men lived and go on living in Falla's city.
\Ve must not forget that Falla had made the laws of his ideal
city. Which means that he did not slavishly submit himself to the
forms of cante ho'ndo or flamenco but took from them what is
most characteristic. \Vhen he played ~is music-which as everyone knows is a cultured and refined music-before the Andalusian peasants, the gypsy ballerina Pastora Imperio said: "There
is no one like Don l\.fanolito for getting the almendrilla-little
kernel-out of cante:' This almendrilla was the incorruptible
germ of essential action that gives.' nuance to all his work. This
little kernel was often bitter as Andalusian fatalism: death keeping vigil beside the freshest promises of voluptuous delight. How .
could a man born in that triangle-Cadiz-Ronda-Gibraltar-be
impassible before the world of sounds and see only the acoustical
possibility of a cold or warm atmosphere, d~nseor fluid? Such impassibility is only imaginable in the world of art-equation, or
among those addicted to the concept of art-game (of creation
considered as an accident of chance) like Eric Satie and his illustrious French companions, Stravinsky included as the richest and
most powerful of them all. In them, nevertheless, there is a transitory value: affectation and fashion. In the primitive enharmonic, the reverse is true. Can love be a fashion? Or death? In relation to these problems l\1anuel de Falla is the essential apasionado for whom creation is something like a fatality, and of a religious nature. In this fatality he lived, and his still unpublished·
posthumous work, La A tldntida, is according to those who have
heard it yet another proof, and the most convincing of all. One
hopes that American orchestras will not make us wait long to
hear it.
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Hand \Villiam NO.illy-Pratt are among my best
friends, although I cannot say that I have ever perfectly
understood them. In the old days, I saw them every day: it
was my unvarying custom to stop by their house in the afternoons
for a drink on my way home from work. I would walk in without
knocking and go straight to the high-ceilinged old drawing room,
so cool after the blazing Natchez sun, and find them there, talk·
ing quietly together or reading. William would always rise to
greet me with a grave little bow, and Elizabeth would extend her
cool fingers for me to kiss. "Would you care for something to
drink?" one of them would always ask me; and then Elizabeth
would extend her arm straight up in the air, the narrow shafts of
sun which came through the bamboo blinds at the west end of
the darkened room making little bands of bright light on her
bare arm, and snap her fingers for the servant-an old Chinese,
incongruous in that Natchez drawing room-to order my drink
brought to me.
Their two children, Valerian and Titus, were yet infants-Va·'
lerian was perhaps two and Titus still in his cradle-and were
never in evidence and seldom talked about. Elizabeth and William were not the sort to trouble their friends with anecdotes
from the nursery, and, consequently, their offspring remained
without personality for me until they were a good deal older. But
\Villiam and I talked much of our own childhood together, and
of \Villiam's brothers, one of whom had roomed with me at the
university.
Of Elizabeth's brothers I knew only the two who had been at
the university while I was there. I was acquainted with none of
the rest of her family, faT she was from another state-West Virginia, I believe: we had never heard much about it-and in par-
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ticular I had for some time felt myself, though I had known her
for ten years, kept deliberately in ignorance, by means which I
cannot identify or name, of all knowledge of her third brother,
Oreste.
He had been born in France, I knew; but, whenev~r I questioned Elizabeth or \Villiain about him-in a casual waYvof
course, since I had never even seen him-they would look at each
other through the slanting shafts of late-afternoon sunlight there
in their cool high-eeilinged room, and William would raise his
glass to Elizabeth, and Elizabeth, smiling her dark enigmatic
smile, would say, "Oreste? I'm afraid that we don't have any very
recent intelligence of him." I did not know that he was, even
then, in Natchez.
He was a writer, I learned from somebody else, but beyond this
I could not go, nor ever learn whether he had published, nor
even what he wrote. \Vhen I taXed William one aftemoon~ he
answered-after first giving Elizabeth a look over the rim of his
'glass-"We are not quite sure whether he would want us to talk
about his writings at this point.~' Naturally, I never enquired further into the matter.
r
Later on, having disposed of my businesses, I removed to the
North and settled in a small community on the side of a mountain, where I could pursue my studies in relative secluSion; and
there, after some years, 'came also Elizabeth and \Villiam, at my
suggestion, to take up their abode, with all their household.
They took a house farther up the mou.ntainside and moved in
all in one day, with four immense van loads of possessions, and
their servants; but it was all done without a flutter, and when I
went to call on them one afternoon two or three days later, it was
as if they had been established there from the beginning, with
I
Elizabeth and William sitting in their old positions in the darkened drawing room (the bamboo blinds, brought from Natchez,
once more drawn against the sinking sun), talking quietly together as I entered (but admitted, this time, by a servant) ; and .
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Elizabeth once more raising her arm, as in the Natchez room, to
snap her fingers for the ancient Chinese to bring me my drink.
By this time their children were grown older and were much
in evidence, and I began to grow fond of them, having none of
my own. Valerian was ten. He had never been to school (Elizabeth, I learned, devoted part of each day to her boys' education)
and had apparently never played with any other children of his
age; but for all this he seemed to me a perfectly "adjusted" lad.
He was extremely intelligent, very handsome, and I greatly enjoyed conversing with him-for he came to see me, after they became my neighbors, nearly every day.
Titus, the younger, was another thing altogether. He kept
much to himself, although he was only eight, and I sensed in him
a wild and fiercely independent spirit. The children now took
their meals with the parents, even when there were guests, and
I observed on a number of occasions that Titus violated the customs of their table precisely in order (so it seemed to me) that
he might invite the censure of his father, so that (in tum) he
might ignore it and persist unconcernedly in his violations,
which, he understood, his father could not altogether stop without the danger of a scene at table.
I learned that he was already composing music, although only
eight; and one evening, half a year or so after I had received this
intelligence, \Villiam showed me, in some agitation, the manuscript on which Titus was currently working. This appeared to
me, on first glance, to be somewhat familiar. It was an immensely
complex orchestral work; but it was only after I began to scrutinize it closely that I came to realize that lengthy passages of it
were identical with parts of the l\fahler Sixth Symphony, which
he had certainly never heard and of which, so far as I knew, he
had never even seen the score.
"This is extraordinary," I said, handing the manuscript back
to \Villiam. "Do you recognize it?"
"l\fahler," said \Villiam.
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"How do you account for it?"
"We can't," answered \Villiam, "except on the grounds that
he is some kind of genius."
A few days later the boy was in my house and I asked him if he
would cue to play for me. He favoured me·with a curious look,
sat down at my piano, and played-very badly-a simple-minded
little piece such as auy ordinary child his age might have played
when called upon to perform; and then, smiling inscrutably, slid
from the piano bench, gave me a parody of a concert pianist's
bow, and betook himself to the kitchen for cookies from my cook,
for he was not allowed sweets between meals at home.
I think he knew that I thought he had traduced me; fora week
later, as he stood by my side while I inspected some lizards the
gardener had caught in the rock garden, he suddenly announced,
without preamble, "I really.can't play the piano very well, you
know."
I glanced at him in surprise, and his eyes fell to the ground
while he blushed. I thought of saying something to him about the
l\fahler Sixth, but a je~ne~sais-quoi in his attitude caused me to .
forbear; and I was not at all sure, in any event, that William
would have wanted him to know that I had been shown the
manuscript.
"I write music, though," he added, for he had been reading my
thoughts; "but that's different:'
"l\fany composers are rotten performers," 1 told him, as a sop.
"Am I rotten, then?" he asked, and picked a lizard out of the
can. "l\fy father says their tails come off-" and with that he
twisted the tail from the lizard he was holding. Fortunately it was
of a species whose tails come off easily.
.
"If you want that lizard," I told him, "you may have it. Take
care of it well and you may see whether or not it grows a new tail:'
"I don't like lizards," he answered me. "I'll see that its tail
doesn't ever come back." And thereupon he tossed the lizard over
the edge of the mountain, ,~here we were standing, into the
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gorge which yawn.ed at our feet. The creature could oot have survived. "I try not to be fascinated by animals," he-said, turning on
his heel and marching away.
On subsequent occasions I discovered that Titus was also an
author. One afternoon, when Elizabeth was said to be resting in
her room and \Villiam and I had had to take our drinks alone, he
pulled a key from his pocket during a lull in our conversation
and, walking swiftly across the room to the escritoire, unlocked
its drawer and lifted therefrom a manuscript, written in a childish but perfectly legible and fluent hand, entitled-as I saw when
he deposited it, without a word, in my lap-"The Manx Cat
Entailed."
I started reading immediately the first pages and was soon overwhelmed by the subtlety of the style and the strong grip which it
exercised, from its opening sentences, on my imagination. But
then, as I read on, I began to realize that such powerful passages
alternated with others of a more than childish clumsiness and
naivete, and I finished the story in a state of bewiltlermeot. As I
laid the sheaf of papers on the table at my side, I raised my eyes in
query to \Villiam. He nodded in confirmation.
"Titus," he said quietly.
"Good God," I said; "he's only eight."
"I know," said William. "That's just it."
I was not surprised, some weeks later, therefore, to discover
Titus carrying a large box of manuscript into my summerhouse,
which he knew I did not use in the afternoons and which I had
told him he might occupy at those times.
"You are writing something?" I asked him. He lifted the lid of
the box and flipped through half a ream of closely written
manuscript.
"A book," he said. "It is not finished yet."
"Do you find it difficult to write a book?" I enquired of him,
for I was curious.
"Not-difficult," he answered me, pursing his lips. "But I am
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always very tired afterwards." Then he excused himself and retired to my summerhouse.
During these days. I rarely heard of Oreste; but one afternoon.
as Elizabeth and \Villiam and I sat over our drinks in their
dark--ened drawing room. Valerian came dashing into our company
with a letter clutched in his hand.
. "The mail's here I" he shouted. "and there's a letter ftom Uncle
Orestel"
"
"Oh. let me see," cried Elizabeth. taking it from him; and
then: "Do excuse us." she said to me. rippIng open the envelope
with an ill-concealed trembling of her cool fingers. "We hear
from him so seldom."
As she read the letter-her lips parted and her small breasts
rising and falling as if she had just come walking too hurriedly
up themountaipside-William resumed. in his gentle voice. his
conversation with me on roe subject of mediaeval alchemy. his
current study. When Elizabeth finished the letter. she handed it
without a word to William, who took it from her with a badly
disguised show of indifference. and Elizabeth took over William's conversation in the middle of his sqntence. so that it was
with more than a modicum of surprise. after several seconds of
listening to Elizabeth's voice instead of to William's, that I suddenly was aware of the fact that a horse, so to speak. had been
changed in mid-stream.
But, while giving to Elizabeth every sign of polite and interested attention, I now turned on William, nevertheless, as much
covert scrutiny as, under the circumstances, I could manage; and
thus it was, by this means, that I came to realize tha~ a crisis was
in full bloom.
F9,r William was surely in a state of agitation: he kept swigging
at his drink. who usually sipped; and. when he finally picked it
up and drained the remaining half of it at a gulp, Elizabeth,
whose eye, I noticed, had never strayed far fro~,hi~ throughout
her recital to me of his studies in mediaeval alchemy, immediate-
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ly stretched her arm into the air and snapped her fingers for the
old Chinese to bring him another, though he never took two.
\Villiam finished the letter, looked at Elizabeth over the rim
of his glass, and said: "\VeIl?"
"\Ve'd better tell him at once," she said, indicating me with a
wave of her drink.
"Oreste is coming here," said \Villiam.
"Oreste!" was all I could say.
"He is a hopeless alcoholic," said Elizabeth.
"And sometimes a little peculiar to boot," added \Villiam.
'Tm so sorry," I said. "Tell me, is there not a little something,
perhaps, that I could do, to make things easier for you while he is
here?"
"Put a sign on the road directing him over the side of the cliff,"
said \Villiam gently.
"Oh, \Villiam!" protested Elizabeth. "You will be misunderstood!""
Then I enquired: "In what way-I trust this question doesn't
intrude on you too closely-is Oreste, as you say, peculiar?"
"\Ve can't really say," replied William. "\Ve have tried to understand it, we have even called in psychiatrists, but we are really
not exactly sure. For the past few years, however, it has seemed to
take the singular form of an obsession that someone has been
stealing his writings away from him." He raised his leg and
scratched a match on the seat of his pants-an old-fashioned habit
from his university days, for which, to accommodate it, he had
had his trousers especially tailored ever since.
"It has something to do with telepathy,"said Elizabeth. "He
doesn't actually believe that we physically take his manuscripts
a,...ay from him."
":\s a matter of fact," said \Villiam, "we have never even seen
any of his manuscripts."
.. He believes, then, that you in this house are stealing his
manuscripts," I said.
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"Of course," said Elizabeth, "it's all some kind of delusion
arising from his drinking; but it is most painful for us. One
. doesn't like to be thought a thief. And we have tried to help
Oreste in every way."
~,
",,'"
Then they told me how they had set up an establishment for
Oreste in Natchez, and had hired people to lookafter him and to
attend to his wants and comforts. They had even gone so far as to
hire a young Negress, a woman of some nurSing experience,
whom William had given to understand, at the time, that no
objections would be raised if, other factors being equal, she became Oreste's mistress in due course; but she had made off with
so ~any furnishings from the hou~e, which Oreste never missed,
presenting them to her .large /ITeundscha/t over a period of
eighteen months, that William was forced, finally, to giye her
notice. She never di~ become Oreste's mistress, nor was she successful to any degree in helping him to curb his drinking.
Oreste h;td been in Natchez all the years I had lived. there; but
never once had I seen him-never once, I must confess it, had I
even suspected his presence there: for William had arranged that
Oreste should live in another quarter of thf town.... We parted
that day with the tacit understanding that I, now party to their
secret, became part-bearer also of their burthen.
I must say that from this time on I Isept rather an eye out for
the arrival of Oreste on our mountainside; -but, although I frequently sat for hours-sometimes for whole half-days togethe:on my roof (which I had had fitted out as a sort of terrace for taking measurements of the moon at night) , often with my telescope
fixed on the road up the mountain from the valley, my labours
remained for many days unrewarded.
One day, however, when I was out walking on the mountainside below my place, I stopped by the chasm, lvhich fell away
from one -edge of the road, to inspect the gardens of the people
who lived on these slopes. None of these people had ever manifested much friendliness towards me, and my relationships with

\
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them, in consequence, had been confined largely to small purchases from them, by my servants. of eggs. vegetables. wov~n
goods, and whatnot. I always greeted them when we passed each
other -on the road, of course, but they did not often trouble to
respond.
This day, as it happened, when I saluted with my walking stick
a handsome young woman who was picking some kind of berries
from her bushes, I was greatly pleased to receive from her in response a very generous smile, and therefore found it not difficult
to persuade myself to interrupt my walk in favour of some harmless conversation with her. But it turned out that she did not
speak English, nor were any of the other languages that I know
successful wit~ her; so that she was reduced, finally. to calling to
her side a curly-headed lad of ,eleven or twelve to interpret for
her-a younger brother, as I suppose. Our conversation, chiefly
of pleasantries and garden-lore. was soon interrupted, however,
by the arrival of Oreste.
I say "arrival," although as yet his auto-a convertible of one of
the more expensive makes, painted a canary yellow-was all of
him that we could see. as it wound slowly round the tortuous
curves of the road up the mountain far beneath us. That this was
the auto of Oreste
.. I had no doubt: my instincts are infallible in
matters of this kind: and so the young woman, the lad. and I
watched i\ with unflagging interest as it climbed closer and closer
to us. \Vlten it had rounded the last curve but one. and we must
have been plainly in sight of its occupants, I pulled off the bandana which I habitually wear tied around my neck in hot weather
(to prevent the perspiration from soaking the starch from my
co~lar) and waved it wildly at the people in the car; but the lad
who had been standing by me to interpret for the young woman,
snatched the handkerchief suddenly from my hand and trampled
it angrily into the ground, muttering the while. This is an example of what I mean when I said that these people rarely showed
me the ordinary courtesies to which I had become accustomed in
other places.
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At last, then, the car drew abreast of us, and I was able to get a
fulJ view of its occupants. First, Oreste: He could not have been '
less than forty; but, had one not known this previously, he could
easily have been taken for twenty, or even less, if one overlooked
an~xpression of utter cynicism and of self-distrust around his
eyd. His skin was clear, white, and lqith the peculiar transparency often seen in that of new-born infants; and his forehead, also,
bulged monstrously like that of a very young baby. His hair con.,
tributed its share to his effect of extreme youth, for its texture
was silky and of that indefinable colour of a young child's, and
appeared, moreover, never to have 'been .brushed-which, however, because it was so fine and so sparse, did not detract from,
though it did no~ add to, his general appearance.... As to clothing, I could see a Tyrolean hat, a Norfolk jacket, and a pink
Brooks Brothers shirt; and, later, the cravat of a rowing club to
which I know he did not belong.
In the back seat of the convertible, in addition to much luggage, all of it covered with the labels of Swiss hotels, sat a large
coloured woman, her hair tied in a gingham bandana, like Aunt
Jemimah, and an English butler in·a howler, the latter holding
between his knees an enormous bird-eagq filled with brilliantly
coloured parakeets, which chattered nOisily as, without cessation,
they jumped from perch to perch. A little child clung precariously to the rear bumper of the yellow convertible, but he must have
been a hitch-hiker picked up somewhere below by Oreste in a
seizure of good spirits.
Oreste pulled the brake of the auto, and I came at last to look
directly into his bulging blue eyes and to hear his voice, so
strangely musical. His first words to me were discomfiting:
"I've come to get it back," he said, speaking the sentence as if
it had been the conclusion to a long paragraph of explanation.
"You will have to leave your car here," I told him, "for I fear
the road is not passable higher up, owing to recent avalanches:'
Oreste gave some silent directions to his servants in the back
seat, and they at once fell to, removing the luggage from the car
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and stacking it up expertly by the roadside, for all the world as if
they had been on a station platform getting their master's things
ready against the imminent arrival of a Grand Express DeLuxe.
U\Vhere are they?" demanded Oreste of me. "They'll have to
give it up this time. I refuse to let this son of thing go on any
longer."
''I'm certain they're at home," I said. "Perhaps you will permit
me to show you the way?"
"I think it's the boy-what's his name," said Oreste, accepting
my offer with a nod. "It's a whole damn novel this time."
I began to comprehend; but he was still a few jumps ahead of
me, and I was not yet ready to accept horror undiluted. We had
started up the mountainside toward Elizabeth's and \Villiam's, _
Oreste carrying the bird-cage, the Negress and the butler strug- \
gling along behind us with the rest of the luggage. Oreste was still
talking.
"First it was only small things, and I thought then it was lapses
-" He stopped and set down the bird-cage. "Vou know-lapses?"
I smelt liquor on his breath, and nodded.
"I know," I said.
"Vou just forget,"he said. "Vou think you have it, and then it's
gone. Lapses. But that's to be expected."
"Under the circumstances," I said.
"But then I began to realize after a while that it wasn't lapses.
I began to smell a rat." He picked up the bird-cage.
"Let me carry it for you," I offered, although I had never carried a bird-eage before. He surrendered it to me without protest.
It was not heavy, though the parakeets kept up a continual
squawking-they are unmusical birds-and jumped skittishly
from one perch to another.
"You began to smell a rat," I urged him.
"A rat," he repeated, as we resumed our journey up the mountainside. "One time it was an article for the Yale Review. I had
finished it at four o'clock in the morning-I always write at night,
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you know-and then thrown "myself down on the couch in DIy
study to sleep. 1 slept till noon. When 1 got up and went to my'
writing-table. the manuscript was just where I'd left it. I'm sure
it had been undisturbed."
He paused and wiped his brow.
"And?" 1 prompted.
He looked at me searchingly, as if to determine whether 1 was
·going to believe what he was on the point of telling me.
"'Vell," he said finally, "it' was all there, all right, but 1
couldn't read a word of it."
"Eh?"
"I don't know how to describe it to you. It seemed to have're-shuffled' itself overnight. Parts of it 1 seemed to recognizesome paragraphs were just as 1 had written them; but others were
now utter gibberish, as if I had struck the typewriter keys at random. in a delirium.
"You may im~ine how this made me feel! 1 thought at first
that 1 must be losing my grip entirely, you know-alcohol and all
that. But I'd been on the wagon for a week, and 1 was sure, at
least, that I'd be~n cold sober when I wrote this article the night
before.
"Then I began to examine the manusctipt more carefully, and
I soon began to realize that much of the apparent gibberish
which now stared me in the face was really what 1 had written.
but with the letters of the words now transposed into absolute
nonsense. 1 didn't know what to do, ~ tell you. I could recollect
with perfect clarity my labours of the night before.I had known
exactly what 1 wanted to say, it was all perfectly organized in my
mind, and the actual writing had been relatively easy. The only.
possible explanation for what 1 now held in my hands was that, .
somehow, during the mechanics of getting it onto paper. 1 had
gone suddenly barmy."
"Great heavens'" I said. "What a thing to be faced withl"
"It was perfectly frightful," he confirmed.
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"But go on," I urged him. "Tell me about the next time."
"The next time:' he said. "Ah yes. The next time was a few
poems. I am a poet. you know. These were some poems I wrote.
about a week later. I was having quite a spell of poetry-writing
about then, and some of these verses were more than a little passable. I was quite well pleased with them. as a matter of fact. I had
experimented with some of them for over a week, off and on. writing alternate versions of some lines, and so forth-you know how
it is with poetry."
I nodded.
Finally I had them the way I wanted them-at least for the time
being." he continued, "and so, late one night, I wrote out fair
copies of all of them~there were six. I read them over and felt
reasonably well satisfied that I could not improve them. Then I
tore up all the sheets on which I had first worked them out. and
tossed the scraps into the fireplace. They made a neat little blaze.
"But I was filled, nevertheless, with an unnameable apprehension, in view of everything that had been happening around
there, so I called Harms-he's that butler 'fellow behind us with
the luggage: an extremely trustworthy chap, discreet and all that
-and asked him to sit watch on my poems while I threw myself
on the couch and slept."
"And the next morning?" I asked.
Oreste stopped walking, at my side. "The next morning." he
said, his face drained of all colour, "the pages were absolutely
blank'"
"Blank!" I echoed.
"And not only that:' continued Oreste, "but lying on my
writing-table-listen closely!-were the discarded versions that I
had torn up and burned the night before, just as they had appeared before I destroyed them, except for tiny, almost imperceptible lines, deeply enscarred in the paper. like ancient watermarks, which I have no doubt corresponded to the pieces they had
been torn into,"
"But Hanns' " I interrupted.
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· "Harms," said Oreste,very calmly and seriously, "Harms
swears-an.I believe him implicitly-that no one entered or left
the room while he was ther-e,which was the entire time I was
sleeping. He says, further, that once, as I slept, I cried out something which he took to be a warning, but he could make nothing
of my words and, reluctant to awaken me, contented himself with
seeing that all the windows were locked and that no one was in
the passageway outside the door."
"Good God," I said, "what an extraordinary business!"
"That is not the end of this story," continued Oreste, holding
up his hand to forestall further comment from me.
"Go on," I begged him.
"I tried, naturally, to re--write the poems in their final versions;
but, for some strange reason, I seemcgl JO suffer total amnesia
with respect to them, and could not recall a single line. Even with
the experimental versions before me-the ones (if you will forgive me the use of this term) so 'supernaturally' resurrected from
their ashes-I could not reconstruct a single line of the final
versions.
"And then"-he paused portentously-Oland then, finally, four
months later, I read my own final versions in The Criterion. I
I
recognized them immediately."
liThe Crite.rion!" I could not help gasping.
"They were labelled Six Lyrics by a Six-fe.ar-Old, and there
,~s a note saying that they had been submitted by a well-known
American scholar as the work of his six-year-old son, whom he.
preferred to keep in anonymity until he should be of a better age
to cope with fame."
"Do you know for sure if it was William who sent theni~in?"
"I cabled the magazine," he said, "and they replied that the
poems had indeed beep submitted by my b{other-in-Iaw."
"Did this take place before or after they left Natchez?" I asked.
"Before," he replied. "It began quite a while before .they
moved here; but of course it's been going on ever since they came
up here, too."
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"Then there have been more instances than just these two,"
I said.
"Dozens," said Oreste. "Sometimes I find onlr blank paper in
place of what I've written; sometimes, gibberish and nonsense;
and, one time, I found a complete substitution."
"Tell me about that," I said.
"It was a critique," said Oreste, stepping around a boulder in
the road. "It came about because I had been reading over the
scores of the Mahler symphonies and had come to some conclusions about the Sixth Symphony, in particular, which I had never
read in any of the standard commentaries. So I wrote a rather
learned little essay on this symphony, filled with musical examples which I intended to insert into the text by means of
photo-engravings of parts of the score. It was," he said,. smiling
rather sadly, "really a very good piece of work, if I do say it myself, rather along the Donald Tovey sort of line. I placed no
watch over the manuscript this time, for I had given Harms the
weekend off, and it was, Vilma's night out-she's my cook behind
us there, helping Harms with the luggage.
"The next morning, on my writing table, in the precise spot
where I'd left it, was my manuscript-except that it was now no
[oTlge.r my manuscript! Oh, it was still my handwriting and all
that: but it was no longer my article. Instead, there was a brutal
little essay, of exactly the length of my article, mostly about Manx
cats and other tail-less creatures. It was written with all the crudity one would expect from an eight-year-old turned literary, except for a realistic cruelty of detail which, when I read it, made
my hair stand on end. It was called, in case you're interested,
How the Lizzards Lost Their Tailes, and it was illustrated with
•
childish drawings in the exact places which I had intended to
reserve for my photo-engravings from the ~fahler score."
"\Vhen was this?" I asked sharply.
Oreste mentioned a date and it was, of course, precisely the
date that I had anticipated.
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He licked his lips, took off his Tyrolean hat, and fanned himself wi-th it.
"Let's sit down for a moment," he suggested. "I'm not the
mountain-elimber I once was:;
\Ve sat down on a large boulder ~vhich lay in the roadway.
"See what your friends are doing," he said, pointing down the
mountain.
I looked in the direction towards which he was pointing, and
saw the people down there pushing Oreste's car towards the
chasm, at the edge of the road. In a moment they had shoved it
over the rim, and then we saw it go tumbling end over end into
the void, like a toy thrown away; but the distance was so great
that we scarcely heard its crash at the bottom.
"They have never really been my friends," I observed.
\Ve sat in silence for a few minutes-an opportunity to rest
which Harm5 and Vilma, behind us, seized also, settling the luggage once more in neat stacks by the road·-and Oreste continued
his strange recital.
"I shall skip over some of the next incidents," he said. "They
are mostly of the same order. But then comes the matter of my
novel. It was to have been my first real novel, although, of course,
when I was living in France a long time ago, I had written a
couple of others which I discarded.
"This was to have been a psychologica~ novel of childhood,
based on my own childhood in Paris,_where, owing to my mother's rather weird mode of life, I grew up in an atmosphere\of
complete and utter-shall I call it 'unconventionality'?"
At this point he took o~ his Tyrolean hat once more .and gave
it a rueful smile.
"I was perfectly familiar, for example, with the effects of
opium-smoking by the age of six: but possibly you do not know
what opium-smoking can do to the health?"
"I have smoked it for many years," I reassured him.
;'\Vell, then," he replied, satisfied. "And when my mo~er died,.
I
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about this time, I found that she had pledged me to the concierge,
who was childless, as security for her arrears in rent."
"I have never really known whether I am a full or only a hal£brother to Elizabeth; but, by the time she had discovered where
I was, and, with her husband's connivance, kidnapped me and
smuggled me into America, I was already thirty and my character, such as it is, fully developed.... She had by this time had one
child of her own and was carrying another."
I began to see the connexion.
"Your novel," I said to him.
"My novel. Yes. It was based on some experiences of those
days," he said, "of my life in Paris as a lad; although it was of
course not directly autobiographical: I am not that kind of
writer.
"It was to have been quite short, and I had it completely plotted. Many passages-especially some descriptive passages, part
poetry and so on-were already 'written' in my mind, and needed
only setting down on paper. I do much of my writing that way,
you know-work things out completely in my head, to the last
word, before I ever set pen to paper-, and ordinarily I never
have any trouble recalling the most minute inflexions, even of
extensive passages, when the time comes to write them down.
""VeIl, then, I was, as I say, all ready to begin the actual work
of putting down this novel-the thing was fully composed, as you
might say, and needed only the mechanical work of transferring
it to paper. And then it was stolen from me."
"In the same way as the others?" I asked.
"Not quite," he replied. "This was a great deal worse. For this
time, when I awoke in the morning of the day I had set aside to
start the actual writing, I found that it was completely gone out
of my head."
"Gone out of your head?"
"Absolutely. I could not recall a single word of what I had intended to write, of all I had planned and knew and loved so well
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and had thought was so much a part of me. It was all gone--every
syllable of it. I had made no notes, of course: it was not the sort of
thing I could write from notes. You can see where this left me."
"You imagine, naturally, that the child is responsible?"
"Imagine nothingr" he retorted. "I know perfectly well that he
is responsible. How, I have no idea, for he is a fiend of some kind;
but that he is responsible for this whole chain of events I haven~t
the slightest doubt in the world."
..And now you have come to get your novel away from him,"
I said.
He laughed grimly. "Let me relieve~you of those birds," he
said, picking up the cage of chattering parakeets.
The house of Elizabeth and William lay concealed behind a
grove of trees. The road up the mountainside ended at their gate.
which they kept locked, although a driveway continued beyond;
but a portable stile, kepthandr nearby, solved the problem of the
locked gate, and Oreste, his servants, his luggage, his parakeets:,
and I were soon at the front door.
"They will be drinking at this hour," said Oreste to me.
"I know," I said. "Perhaps it might be wisest, under the circums~ces, for you to forego alcohol (yourself. at this first
interview."
"I never forego alcohol," saidOreste. "But I have taken the
precaution of bringing my own. In strange houses, one never
knows-"
.
.
"Oh, come, my dear fellowl" I protested~ "This is not a strange
home, as you call it. Why, I drink here every afternoon, myself;
and I've known William since he was in diapers."
Oreste looked at me with sudden suspicion. "You are not revealing yourself"a tum-eoat, by any chance?" he asked me.
"My dear chapr" I cried. "Please don't be alarmed. It's just
that 1 find incredible the thought that William or your own sister would-" I was at a loss for proper words.
"Remember," he interrupted me, ..that I am notsure that she
really is my own s.ister."
(
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"She always speaks of you with great sisterly affection and con·
cern," I told him.
"A plot," he said.
It was the ancient Chinese butler who opened the door to us.
"\Velcome, Mr. Oreste," he said. "We have all been looking
for you:'
"Thank you, Ah-So," said Oreste. "Will you please see that
my people are taken care of?"
"Mr. William has it all arranged," the Chinese answered, and
we followed him into ~e cool drawing room, its blinds of bamboo slats drawn against the late-afternoon sun at the west end of
the chamber.
The amenities of family reunion were cordial but quiet, and
\Villiam had asked his inevitable question; but Oreste said, "I do
hope you will forgive me, old man, but I have my own, which I
prefer and which I always carry with me. The doctor's orders, '
you know:'
"Of course," said \Villiam.
Oreste went out into the hall, where his servants had been left
sitting, and the Negress at once opened for him one of the suitcases she had been carrying, revealing elaborate fittings designedto take care of a dozen or so bottles of whiskey. From these Oreste
selected one and brought it back into the drawing room.
"Now then," he said, when we were all settled in our chairs, "I
should like my novel back."
"Oh, Orestel" cried Elizabeth, reproachfully and sadly,
"My dear chapl" said \Villiam. "You must realize that we
know nothing at all about this affair. \Ve've been through it all
before."
"You sent my poems to The Criterion, I believe," said Oreste.
"I sent a few of my son's writings to them, of course," said \Villiam, "and the editors there were good enough to publish them:'
"Those were my poems," said Oreste,
"Oreste," said Elizabeth, "don't you think that until after
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you've rested from your journey up the mountain it would be
better to-"
"I am completely rested," protested Oreste in exasperation.
At ·this point, we sUffer~ an interruption. Valerian, ·the :older
boy, entereq the room.
"Uncle Oreste!" he cried as he came through the entrance; and
then he ran across the room and threw hipIself on Oreste. "Are
those your marvelous birds out in the hall?"
"Birds?" asked Willi~m. "Did you bring birds?"
"Valerian, my dear," said Elizabeth. "Say hello to your Uncle
Oreste and then run and play with Titus for an hour before
dinner."
!
...
"I very much want to see Titus," said Oreste.
"Not now, Oreste," said Elizabeth. "This is their time to
play. Perhaps at dinner. Run now, my dearest, and take Titus out
to play."
"Quick~ Son," said \Villiam, snapping his fingers. ~~'You've
heard your mother."
Valerian left, then, and we continued our conversation-to no
purpose, I might add. But in fifteen minutes Valerian was back
again, complaining that Titus was nowhete to be found.
"Did you look everywhere, Son?" asked William.
"Everywhere?" Valerian queried, puzzled. "I looked everywhere I could think of, everywhere I thought he might be; but
maybe I didn't think of all the places he might be."
"That's entirely possible," said William.
"Did you look in my summerhouse?" I interrupted. "He sometimes goes there to wri-he sometimes likes to sit there."
"No," said Valerian. "~hall I look there, Father?"
"If he is there," said \Villiam, "he is all right, and there's no
need to disturb him so long as he's ready for diimer in time."
"'What time is dinner, by the way?" asked Oreste. "I've not
eaten since last week."
"\Ve dine at seven," said Elizabeth. "They ring the dressing-
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bell at six-fifteen to give everybody time, so you have over an
hour, Oreste, should you feel like a rest. 1 have always felt that
you should eat more often."
"If you will excuse me," said Oreste, "I believe that 1 shall take
a short nap."
"Of course," said Elizabeth, extending her arm into the air and,
snapping her fingers. "Ah-SO will show you to your room. I expect your servants are already taken care of, and Ah-SO will tell
you how to get them if you want them."
"Thank you, Elizabeth," said Oreste. "I shall want my own
cook to cook my own dinner. It can be served with the rest. My
special diet, as you know."
"As you wish," said Elizabeth.
1 did not remain for dinner, though they begged me, but
walked back immediately to my place, returning via the lower
pasture so as to pass near to my summerhouse.
Titus himself was not there, though I saw evidence of his recent presence. The ink bottle on the writing-table was unstoppered, blotters and pens were lying about, and smudged sheets
of writing-paper were scattered around the floor. 1 surveyed the
scene with what, two days ago, would have been an amused,
slightly patronizing wonder, but was now apprehension that the
creative furies of this child should be so inexorably leading him
into this impossible contretemps. 1 sank down into my favourite
chair, but it felt wrong; and I probed, therefore, beneath the
cushion and withdrew the box containing Titus's manuscriptthe one he had been writing on when I had intercepted him previously. I took off the lid and removed the large pack of paper
-and was on the point of leafing through it when I was startled
nearly out of my seat by a cry from the half-elosed door to the
bathroom.
Titus burst forth. "Don'tl" he screamed, throwing himself at
me. "Don't read it yetI It's not finished yeti"
"Very well," I calmed him. "If you don't want me to, 1 shan't.
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I was just curious to know what was under my cushion. I was sitting on it, you see."
..I hid it there because I didn't know who was walking up the
path. I'm trying to get it finished," he informed me, "before I am
stopped.'·
"Before you are stopped?"
"I am going to be stopped," he assured me, very positively.
staring at me fixedly with a preternaturally grave expression. "I
don't really know who's going to stop me, but I think it must be
Uncle Oreste. I just have a feeling in my bones that he's going
to stop me:·
"Have you seen your Uncle Oreste yet?"
"Then he is herel" exclaimed Titus, looking around him in
fear. "I knew itl I felt itl"
"He came about an hour ago. He's up the mountain at your
house now, resting before dinner."
Poor little Titus, at this intelligence, gave such signs of fear
that my heart went somewhat out to him, in pity.
, "Would you like to take dinner with me this evening?" I asked
him, my defenses down. "I dine at eight here."
"Oh, may I?" He seemed immeasurably relieved by my invitation. "But how shall I let my parents know?"
"In a little while I.shall walk up to their house and leave a
message with the servants. I imagine," I added a bit grimly, "that
your parents will present no objections."
"Oh, fine." he said. "Then«1 shall be able to work on my story
until dinner-time. I have only a little way to go.... I expect," he
added, "that under the circumstances you'Ulet me sit down with·
out changing?"
''Of course," I said, "provided you have a good wash first."
"Of course," he said.
I left him, then, and retired into my library, where I wrote
several letters; and then I walked up the mountain to Elizabeth·s
and William's again and left my message at the bac:k door, feeling
like the bootlegger.
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Altogether, it had been an hour since I left Titus working furiously at Oreste's novel on the writing-table in my summerhouse~
By the time I should have arrived back from my trip up the
mountain, it would be close on eight o'clock, and, although there
was still time, I dedded, in view of the circumstances, to forego·
changing for dinner.
I had just made this decision, half-way across my lower pasture,
when I was forced to quicken my steps: for I was suddenly and
inexplicably assailed by a certain knowledge that my presence
was required in the summerhouse. Whether this impulse resulted from my having heard any sounds, I cannot say; although it is,
of course, possible that the sounds of their argument reached me
even there in the pasture.
At a rapid pace, then-though I am no longer athletically inclined-I covered the remaining distance across my grounds to
the summerhouse and flung open the door.
In the center of the room, separated from each other by my
writing-table, were Titus and Oreste, the latter with murder in
his eye and a long, thick, sharp, cork-handled needle in his hand.
They were screaming intemperately at each other, and my appearance in the door did not serve in the least to inhibit them in
this display. I gathered that Oreste had been threatening Titus
with the needle, the like of which I had never seen before.
"You are supposed to be resting before dinner," I admonished
Oreste, although it was none of my affair.
"Don't let him touch me!" cried Titus at the same time.
"Little fiend!"' breathed Oreste, feinting towards one end of
my writing-table.
"Oreste!" I spoke to him sharply. "Let the boy alone! Nothing
is to be gained by this kind of ill-considered behaviour!"
"Nothing!" cried Oreste. "Nothing? What do you call nothing? Look at that'" He pointed to the pages of manuscript scattered about the top of the writing-table, where he had interrupted Titus's work. "My book! This little fiend is WTitingmy book!"
''I'm not a fiend!" cried Titus. ''I'm not! It's my book! He's just
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trying to take my book away from me. I wish you'd go away! I
hate youl You're drunk I"
"Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings," said Oreste to me,
shrugging: He was calmer now.
"Can we not," I suggested, sensing this, "talk the matter over
seriously tomorrow morning, when we've all had a good night's
sleep? There is surely some explanation, some satisfactory way,
to get this affair straightened out without resort to-violencel"
Again Oreste shrugged. "I've explained everything already.
You know what's going, on. I see no purpose in talking any more
about it. What we need now is something to be done. However,
if you-"
"Fine," I said. "Then it's all arranged, isn't it? Let us say breakfast at eight-thirty, shall we?"
"Eight-thirty," repeated Oreste, as if he had no intention of
remembering.
"Titus is staying here tonight," I said. "Will you 1be good
enough to tell his mother?"
"Here?" exclaimed Oreste.
"It would be preferable to ,any other arrangement," I said
firmly.
"As you like," said Oreste. ''I'll tell the mother." He took his

,

d~parture.

Dinner with Titus was unremarkable. He skillfully and reso- .,.
lutely kept the conversation away from the things I wanted to
talk about; and afterwar~s there was nothing to do but show him
to his room. It was one of my guest rooms, connected by a bath
with another; and in the other, 1 explained to Titus. 1 planned
to sleep myself that night. in case he should want me near him.
''I'll be all right." he said, however. "I have only a few hours
work left to do on my book and then U~cle Oreste may P-y what
he likes."
"Don't be too late," 1 admonished him. After all, he was only
eight.
I sat up until midnight over my studies and then ntade the .
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rounds of the house to make sure they had locked everything securely. Finding nothing amiss, I went to bed and slept soundly
till morning. Neither Oreste nor Titus came to breakfast, as we
had arranged, which rather put me out since I had ordered the
meal prepared for three.
Later in the morning I walked up the mountainside to th~
house of Elizabeth and William. William was at his studies and
could not be disturbed, but Elizabeth gave me a few minutes.
"It was so good of you to keep Titus," she said. "I don't suppose we could prevail on you to keep him longer, until all this-"
She waved her hand, in a gesture perfectly describing the situation.
"Of course, my dear Elizabeth," I said. "It is absolutely no inconvenience. But I do think, don't you? that we ought to get some
of these things straightened out as soon as possible. I had hoped,
as a matter of fact, to see Oreste this morning," I explained.
"Oreste has left word that he is not to be disturbed," she told
me. "He has started some new piece of writing which he is eager
to finish as soon as possible." Then: "Tell me, did Titus finish
his bc;>ok last night at your house? He is So anxious to complete it."
"Yes," I said to her~"He mentioned as I was leaving that it was
now completely finished."
"Oh, good'" she said. "Both William and I were so afraid
something might intervene."
For the next three days Oreste remained closeted with his new
work, and meals were taken to him on a tray and set outside his
door, which he opened periodically to receive them.
On the fourth day he appeared in the late afternoon as Elizabeth, \Villiam, and I sat over our drinks in the darkened drawing
room.
"This time," he announced to us, taking his seat after having
poured himself a stiff drink out of his own bottle, "I have written
something the little fiend is going to find it damn difficult to
steal."
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"You used invisible ink?" asked William, with an edge to his
tone..
"That," said Oreste, "is for me to know and for you to find
out." To me he said: "You may tell Titus, if you wish, that I am
now no longer interested in my novel, having just done something much better. I understand that you are keeping him out of
my way."
y
"Not at all," I said. "I find him very pleasant company."
I am afraid tha.t I fell all too unsuspecting into Oreste's trap,
for that evening, at dinner, I mentioned to Jitus that he need
have no more misgivings about his novel, ,sinte Oreste disclaimed
any more interest in it, having written something else.
I
"Yes, I know," said Titus~
"You know'" I exclaimed. "What do you know?"
"I know that Uncle Oreste has written something else," he replied in a flat ~oice. "That's all." .
"How do you know that?"
"Well, after all," said Titus, in more animated tones, "he has
been locked up in his room these past four days, writing like a
mad-man. Valerian told me."
I asked, half under my breath, "That is ~ow you found out?"
"Yes:' replied Titus; but his eyes fell to his plate as he said it.
I noticed that he had hardly t~uched his bouillabaisse.
"Eat your bouillabaisse:' I told him, "and listen to me carefully."
,
"All right," he said.
.
"Tell me," I continued, then: "Do you know what your'Uncle
Oreste has been writing?"
He lifted a spoonful of bouillabaisse to his mouth, but, ~fter a
moment's hesitation, returned it again to the plate. He did not
reply.
"Look here," I said, permitting myself almost to shout at him.
''I'm trying to help you. Why do you think I am keeping you
here with me, if not to protect you from your uncle?"
/
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"Thank you," he said. "I've known all along, of course, why
you were letting me stay here. You're only trying to do your best."
I gulped.
"And it did give me a chance to finish my book," he added
politely.
This presented me the opportunity I had been awaiting.
"Oreste says it is not your book," I said.
"That's what he says," replied Titus. "But he doesn't know
anything about it."
"He seems pretty sure of himself," I insisted.
"My uncle is crazy," said Titus quietly. "I,just write whatever
comes into my head. He's got nothing to do with it. I don't care
what he says."
"How do these stories 'come into your head,' as you put it?" I
asked.
"I don't know," Titus replied. "They just come into my head.
How do stories come into anyone's head? It's just as if they were
there in my head, waiting for me, and all I have to do is write
them down, It's really not much trouble. I suppose," he added,
"that all writers have this experience."
"Not quite all," I said.
"Anyway," continued Titus, "that's how it is with me."
"Do you understand everything you are thus in a position, as
it were, to write down?" I asked him.
"Not everything," he replied; "but what writer does? l\fy father
says he can name dozens of writers who he is sure have not understood a word they have written."
I left him, then, in the care of my housekeeper, with instructions that he be put to bed in my guest room and watched over
while he slept; and, ordering my night-lantern brought me, soon
aftenvards set off up the mountain to call on Elizabeth, \Villiam,
and Oreste.
I found them in Elizabeth's sewing room, Elizabeth was reading, or pretending to read; and \Villiam was crocheting an antimacassar-his usual form of relaxation when distrait: when he
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had accumulated a sufficiency of tlhem, he would present them to
charity. Oreste was thumbing through a large loose-leaf notebook,
which I took to be his new manuscript, holding it in his lap where
he sat, in a far comer of the room, a glass and a bottle at his elbow, now and again scribbling in its pages industriously.
"Won't you join our little circle, Oreste?" Elizabeth asked, as
I took the chair which \Villiam drew up for me.
"I'm busy, thank you," said Oreste.
"I have come rather particularly to talk to all of you," I said
as pointedly as I could.
"I have ears," said Oreste. "I can hear you where I'm sitting."
"Do excuse him," Elizabeth whispered to me. "He's· been
through so much lately."
"I can hear every word you're whispering," said Oreste; not
looking up.
"I have been talking to little Titus," I said.
"You could have saved yourself the trouble," said Ores~e.
"Now what do you mean by that remark?" asked William
sharply.
"I've already explained to you as mudh as you'll ever understand, Mr. Nosey," said Oreste.
"The boy hasn't the slightest feeling that what he writes is not
his own-if, indeed, it actually isn't," J said. "If anything untoward is taking place, I am perfectly sure he is not 'consciously
aware of it."
"H 0 I" said Oreste.
"Ho, yourself I" I could not estop myself from retorting. The
sight of him sitting there in his comer-his face the face of an infant, his .baby-blue eyes, devoid of guile, the eyes of an innocent,
yet withal conveying the impression of immense age, indeed of
antiquity, of aeons of secret knowledge beyond the furthest
marches of historical science-filled me with repugnance and
apprehension.
I forced myself, however, to leave my chair and to approach the
corner where he sat alone with his manuscript. He watched me
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advance, though he pretended to keep busy, and I therefore contrived to put myself in such a position that, without seeming to
make a point of it, I could easily move behind his chair, glance
over his shoulder, and take a glimpse of his work: and this, engaging him the while in persiflage, I accomplished.
I could not, of course, manage to see very much. But I was able
to stand behind him long enough to take in a few paragraphs of
what appeared to be a children's story about cats or kittens; and
the notes or corrections which I had imagined him to be making
to his manuscript turned out to be several simple and expressive
line drawings, scattered across the page, of the creatures in
question.
Having seen that much, which in all truth was as much as I
could have hoped to see, I resumed my chair with Elizabeth and
William.
"See all you wanted to see?" enquired Oreste smugly, once I
had re-settled myself.
"I really didn't try to look," I lied, "but I could not avoid noticing, as I passed behind your chair, that you appear to have a
notable talent, inter alia, for drawing cats."
"Inter alia," mumbled William.
"Those are the illustrations," said Oreste. "They are for this
child's book I have just written."
"Oh, Oreste!" exclaimed Elizabeth eagerly. "So that is what
you have been writing! How nice of you to have written a children's book! And in our house, too!"
"I always write in somebody's house," said Oreste, "but it
takes more arranging in some houses than in others."
"My dear fellow," said William, "it was no trouble at all for
us. Think nothing of it. We understand all about the requirements of authorship in this house." He seemed entirely sincere.
''I'll bet you do," said Oreste, "especially when it comes to children's books."
At this, \Villiam pettishly flung his crocheting down and rose
to his feet.
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"I trust you understand how far you may go, Oreste'" he said.
He turned to me and bowed. "I m~t go to bed now," he said to
me. "It was very good of you to come up here, bu~ useless, as you
see. Pray excuse me."
_
Elizabeth arose from her chair also, and, coming to me, laid
her hand upon my arm.
"My husband is overwrought," she said. "Possibly we all are.
And we are trusting our precious little Titus to your care, 'aren't
we?
"My dear lady," I bowed.
When I reacb:ed home, I looked in on Titus. My butler was
lying asleep on a rug in the hall before the door of the room where
Titus slumbered. but-faithful retainer that'he was-awoke like a
cat at my first soft footfall in the corridor. I was gratified to note
that he appeared to be well-armed-and that little Titus, in the
room, slept peacefully. The night passed uneventfully.
The next morning, Titus and I were served breakfast on my
roof, which ~ommanded. a splendid view of the mountainside
and of the chasm which fell away abruptly from the plateau on
which we were situated.
"Today," Titus announced over the frekh figs with cream that
the servant had placed before us, "I am starting on a new story, if
you are not going to be using your summerhouse.':
"A new onel" I exclaimed. "But you have just finished the old
onel"
"I kt\ow," said Titus. "I should have preferred to rest awhile
between them. Most writers do, you know. But this one will be
relatively easy, I think. It just came to ~e during the night."
"What will it be th~ time?" I asked him, although I believed I
knew the answer.
"Oh, just a little thing-a children's story, really. And that
ought to be very easy for me, you see, because I am really still a
child. I should think other children would be interested in it for
that reason."
I felt the chill clutch of horror at my heart.
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"Titus, Titus," I cried. "Please don't write any more just now.
Wait just a little before you start your new story. Let me take you
with me to the city today, instead, and possibly you Can write
your story after we return, You don't want to 'write yourself out,'
as they say, and besides-who knows?-your story may turn out all
the better if you give it time to set, so to speak, before you begin
writing it...
Titus gave me a rather supercilious smile. "I can see that you
don't know very much about writers," he said. "When writers
have something they are very much interested in writing, they
don't really want to bother with trips to the city."
"I suppose not," I said, realizing that possibly I was faced with
the real thing. "I daresay if you must write, you must: but do
promise me you won't go wandering off. I should really prefer
you to work in my study today, I think, for I had rather planned
on using the summerhouse myself."
"I can work anywhere," the child replied.
Later, I gave orders to my servants to keep the study door in
sight as they went about their household tasks, while I myself sat
in my summerhouse all morning and reflected on this affair.
I met Titus again over luncheon and asked him how his work
was progressing.
"Oh, splendidly, thank you," he replied; "though writing is
tiring, don't you think? I really believe that if one were a professional writer, one should get a secretary and dictate. That's what
I'm going to do when I grow up."
"It flows so easily, then?..."Oh, yes," he said. "One word right after the other,"
He paused at this point and wrinkled his brow. "There is one
thing, though," he said, after a moment.
"'Vhat is that?" I asked.
He seemed embarrassed, "I don't seem to see the end of this
story."
"You mean you don't know how to end it?"
"That's right," he said, ''I've got it up to the point where the
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children hear the cats talking to each other, but no one can.understand what they are saying."
"\Vhat cats are those?" I asked him sharply.
"The cats in my story," ~e said. "But I've forgotten-you must
forgive me: you don't know about these cats."
UNo," I said, wondering how much I didn't know: "no, I don't
know about them. Would you like to tellme more about them?"
"Well:' he said, "these are the cats that live down there in the
chasm. There are a lot of caves in the wall of the chasm, out of
sight from the top. The cats have lived down there so long, cut
off from the societ)' of the othereats, that they have forgotten how
to speak the cat language. But they have been listening to th~
PeOple who live up here, and so they have learned ~o speak like
people, you see, just through listening. They spend all their time
eavesdropping. Cats are very intelligent."
"These particular cats must be," I observed.
UAll cats are," said Titus.
'I
"Very likely," I said. "I have never given it much thought. But
how does this affect your story?"
UI've got to know what the cats are talking about," he answered. "Othen'lise, I cannot finish the story;because the ending
depends on that."
"Possibly you can think of something after lunch," I said, not
knowing what else to say: uif, that is, you intend to continue
working after lunch." .
uOh, I shall work after lunch," he assured me. "I wouldn't
dream of knocking off in the middle of something like this. But
the matter will require a good deal of thought, and possibly even
a bit of research."
"The study is full of reference books," I said. "Help yourself.
You will undoubtedly find a good deal on cats, if you look. I think
I have T. S. Eliot on cats, and I believe there is an Egyptian book
there somewhere."
Titus appeared to be dubious. "I don't think an Egyptian book
would help me very much in this case:' he said. "I'm not sure, as
l
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a matter of fact, that I can find what I want in any reference
books, although I am sure you have very good books, naturally.
These are such special cats," he smiled, "that rll probably have
to work it out by myself."
"As you wish," I said. "It's your story."
''I'm glad you think so," said Titus. "Do you know if anyone
has ever written about talking cats before?"
"Saki," I said, "and possibly Aesop."
"Did they know anything about the subject," the child asked,
"or were they just making it up?"
"I don't know," I said. "Writers frequently make things up."
"That's what I cannot do," said Titus. "I never rely on my
imagination. I'm always absolutely sure about ,everything I write
-except in this case, of course. That is the only way to be a successful writer." He paused for a few minutes and sighed. "I don't
know why I can't go right ahead and finish this story the way I
finished all the others. The others weren't half as hard as this one,
and yet this is only a children's story. I guess it's because I've
never really heard a cat talk." He smiled me a rueful smile.
"Few of us have," I consoled him.
Later that afternoon, I looked in on Titus in my study. I entered without knocking, so as not to disturb him, and so, without
meaning to, took him somewhat by surprise; but not so greatly
that he was not able to cover a sheet of paper with another and
casually slip the two of them beneath the blotter on the writingtable. I felt a slight twinge of disappointment that he should not
have been more surreptitious than this, and resolved that I would
have a look at the paper afterwards, though I now realize that I
should have demanded to see it there and then.
.. How are things coming?" I asked him.
"Very well, thank you," he replied.
"You have solved the mystery of the talking cats?" I asked.
"Partly," he said. "At least I know how to solve it. It has just
come to me. I had to think of it myself."
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"Yourself?" I asked. "How is that? And what is the solution?"
"If you don't mind," he replied, "I'd rather not tell you until
later."
"But you will tell me?" I asked.
"Oh, yes," he said; "but later:'
I left him to his work, then; and, reminding my servants once
more not to let the door to the study out of their sight so long as
Titus remained within, or to call me immediately should he
leave, I repaired once more to my summerhouse, and tried there
to take up again those studies which I Ilad increasingly neglected
during the course of these events. I put Titus out of my mind.
until tea-time.
When he had not appeared by five, I went myself t~ the study
to call him; but he was not there.
Alarmed, I rang for my butler and the other servants, and
- questioned them; but none had seen the child leave ~e room and
they had all assumed that he was still,within. The window by the ,
writing-table, however, s~ood open, and he might easily have departed by this means.
'
His manuscript, also, was nowhere in evidence; but the blotter
on the table reminded me of the papers! had observed him (as
he thought) conceal~g, and I confirmed at 0!1ce my intuition
that he had forgotten to remove them. I felt, UJl~er the circumstances, that I needed no permission from their author to read
them. One of them was blank, but the other was partly filled with
Titus's writing. At the top of the latter was the conclusion to a
sentence lvhich had obviously been carried forward from the preceding page. It read....
. . . . by' means of a rope, since it is always easier to
eavesdrop on cats f'Tom above than from below, owing
to the peculiar structure of their eye-balls.

The rest of the page was filled by one of the drawings I had seen
as I stood the night before behind Oreste's chair.
My hand shook perceptibly as I laid the sheet of paper once
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more on my writing-table, and I found myself accepting a glass
of brandy from my butler.
I drained it at a swallow, and realized then, of course, that I
should have chained the child by the ankle to the table. But how
could any of us have known how to behave properly in this affair?
I underestimated Titus; but I also underestimated Oreste.
"Quicklyl" I said to my butler. "'Ve may be too late as it isl"
But it was Valerian who found the rope, towards evening,
lashed around a tree at the very edge of the chasm, its free end
dangling into the gorge. With my telescope I was able to locate
the body, sprawled grotesquely, on a ledge four hundred feet below. The natives refused to attempt to go after it (though I offered them money) , and only stared at me with dull hostility
when I begged them, almost with tears in my eyes, to retrieve the
corpse for the sake of the parents, who wanted it. Already the vultures had begun their wheeling and circling.
Later, unable to do more, I wandered, inconsolable, to my
summerhouse, thinking there to compose my spirits with the
brandy that my butler would soon be bringing me; but I found
the summerhouse already occupied by Oreste. He was seated on
a hassock before the open grate, burning papers, though it was
summer and the weather warm. There was a peculiar odour in
the room. I was furious.
"What do you mean burning papers in my grate?" I asked him,
wrathfully.
He smiled at me impertinently. "This grate is so handy to the
papers," he said.
I gave a start, and reached towards the sheaf of loose manuscript which Oreste was feeding, sheet by sheet, to the Barnes; but
he snatched it beyond my reach.
"And just whose papers do you think you're burning?" I demanded. my voice cracking with anger and with fear.
Oreste looked me squarely in the eye and smiled evilly.
"Titus's," he answered- "and mine. But I won't be needing
them anymore, thank you."
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Gottfried Benn
o R FOR T Y years Gottfried Benn has been one of the
leading German exponents of expressionism. And since
the end of the recent war he has ~~erged as the foremost of
Germants poets. His influence is felt clearly in the new poetry
appearing in Germany today. His status in European letters is
finally being recognized.
In 1912, at the age of twenty-six, Benn presented his five striking poems called Morgue. Although the poems are youthful in
their enthusiasm for horror, there is nonetheless the keen eye and
detachment of a scrupulous temperament. That Benn is a doctor,
specialiZing in venereal diseases and dermatology, surely accounts
in no small measure f&r the incisive directness of these poems and
for the style of the later poems.
To study sick bodies, as he did, brought home to him day after
day the most fundamental questions of human existence. What
is man? \Vhat is life? \Vhat am I? And the "I" here, not so much
a private self-searching, as a clear understanding of the self in all
of us.
As a man of science, and one deeply aware of the progress of
ideas in human history, Benn evolved his nihilistic center out of
this world of disintegrating situations. But his nihilism is not to
be confused with any mere disgust and throwing up of the hands
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over the world as it is today. "It all depends on how one interprets
one's nihilism." In Benn's case nihilism is the stage required for
us, the ground of our understanding. if we are to progress from
our dilemma without obscuring it ,vith this or that illusion. Nihilism is no answer to something; it is in itself a something that
" demands: an intellectual and emotional integrity aimed at creativity, which Jis art.
.
Substantives, and the word as substance and act, are the gist of
Benn's poetry. It is his way of clarifying the position of the artist
as the responsive and responsible personality of all occurrences.
Benn's art, replacing contemporary notions of historicism and
static conceptions of truth, becomes the resident communicant
between ego and ego in the space of egos. The word becomes life,
the ordering of words the act of life; the rest is fact.-Edgar
Lohner

THREE

POEMS

FROM

I

Morgue

TINY ASTER
A freshly-drowned beer-driver was hoisted onto the table.
Somehow someone had left him a dark lilac-brightened aster
caught between his teeth.
\Vhen from out of the chest
under the skin
with a nice long blade
I cut his tongue and palate out,
I must have shaken it loose, for then it slid
into the neighboring brain.
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I packed it into his chest-cavity
among the wood-shavings.
when they sewed him up.
Drink your fill in your own vasel
Rest in peace,
tiny aster I

BEAUTIFUL YOUTH
The mouth of a girl, who for long had lain in the sedge,
looked so badly nibbled at.
\Vhen they broke open her chest, her esophagus was so full
of holes.
Finally in one bower under her diaphragm
they found a nest of young rats.
One dear little sister lay dead.
The others lived on liver and kidneys,
drank the cold blood and had
here a beautiful worn-out youth.
And pretty quick their death came too:
they were thrown all at once in water. I
Ab, how the small snouts squeaked!

FULL-CIRCLE
The lonely molar of a whore,
the unidentified deceased,
had a gold filling.
Those remaining, as if in tacit agreement,
disappeared.
This one the mortician banged out himself, .
pawned and with what he got went dancing.
For, he said,
only earth should unto earth return.
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The heavy old trees
in the wide parks
and the flowergardens,
the moist confusionAutumnal essence.
~Iatting of heather
along the highway's length,
all of it's Liineburger
Heath, lilac and unfruitful,
illuminations, that lead to Nothing,
introverted vegetation,
that soon deeply brown
.-a question of a monthas if never bloomed.

1

This is Nature.
And through the City
in friendly light
the beertrucks convey
final faint notes, and unconcernment
with excitation. thirst and unappeasementwhat's not appeased? Just minor circles!
The lar~e ones wallow
in excesses.
I I

So ends the looking, the looking backwards:
fields and lakes grown to be a part of your days
and the first songs
from an old piano.
Experiences ofthe soul! Youth!
then self perfected
bad faith, failures, corruptionthe backgrounds of fortunes.
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And. Love I
"I believe that you would've preferred to remain with me,
. but it wasn't possible,
I absolve you of any guilt" ~
yes, Love
harsh and multiform,
for years hidden
we keep calling to one another: "don't forget,"
till one of us is dead- .
so roses end,
petal by petal.
III

<-

~

Once again to be as before:
irresponsible and unaware of the
end,
o
to feel the flesh: thirst, affection, triumph, defeat,
to reach way over into that Other,-into what?
Sitting some evening, lookip.g into the night's jaws,
they begin to contract, but on the grourd are flowers,
they waft a fragrance, fleet and wavering,
behind which of course the putrefaction,
then there is full darkness and you know once more your It:>t;fling your gold down and goso many lies beloved,
so many words believed,
that only came from the round of the lips,
and your own heart
so changeable, bottomless and momentary-

,

so many lies beloved,
so many lips besought
("wipe the lipstick from your mouth,
give me it pale")
and always more questions-.
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Little old Lady
in a big red room
little old LadyMarion Davies hums.
while Hearst. her friend for 30 years.
in a massive copper-casket under the protection of a strong
escort
and followed by 22 black limousines
arrives at the marmormausoleum.
distant cameras softly buzz.

I:

I

I
1

Little old Lady, big red room.
henna-red. gladiola-red. royal-red (snail-purple).
bedchamber in Santa Monica Castle
ala PompadourLouella. she cries. radio!
the blues. jitterhug-zigzag-!
the bourgeois in the Atlantic region:
marriageable daughters and obliterated sex.
Palazzos by the bays. eiderdown quilts on the couches.
the world is divided into Monde and DemimondeI was always amongst the latter,i

I

II

Louella. my mixture-very potent!
\Vhat's it all abouthumiliated. reached the top. suffered like a dogthe features. hideous features, to which the copper-easket now
puts a stop,
were overrun by light. when he saw me.
the rich love too. tremble. knowing perdition.Very potent-the glass by the silver-apparatus.
he will be still from now on at that hour,
which only we two knew.witticisms issued from the shell.
"life is determined at the breakfast-table.
I
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"at the beach in a bathingsuit it hails granite.
"the unexpected usually occurs•
..the hoped-for never happens-"
these were his Stories.
"
Stop parading aroundI Only a fe'V more flagstones,
on the foremost the glass
very potent, tinkles. last rhapsody-.
Little old Lady
in a big room.v
Feel, but understand, ages have feltsea and animals and the headless stars
wrestle it down today as once.....

•

Think. but understand, the most illustrious
drive on upon their own keels.
are only the yellow of the buttercup,
and other colors have played their partI

I' .-.

understand. all this and learn from the hour,
none is like this one. each is alike.
men and angels and cherubim,
the darkwinged ones, the heavenly-eyed,
none was yours-

not yours ever.
VI

Don't you see, how some of them stop,
many tum their backs to it,
. curious tall slender shapes,
all are wandering toward the bridges.
Drop their sticks. stop their watches
short, the ciphers require no light,
dwindling crowds, dark figures,
all are weeping-don't you see it?
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A \VORD

A word, a phrase-: from ciphers rise
perceptive being, sudden sense,
the sun stands still, the spheres are quiet
and all things concentrate upon it.
A word-, a glint, a flash, a fire,
a spurt of flames, a meteor-,
and dark returns, atrocious air,
to the great void of world and ego.

ONLY \VHEN

Neither the olive-landscape
nor the Tyrrhenian sea
are the great experience:
the white towns are empty,
everything lies in dumb
cellar-vaults of substance,
and no shadows dim
the ungoverned brilliance.
The wine-cistern's empty;
with its flow disconcerted.
it offers no distance
and nothing overwhelming
and nothing to help expose
whatever sleeps in the brain:
it offers the South's ways.
but not the South's motif.
:\ yard of polar debris.
ice-ages, walls of ice
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around the Villa d'Este too
and the torches of its broom:
only when creation's wound
has quietly opened itself
does the streaming hour rise
from the edge of the white town.

RESTAURANT
The gentleman there orders another beer,
which is alright by me, then I have no need of reproaching
myself
for I too polish one off when I can.
And right away you think you're an addict:
in an American magazine I even read,
every cigarette shortens your life by 36 minutes,
I don't believe it; probably the Coca Cola Company
or a chewing-gum concern stands behind the art~de.
A normal life, a normal death
r
means nothing either. Even a normal life
leads to a sick death. In general death has
nothing to do with health or ~ickness,
it uses them for its own purpose.
\\That do you mean: Death has nothing to do with sickness?
I mean just this: many get sick without dying,
so something else must be involved here,
a fragment of questioning
a factor of insecurity.
it's not very clearly defined,
has no scythe either,
observes. looks around the'corner, even restrains itself
and is musical in another melody.
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YOUNG HEBBEL
You chip and fashion: the nimble chisel
in a nice tender hand
I bang my head against a marble block
to shape it out;
my hands are working for bread.
I'm still so far from myself;
but I want to become an II
I carry someone deep in my blood
who cries for his own self-created
heaven of gods and world of men.
My mother is so w'retched a woman
that you would laugh, if you could see her;
we live at the edge of a shallow bay
protruding from the end of the village.
For me my youth has been like a scab:
a wound under it,
where every d~y my blood runs out.
It's this that so deforms me.
I don't need any sleep.
Only food enough to keep me from dropping dead!
The struggle's inexorable
and the world bristles with swordpoints.
Each of them hungry for my heart.
Each I must, being unanned,
melt within my blood.
TrailSlalions by Edgar Lohner and Cid Corman
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HER
the day, it was raining-all the days then
seemed to be raining, and the mud, there was always mud
then, mud, mud, mud, you ate it, you slept in it, you fought
in it, you loved in it when you could, you lived in rain and the
cold mud, the dreary, impossible mud-I was sitting drinking tea
in an A.D.S. with the British sergeant. It was a quiet day along
toward evening and she was there with us. She shouldn't have
been exactly. There was no cause for her being there. But I took
her with me almost everywhere then. We were talking,. about
what I couldn't say, passing the time. The door opened and a
young corporal of the N ~w Zealand Division was brought in on
the stretcher. He was in terrible pain. He was wrapped in head
. bandages and his eyes were shot out. He was twisting and writhing on the stretcher with big tears falling down over his cheeks
from the lifeless eyes. His arms would grip the stretcher sides
fiercely and then quit and search the air above the stretcher hopelessly, the fingers opening and closing slowly, like the gills of a
dying fish. We had to hold him on the ~tretcher. He had bad
breath like a man with' malaria. He kept calling out ~n a hoarse
'Voice. I could not hear him at first but I did later when he got
louder. Ella, he was saying, Ella. Ella, Ella, Ella. Oh, Ella. Oh,
God, Ella. Oh, God, help me Ell\Oh, Ella. O.h, Ella, Ella, Ella.
He needed to go straight to the b~ hospital. We put him down
and tied his ams. And she must have spoken to him then. Because when I turned once from tucking in his blankets he was
smiling. She must have said something to him in some way. He
was smiling faintly like a tired quiet satisfied exhausted man.
That any word, any thought could penetrate such pain. And yet
it did. For there he was smiling his gaunt dying smile before her
face. Like an echo over a canyon rim. Dying with a smile. Step-

l
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ping down with a quiet face. Going along to his somewhere else
with her calm high in his head.
Once I was hunting deer. I was with a friend. \Ve were advancing toward a long strip of pine beyond which we knew two large
bucks to be bedded. It was a clear fresh cloudless day with a light
breeze just enough to cool up to the sweat on your cheeks and
forehead. \Ve moved along noiselessly, correct. Half of the vision
on the trees watching for any movement, half on the ground placing the foot correctly. It was an old advance, practiced, sure, death
lying palms-held across your chest. All the world caught in a slow
war-eye. And then I stopped at the edge of the trees. l\fy min~
raced around in that middleground that is neither war nor peace
but the soldier-struggle to associate a certain today with an old
cautious hiding and mute yesterday. l\fy mind was racing like
a fox hunting grouse. I slipped down behind a large rock and
looked out at the trees. Old rusted hinge waiting quietly for the
oil, swinging open with the breeze in an adenoid world. Then I
remembered. The trees west of Suci. The round German face
- tl1at was made for looking down pleased at a granddaughter's
smile. The round, shiny, heavy-breathing German face that was
made for straining at a cornet in the park band on a beer Sunday.
Coat his face with honey and turn him to the ants. Kill him any
way you can. \Vhat was wrong with us? How could we do it so
lightly and return as we did, seeking love like drunken goldpanners and expecting to find it? \Vhat happened to us? I reached
him from behind. I crawled like a cat-not a noise-very sure of
what I could do-not doubting what I -could do. I could feel him
in the darkness under the trees before I could see him. He had
seen me once and then he had seen me drop away and he knew
that I was coming to him except he didn't know where. He was
waiting there in a big German sweat afraid to move. Feeling
death coming to him like the devil's fingers at the tip of his hair.
I tore his larynx quickly with my left hand. He died with a
startled shudder and a ~ulp and then a slow softening like a punctured football. He hadn't known anything about me nor I about
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him. \Ve met in the dark. Who was he? How was he borne? Was
he loved? I thought nothing about him. I only waited in the dark
beside him as he had done, listening. From time to time I looked
down at his face, the face I just described. It meant nothing to
me. I didn't care about it. I hated all Germans. I ,\ranted to kill
them all. I don't know why. I was made for it then, God knows
why. Maybe only the insane are made for it. It's a great difference
anyway. That stagnation of the mind. So I tried to tell her about
it later when I became acquainted with her. I wanted her to explain it to me. She told me how hatred was bad for you and some
things I don't remember now. But I remember telling her about
his face, describing it, and I put in that about it being old and
friendly and made for peace and laughing. Maybe the face was
like that. I can't tell now. But when she was looking at me and
smiling and I was telling her ~bout him, he became as close to
me as a brother. As if I had forgotten somehow that I had killed
my brother until then. The friendly face of a brothennan ectoplasmic from the back-mind's, cloud.
After the war I went backtb India. I took her with me. We
went into the hill country of Darjeeling. We went into the Hima.l
layan country of Nepal where my men had
, come from. All the
days we~e fine then. \Ve took long walks overthe litt-le mountain
roads. \Ve watched the laughing people cut the hill grasses with
their kukris and pack it down the mountains in their packbaskets. \Ve lay in the fresh cool grasses and looked off at the immense white Himalayan rampart or watch*d for ravens above us
in the sky. \Ve visited the chai-khanas and drank sweet Darjeeling
tea with the quietly smoking Nepalese gazing out over their high
green home. \Ve were happy. It was the peace of enjoying fine
music. The whole relaxation. She was trying to help me. She was
with me constantly. Her soothing manner. When we left I Was
like a man at his own altar.
.B ut it died. All of this spidenveb-feeling like a weeping at a
grave.
In a wartime you come to know words. You value all good
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words. All the simple words like big, little, red, blue, cold, hot,
dead. You hate all the other words that cut your body like a skinning knife. Syphilis words off a smiler's face. \Vords like honor,
valiant, noble, courage, bravery. \Vords that were borne in the
clean air and stay sailing in the clean air~ looping and fairy dancing in a gossamer caste never muddy in a pants-down pit. \Vords
waiting in a pimple-faced dowry. In our love there were these
words too. These water-veined words spoken in the darkness. She
was so beautiful. Like all of the sunsets you can remember. She
touched your senses so profoundly. ~faking love to her was the
greatest of experiences. Pulling her to you, kissing her, entering
an electric room full of the pound of blood and the need for life.
Lying naked and free next to you. The coolness of all the summer
evenings the mind can remember. Making love was like finding
God at your elbow. But the words killed it. She said how much we
were in love and she used all of the cottonmouth words. She killed
it. She opened the maggot's belly. It died with her. Complete and
never-looking-back. Like a plowed over snake. Never use a dead
word if you want a love to live. So she killed it that way. Stabbed
old life flopping down a dead alley. Causing cats to listen. Bringing all the flies.
I awoke one morning and asked her to leave. I sat up in bed
and asked her to please leave. She didn't ,\rant to go. She sat at the
foot of the bed and didn't want to go. I had to make her go. I made
her go. I had to. I was beginning to lose myself. I had to do it.
I couldn't afford to have her around me again. Not this time. Not
when I can see the end. Not now. I made her go. She left. She
wanted to stay. She left. I made her get out. For now I am alone
again. We are all alone again. Bodies coiling in the old manner,
haunted houses echoing a visitor's hello. Looking out at life from
a frozen calendar, trying not to remember before or since. I made
her get out. She left softly like the shadow of an owl in the hunting night. God will love her. There is no more room in my hollow heart. Not for her. Not for hope. There is no more room now.
I am going back to war.
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NIGHT~fARE

~f Ymoth-mind hovers

to this shock of dream
In the candle-beam of any vacant hour:
The one wave that could drown me rushes for the shore,
Ghost-erested; clamps its roar against my warning'scream.
My racing feet freeze ankle-deep;
The picture moves in frames of sun and sea:
The man's mid-motion running caught in sand,
The huge wave scalloped out to fall;
\Vhile under, at the water's edge, a frieze against the wave,
Modelled by sun the incurious boy goes on
Intently poisingin his hand
The draining sand.
JOHN

DILLON

HUSBAND

AGAIN
If the great eagles should come again in November
To haunt some blustered midnight with their screams,
And their big wings beat to the writhings of my slumber
Their implacable eyes fill my dreams,And if I remember all my nights ofterror,
Their beaks slashing sharp as broken glass
Me, prone beneath the awful bank and hover
Of the unknown about to come to passWhy then, if the eagles come again in November
Perhaps I may learn to welcome them in that time, .
Knowing my gentleness is in their anger,
Knowing their timeless cruelty is mine.
J.
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METAMORPHOSIS
The devious red and yellow serpent twining
around my aorta, and when done reaching
and searching, fastening poisonous fangs
in my larynx-Moon over my shoulder shuddering,
my wife slashing away at it with the domestic
breadknife, but on the pond the swans
still full of hauteur, and on the window sill
the tortoise shell cat wholly indifferentThere are the children stretched in a row
eating their mush, banging their spoons;
Father is being massacred, they scream with
glee, massacred by mother, ah what a show I
The roof sags, the snake hangs on, lights
grow dim, the wife restraining herself
for a while, wipes the children's mouths.
And at last the cat unfurls and takes
care of the bitter snake with dignified measures.
I am so brittle with hard memories now,
I dare not shudder. The children are
buried deep beneath their own deeds,
the swans glide on and soon may reach
heaven with aplomb, there is no longer
a vindictive wife in the kitchen, but the tenth
descendant of that cat has compounded its sire's
indifference, so that I can lie here in trust
allowing the house to be aslither with serpents,
because death. has become the rusted old
breadknife stabbed into the half
lowered blind, above which the moonface
of the self-important day keeps scolding,
keeps reminding, keeps repenting.
DAVID CORNEL DEJONG
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EVENING STEREOTYPE
HoW' contrived, here by mountain
Pasture gate, that my dog and I
'should await the creeping shade
In stillest time, recumbentand intent
On approaching valley freight
Off a way, chufI-ehuffing, chuff-ehuffing.
Trite you say, thinking then
Of our look-he with trimmed
And proper ears, I in dungareesTrilled at by an urge~lt wren,
Sitting for a picture in a book,
So very right, so right, so right....
But then, even rocks are trite,
And grass and weeds. They're overdone
Like gold in evening sun. And wait
And hear the excessive whippoorwill:
He W'orks a scene more than it needs,
With his sob-sobbing, sob-sobbing.
HORACE E.
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The Art ofHoward Schleeter
By Alexander Masley
a dispensable descriptive of Howard Schleeter's paintings. Seen singly or in a group-showing. any
objective evaluation of the paintings seems to require
the use of many adjectives except the one expressing great dimension and scope. Largeness is not lacking. Depth of meaning and
unity of effect are often profound. Intimate, however. seems to
apply more directly. The paintings create colorful settings in
which multifarious shapes shift in kaleidoscopic drama. These
invite the eye to further explore the minutiae of each framed
work. \Vith sensitive selection, free of inhibiting (lI:ademicism
that often functions as end rather than as means in the unfolding
phase of graphic expression, Schleeter marshals a vast array of
stimulating effects that play upon the strings of visual memory.
Meaning demands awareness of associatibn with previous experiences. Some of it has been distilled from the conscious world of
patterned order and gravity. Some of it has been snatched from
the conglomerate imagery floating in the formless abyss of the
unconscious. All of it ,is meaningful. Predictions of things to
come, sometimes the collateral of contemporary painting. are
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completely absent. So are flights of idealistic morality and philosophic beauty. Schleeter is a painter of sell-inner self. And any
exposure of that inner self is compact and candid.
Faith in the essential greamess of the integrity of self, even
though it may mean the denial of ma.terial security, is the creed
by which the. art of Schleeter has been created. If it has religious
roots, these were not appropriated from the imponderable religiosity of the region but were native to the artist himself. And
if such a creed places greater importance upon intrinsic values
than upon extrinsic ones, integrity demands its acceptance without pity or resentment. In this sense Schleeter is a realist.
Reality is the hydra-headed monster in art today no less than it
has been in the philosophies of the past. Objective reality of .
the photographic print, however, has never been important to
Schleeter. Instead, reality of order rather than reality of material
things has held for him considerable fasCination. Early paintings
such as Cristo, a water color done almost ten years ago, show
some interest in objective reality as subject matter. But this is
largely superficial. True, mountains lo.?k like mountains and
buildings are unmistakably like those of ilie Southwest. Even the
head of Christ is unquestionably "accurate." But optical reality'
is of infinitely less importance to this artist than the reality of
fusion of outward apPearance with an inner vision. Inner reality
is essentially mystical and reminiscent of the religious ecstasy and
fervor brought to this region by colonial Spaniards. In this painting the utter unconcern for the consequences of material events
is expressed in the deft handling of the understanding but uncondemning expression on the face of the crucified. Christ. Similar sentiments are carried over into the mountains and the general landscape. One has. the feeling that material values are
looked upon no less condescendingly by mountains, mesa, .and
buildings than by the wide open eyes of the Cristo.
A retrospective exhibition of Schleeter's painti~gs would bring
out certain salient facts. External environment has almost always
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been the source of inspiration. But this environment has undergone considerable contraction within the past few years. The eye
that once scanned the broad horizon across mesa and to the mountains in search of meaningful symbols expressing an inner unrest
is now turned inward. The circumference of the environment
has shrunk to thimble size. And it now appears to have undefinable depth. Feelings are satisfied by dealing directly With feelings
rather than with substitute materials gleaned from a superficial
material outlook. Where materials of external environment are
used their apparent meaning has been replaced by implied meaning. This is the true meaning intended in the pictorial expression. Pictures of houses, churches, trees, mesa and mountains
often appear. But the subject matter is not to be taken literally.
Cats and birds are commonly depicted. As are flies, bugs, beetles
and other insects. Biologists would find the identification of
genus extremely difficult. But an emotionally attuned spectator
would readily sense the depth of understanding and appreciation of feline personality in any of Schleeter's cat paintings.
Appreciation of an artist's works often begins with the reading
of the title. This orientates the spectator and partially prepares
him for the journey to come. Some titles only suggest ideas to be
looked for; others so literally describe the content of the painting
that they contribute very little to its pleasurable perusal. Because
the subject matter of a painting is obvious a' title is often unnecessary. Crucifixion, by Rubens, for instance, is precisely that.
On the other hand, The Vigilant Angel, by Klee, tells you practically nothing because neither Vigilance nor Angel are even remotely suggested by the painting. The Magic Circle, a painting
by Schleeter, might or might not express magic, althougp the circular form of the design is readily apparent. A literal title for the
same picture. like Bird Flying Over Barn at Night, might describe the painting but would not express the intended content.
That the first title is more appropriate even though less descriptive is demonstrated by the poetic content of the paint. Poetry
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envelopes it just as the glowing red and yellow aura envelopes the
turquoise bird. Conceived in the unconscious and born in the
imagination, this painting came into being through a climactic
expression of energized emotion seeking release. Appreciation of
it requires appreciation of the fad that birds as symbols of magic,
along with circles and other geometric shapes, have appeared in
the arts of many peoples for ages and are symbolically appropriat¢ in art today. We know, for instance, that the Dove of Peace is
no less prevalent in the mind of man today than it was in ancient
biblical history. And the desire for a life of harmonious relationship among men is insatiable. That this is the intended theme of
this painting neither I nor the painter knows. \Ve all know, however, that appreciation is the thing; the title only opens the door.
The Zoo is a painting of oil glazes done in rich, transparent yellows and reds with a generous sprinkling of greys. The large,
light, central square region containing the animals suggests the
confining enclosure commonly associated with this form of imprisonment. The dispirited attitude of the animals is reminiscent
of the look of the captured and the confi?ed. Resistance to re.straining authority becomes wasted energy. And with the loss of
freedom benevolent dictatorship bestows its blessing of "peace
and hannony" upon the subjected.
This interpretation is mine and does not necessarily reflect
that of the painter. The reader, in tum, might replace this ipterpretation with one more pertinently acceptable to himself. One
of the significant contributions contemporary painters have
made to modem painting is the acceptance of the spectato~'s license to interpret the artist's expression in his own personal"\vay.
This encourages considerable latitude in each individual's interpretation of the themes presented. Stich a practice does not
connote inadtlluacy on the part of the artist in using and identifying specific ideas and materials. It indicates, rather, a respect
for the individual insight and meaning that any object or spot
of color on a canvas is capable of provoking. Meaning is thus
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intensified, becoming simultaneously both specific and universal.
\Vhen asked whether particular symbols in his pa,intings repre·
sented particular ideas, Schleeter's answer was in the negative.
Structural foundations of Schleeter's paintings are largely those
of surface and color. Meticulousness is evident, as is a directness
of touch that comes only after years of disciplining in the handling of visual art materials and mediums. The sterility of effect
that often accompanies control and fastidiousness in the application of paint is completely absent, however. And one is amply
rewarded for any concentrated examination of the gem-like
surfaces.
Schleeter's paintings offer intriguing surprises of bewitching
effects. He is an experimenter in unorthodox methods of color
mediums. Experiments with crayon and dry pigment, gouache
and wax, oil and wax, painting with a gelatin brayer, and en·
_~9tustic painting, suggest the possibility of a variety of effects that
would tend to submerge the personal style of most painters in a
welter of technical contradiction. This is not the case here.
\Vhatever the chosen technique, the basic personal style identify·
ing Schleeter's works is indelibly stamped on the final result. In
any exhibition of paintings of artists of the Southwest, Schleeter's
style is unique. This is not the result of an eclectic fusion of borrowed styles and mannerisms, but rather of a slow .evolution resolving itself in what one can call the Schleeter style.
The achievement of form in most of Schleeter's paintings is
happily realized insofar as surface relationships are concerned.
Beneath the color and surface organization, attention to an even
more important factor in form realization-space, and the signifi.
cance of spatial tensions in the determination of powerful expression-is often lacking in his paintings. Such an omission is
not deliberate. It is to be found not in any lack of thf!Jfeeling of
need in the expression of form but in the lack of awareness of its
indispensable necessity. To anyone who realizes the lack of this
vital quality of visual expression in a painting the total effect is
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one of weakness and incompleteness. Second only to the emancipation of color from hidebound practices preserved by academies
now happily almost extinct, the liberation of space is an achievement of almost equal proportion. Freed of the restrictions imposed by the codification of rules of persPective, the true function of space in visual art is now recognized, and marks one of the
real advances of contemp?rary painting. Not all, nor even most,
painters are cognizant of the importance of this quality and its
contribution to the renaissance in painting today. In fact, it
might be said that in any comprehensive exhibition of contemporary American art only a handful of painters include space organization as a necessary element in form realization. In the
paintings of such artists as Max Weber, Karl Knaths, and Hans
Hofmann, space is the invisible cement that binds shapes of the
paintings into a plastic unity, which is form.
Creation of form in the art of visual expression comes with maturity and the realization of the function of form in painting. A
painter makes his statement through his painting. The statement
is coherent or incoherent depending uponfwhether form has been
realized and is consistent with the intended expression. The art
of Howard Schleeter is the art of form creation with intent to express a given mood. Ideas are not absent, but the intensity of emotion ofte~ inhibits the forming of specific ideas sufficiently darified to express an inner feeling. Creation of form· through surface
color and shape organization satisfies the desire for expression of
innerself when the mind. turns in upon itself and penetrates only
its uppermost straw. Depth of penetration requires sensitive and
expressive means of communication. Shape, color and space become the structural elements through which this deeper penetration of self becomes expressible. Space organization is not altogether absent in Schleeter's paintings. The a'bsolute necessity of
its need may not yet have become urgent. When it does and its
fusion into the masterly mea~s of expression so far developed
takes place, the art of Howard Schleeter will take on an enviable
importance, and should be found among the ranks of the best. "
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PASSION PLAY IN NEW MEXICO
o S T 0 F what has been written popularly on the Penitentes of New Mexico is heavily exaggerated. For the
sake of a good story narrators are apt not only to report
but even to see an event as something more sensational than its
participants ever conceived. This reportorial quest for the exotic
has served to obscure the nature of both the origins and present
rituals of a group who are not fanatic cultists, as some authors
would suggest, but members of a devout and strict society within
the Catholic church. It also has failed to recognize the rdationship of the far-famed Penitente Easter ceremonies to the old mystery plays which were one of the most important mediums of religious and dramatic expression for the Spanish colonists of New
Mexico, and for their descendants. This failure may explain why
so f~~ urban New 'Mexicans ever have joined the Easter pilgrimage of Hispano villagers to Tome, long a Penitente center, where
the old representation of the Passion Play-which for generations was the center and theme of Penitente Easter ritual~in
late years has been reintegrated into the services of the Catholic
church.
In Europe of the Middle Ages the church very much dominated the lives and- culture of the people. A large proportion of the
,art forms-painting, music, and drama-was devoted to religious
subjects. The mystery plays of England (with which most of us
make at least a quick and casual contact in literature classes)
were paralleled by other religious plays on the continent. The
life of Christ. or other religious subject, was portrayed through
a combination of symbolic and realistic acting, often enlivened
by a clown or devil who endeavored to tempt the attention of
the devout away from proper contemplation of the sacred subject through amusing byplay. In l\lexico and the Southwest, the
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enthusiastic ptjests of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries used the ideas of the preceding period as a means of teach.:i;ng the natives something of the new religion, so ardently propa~ted but difficult to communicate across language barriers. The
plays, which relied somewhat more upon. long speeches and pageantry than upon busy action, were introduced by an announcer
. who descr,ibed the scene to follow, and often were supervised
a director cOI15tantly present upon the stage. To the Spanish
people of New Mexico, cut off from almost all outside contact
and certainly from any entertainment other than that provided
by their OWQ, efforts, such drama provided ppportunity for social,
artistic, and religious expression.
Two series of plays were used, that of the Old Testament covering the stories of Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, and the New
Testament series opening with San Jose, Los Pastores, Las Posadas, and Los Tres Reyes Magos, all dealing with the announcement of Christ's birth at Christmas time. 'Through the spring
months following came the depiction of Christ's youth, His appearance in the temple (EI Nino Perdido), and finally, at Easter,
His trial and death (La Pasi6n) . Even the mQre secular but very
popular play of Los Moros actually was of religious nilture, representing the conflict between Moors and Christians when the former were driven from Spain. The manuscript fo~ each play,
handwritten into little booklets, usually belonged \to a single
family and was passed from father to son, copied and recopied
until some of the words were so misspelled and forgotten that
they became no more than nonsense syllables filling the meter of
a stanza. The family owning the script of a play was expected as
a public duty to see to its presentation each season, with enrollment of actors, provision of such costumes as could be managed,
and long supervised practice in conning the sing-song lines.
Since the number of clergymen in New Mexico was few and
the villages distant ahd scattered, masses could be heard but rarely in the church of each little settlement. But the church society'

fly
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of Los Hermanos Penitentes (The Penitent Brothers) did its
best to carry on the Velorios (broadly translated as "prayer meetings") proper at the deaths of members of the community. and
on Saints' days. They also provided the coffin and funeral services
for deceased members and (actually as a group insurance agency)
some small funds to help the bereaved families. This society insisted upon an even more stringent moral code for its members
than that required by the l\fother Church. A member expressed
his public repentance for past sins by flagellating himself (if his
conscience so dictated) in the procession which was a part of the
community's presentation of the Passion Play closing the religious series during Holy \Veek. Thus flagellants as well as choir
and parishioners made up the group which followed the actors
representing Veronica. the Virgin l\fary. and Christ himself to
the hill on which the cross of crucifixion had been erected.
The singers were accompanied by the notes of the pito, a flute
or old type of recorder brought from Spain and played with little
regard to the wandering melody of the ancient alabados, hymns
more in the Gregorian than the modern style. Among the wooden
bullos (images of the saints. carved in the round) taken from the
society meeting house or morada to become part of the procession
was La .\1 ucrtc, the death figure represented by a skeleton carved
of wood and carrying a bow and arrow. She was seated in a small
replica of the wooden oxcarts with which the Spaniards had
moved into this country. and which continued to provide the
chief means of transportation for families and goods until the
American wagon was introduced. Looking at this grim death
figure, the spectator could well remember that if his days upon
this earth were unduly gay and without thought for the future.
death soon would be upon him and he could expect no joy in the
future life.
Also carried in the procession was the big Santo EnticTTo. This
was the life-size wooden image of Christ with cloth-jointed neck
and arms. kept lying in His blue- or white-painted coffin in the
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church or morada during the year, but brought out at Eastertime to be hung upon the cross, the nails thrust thl"ough holes
provided in hands and feet. La~er.."after the scene of the crucifixion, He was taken down from the cross, replaced in the coffin, and returned to the church, amidst the prayers, wailing songs,
and slapping J><:.nance of His followers.
.
But on the evening of Good Friday, when the pageant was
ended, in a sort of acknowledgment of the joys of Christ arising
again, and of the new spring, the villagers donned their best
clothes to put on a big dance of celebration.
And the Penitentes from whose backs the blood had run during the' flagellations? They washed themselves in water of rosemary, and dressed to go dancing with their neighbors.-wbere but
in the minds of sensation-writers with eyes fixed upon newspaper
columns did Penitentes beat themselves into sadistic injury or
death?
Europe met the concept of public flag"ellation during
days
of plagues and Crusades, when groups feared God's wrath behind
these widespread t~oubles and sought to r.lacate Him for their
misdeeds. The death figure caII)e into the (lances of Spain and so
moved on to the New World, where Mexico today continues to
make miniature skeletons of wire and papier~macheas toys, .and
even cookies and cakes in the shape of death's heads for fiestas.
Symbolism, especially in the Latin countries, ten~ed'toward the
exotic. The blood of New :Mexico's Penitentes itself was a symbol
of sacrifice; it would not have trickled so freely over the traditional white cotton trousers if shallow skin cuts had not been
made in their backs beforehand to promote that flow, and at the
same time to minimize the possibility of deep bruises arising
from blows of the yucca-fiber whips. There are tales of-men taking the part of Christ and being hung upon the cross, even to
death, and it is possible that some villages did choose to represent
Christ by a human figure. But the cross was provided with a platform upon which the feet of a man could rest, while his arms were
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held against the bar by means of a cloth passing across his chest
to help support the weight of his body. In this strained position
a man of weak heart or other ailment might succumb, but authentications for the legend of personal crucifixion never seem to
appear; one suspects that the legend might have originated, as
well as grown, in the imaginations of those who like lurid tales.
\Vhatever its origin, the appearance of blood, the isolation of
the villagers, the so-called weird tones of the pita (flute) and of
the women singers in the night caught the attention of sensation
hunters of more modern and urbanized cultural background;
hiding under bushes and behind trees they tried to spy upon the
folk ceremony. And participants in this ceremony, understandably enough, made their rites secret in an attempt to avoid the
jibes and criticisms of "Penitente hunters" whose lack of understanding was matched only by their rudeness. The Mother
Church, disliking such publicity, decided to forbid theJ!€nitente
ceremonies, as it forbade the use of the old santos when newcomers decried their unsophisticated lines and high color as evidences of barbarism. Prohibition rarely constitutes eradication,
and Church officials later relaxed both decrees. But the decreasing isolation of villages, as roads permitted better contact with
the more urban areas, did more than any official pronouncement
toward eliminating many of the old customs.
Some of the Penitente groups still carry on their version of the
suffering and death of Christ and the penance of His mourners
at Eastertime. It is no longer the medieval ceremony of the past.
But in Tome we find the single instance of this ancient Easter
play being taken back into the church itself.
T orne is a tiny town now, and half the b1!-!ldings around its
public square are ruins. But once this town was a busy center of
the Rio Abajo, that area south of the mesa on which lies Santa
Fe. Apaches and Comanches attacked it but always the town
pulled itself together again around its dusty plaza with the giant
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cottonwoods, and life went on much as in Albuquerque, some
thirty miles northward, and at that time no larger.
Holy \Veek services today, as in the past, begin with the Tinie.blas at seven o'clock on the evening of Holy \Vednesday. In the
early days this ceremony, commemorating. the rending of the
Heavens and the earthquakes and storms preceding the crucifixion, was intended to put fear into the hearts'of sinners. It was
in this form that the Tinieblas gained fame among the "Penitente
hunters," and thus it still is celebrated among the Catholic Yaquis of old Mexico who, like the isolated Catholics of New Mexico, usually had to carry on without the aid of clergy. One by one
the caridles upon the altar are put out, and as the church darkens
chains and other metal pieces are rattled, shrieks burst forth, and
, the slap of whips indicates the repentance of those whose sins lie
heavy upon them. The modem Tinieblas ceremony, like that of
city churches, is not spectacular, although Tome adds one of the
little processions so beloved .of Spanish-speaking peoples and carries the images of saints out to bless the village.
There are Latin songs again at the mass on Holy Thursday
morning, when the sacrament is placed'upbn the altar for adoration. The play of the judgment and death of Christ begins the
same afternoon.
Out in the churchyard people gather, the strangers who have
lunched from wagons drawn up in the center of the plaza, visitors
who have left their buggies and cars to dine on fiesta foods in the
homes of relatives. It is three o'clock; the people chat, lounging
against the old gravestones and watching the youngsters who
climb onto churchyard walls to run ~eir length.
And then when feet are growing weary imd'the ever-mov.,ing
dust has grayed the bright hats of the, younger women and the
black folded shawls of the ancients, there is a stir at the front and
people stand their tallest to see the costumed figures representing
men of Jerusalem appear from one side of the church, searching for Christ. These are His enemies, the Je~s, the centurions,
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and the Roman soldiers, with the betrayer Judas. The Jewish
leader speaks and the crowd leans fonvard to listen. It is his duty,
he explains, to find and capture the Christ, a false prop~et, deceiver of the people, evil-doer, sower of false doctrines, necromancer, enemy of order, and overthrower of Caesar, emperor of
the Romans.
" i Cudnto me dan y yo se La entriego1"1 (What ~ill you give
me if I deliver him?) asks Judas craftily, listening to the long discussion with the Romans. The leader considers the offer, debates
-and then money changes hands and the players disappear as the
spectators push into the church.
Inside, after the congregation has settled to sing Agonisante en
el huerto (Agony in the Garden), the priest carries on the story
as his sermon. Christ, praying in the garden, is brought a chalic~,
bitter cup of affiiction, by an angel. But as the angel disappears,
into the garden come Jews and soldiers, the Jewish leader carrying his rope halter, and Judas his thirty pieces of silver. Spying
the Master, Judas shows both malice and fear, falls before Him
and then rises to salute Him as friend, embrace Him, and finally.
to bestow the kiss of betrayal. This is the sign, and the leader of
the Jews dashes forward to place the rope upon the neck of Christ
and to tie his hands. But as this goes on, Judas, becoming crazed
by increasing realization of his sin, runs away to hang himself
from the limb of a tree.
At this point the congregation leaves the church for another
procession around the plaza, the two long lines (men on one
side, women on the other) matching the slow rhythm of their
footsteps to the old hymn, Pub padeciste por arnor nuestro (He
Suffers for Love of Us) .
Upon their return to the church, the congregation finds Christ
(the life-size, gaunt Santo Entierro carved from wood and painted by some long-dead santero of the area) imprisoned in a little
•
room made of bars. There he is guarded by the Roman soldiers,
J

"La" instead of
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"
but three angels appear to sweep the jail, and to"offer Howers, perfumes, and incense. Here, with wrists bound around by a chain
of rope, Christ remains all night.
The early maSs of Good Friday is at seven in the morning. The
long wooden pews are fiUed, the balcony crowded, and those who
cannot push into the short vestibule wait upon the portico until
finally, about ten. there is a swelling at the doorway, an outpouring of the congregation into the fresh morning outside. Another
procession is about to begin-the stations of the road of the cross,
the first of which is represented by another act of the play, done
directly in front of the church.
The old sagging balcony becomes the house of Pontius Pilate;
stepping out through a miniature doonvay the regally garbed
official, accompanied by his boy" servant, "takes his seat between
guards of honor and soldiers. At one end is the criminal Barabas, f
watched over by another soldier. The people, who have come out "
from the church. move back to where they may see over each
other's heads. Pilate rises, dignified. to speak in the tones of considered reason:
"Jesus of Nazareth is innocent: I do not find any fault in this
man."
,

But as he speaks the players pushing in front of the crowd below the balcony become a noisy rabble. Here are theJews, with
their bushy beards pf sheepskin, and striped robes' and headdresses. And this time they have the tall wooden Santo Entierro,
taken from His prison cell and carried upright, His head bobbing
above that of the men about him, His arms bound with the ropeloop manacles. Christ is their prisoner and their leader angrily
argues with Pilate, "He is evil; condemn Him to the cross!"
"To the cross! Condemn Him to the cross!" reiterate the shouting rabble. and their leader adds, "He is the enemy of Caesar,
betrayer of the republics, deceiver of the people. and sower of
false doctrines.
And the crowd shouts, "To the cross! He must die crucified!"
to
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Then Pilate speaks again and his tones are weary. "\Vhichever
you want: Jesus, the innocent man, the mild, the good, the justor this vile person, this offender, this criminal-Barabas-"
The Chief of the Jews shouts back: "Take the life of Jesus
from Him and let Barabas come to us in liberty!"
At this Pilate can be seen to give orders to one of the soldiers.
The chains are removed from Barabas and hung upon the rail
for all to see, as the criminal with one fierce cry of "Libertyl"
leaps away to lose himself among the Jews, who happily shout
"Vival Viva Barabasl"
Pilate rises again and his voice now is full of sadness. "I am innocent of the blood of this just man. I wash my hands of this affair." The boy brings him a basin in which he washes his hands
before all the people and wipes them upon a piece of linen. The
Chief of the Jews agrees: "His blood shall be upon us and upon
our children." There is nothing left for Pilate but to pronounce
the official sentence, and at the end one of the soldiers breaks his
staff to indicate that the act of condemnation has been completed.
Another soldier places the written seritence upon the lance of the
centurion. who pompously turns his horse to lead the procession
away from the church. This is the procession of Christ's march to
Calvary, with the Roman soldiers, the Jews, and the populacenow represented by the parishoners and the visitors who have
come to commemorate the day of Christ's death. At the conclusion of the ninth station the Priest delivers a sermon to the
people, and the Jews and Roman soldiers hardly wait for its conclusion to begin gambling for the clothes of Christ.
This is all until the afternoon. If the weather is bad the sermon
which opens the final episode is held in the church; otherwise the
people wait in the churchyard in front of the Memorial Monument, a large concrete shell erected by a townsman in honor of
the men ~om Tome who died in World War II. It is a stage, built
specificaOy for use in the Easter pageant which the village so
wants to perpetuate, although nowadays it sometim~s is difficult
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to persuade the young people to agree to take the parts which
necessitate-as in the days of the past-repeated practice to attain
convincing movement and disregard of spectators during final
presentation of the drama.
The choir sings; the Jews and the Romans, who have gathered
in a yard at the side of the church, file in; the people wait. And
then the priest steps up onto one end of the curtained stage area
to tell the old story of Christ's death for the sins of His people, a
people neither more nor less sinful than we today. He speaks
quietly, simply, in Spanish which still shows a trace of his European background, and the wind rumes his hair as he tells the congregation that men and women must try again to follow the precepts of good will and good works for which their Savior died so
long ago. And then, when he has finished and stepped down, the
billowing curtains of the stage front are tom aside and the people
fall on their knees before the scene of Calvary.
In the center, against the painted background· showing Jerusalem and its hills, is the tall black cross of Christ, with the lifesize wooden santo suspended from it by nails which pass through
punctured hands and feet, and with a long purple cloth holding
his body against the bar. At either side is the cross on which a
criminal had been executed, these two meh being represented by
_ young boys, naked except for the characteristic short kilt, their
feet upon small platforms extending out from the vertical tr~e,
their arms and chests supported by long pieces of <cloth like .that
which holds the body.ef the Christ.
_
It is a startling sight, a sight to remember. The spectators, still
kneeling, sing Perd6n 0 Dios Mio (Pardon, Dh My God). The
Jews and the soldiers push to the south end of the stage, where
the open coffin with spool work sides and lid awaits the antique
wooden statue now being lowered with all care from the central
cross. The boys, too, are carefully lowered from their crosses, and
fall with proper limpness over the shoulders of men who deposit
them in the trench behind a low front wall which permits un-
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observed exit. The people push fonvard to sprinkle perfume
upon the white painted coffin and its white satin pad and pillow;
the blood-marked Christ is laid within, and the top with its three
clusters of bright paper Howen and fresh trailing ferns is set
above the body.
And now the procession forms rapidly, led by the centurion
dressed in black, with a black hood and handkerchief masking
his face. This horseman carries the tall spear with an envelope
containing the written conviction of Christ at its tip. Directly
beneath is a black, doll-size dress, the garb of Christ now that He
is dead, say tl~e people. Earlier in the day the tiny dress had been
purple, color of kings.
Behind the centurion is one of the churchmen, carrying the
ten·foot black cross from within the church, the purple cloth
draped from it. And followi~g the cross, with the benign. gravity
of scrubbed angels, are three five-year-old girls wearing long
white robes, their hair in neat ringlets. The two on the outside
carry plates, one holding a modem hammer and very long nails,
representing those which pierced the hands and feet of Christ,
and the other a crown of savage thorns.
Behind them is Mary the Mother, a young woman with long
shining hair hanging loose, her trailing dress in simple black and
her feet in black stockings. As a personal penance, self-imposed
as in times of old, she wears no shoes. Her face is the definition of
sorrow. And beside her is a younger girl with curled bobbed hair
and white robe-Veronica, who carries a napkin on which lie a
few long thorns.
Directly behind the Mother comes the Son, his coffin carried
by four of the apostles, while two others walk on each side and
three more behind. Their robes are dark blue, sometimes banded
at the bottom with the blue and white striped pillow ticking
which also makes their head cloths. The younger men have
grown short beards for the occasion; their elders wear the heavy
sheepskin mustaches and beards which almost cover their faces.

l
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Behind these men of dignity is a choir of women carrying the
books from which they repeat the simple lament Aliserere Me;
Deus, and somewhere near is the player of the old pito, still giv.:
ing forth a bird-like warble entirely unrelated to the melody of
the lament:
Following the choir four women carry an ancient thr~e-£oot
wooden builD of Dolores, l\fother of Sorrows, dressed in black
silk. A group of men follow with an equally old builD of San Juan
Nepomoceno, one of New Mexico's favorite saints, wearing a cassock of white filet from the hands of some ardent parishioner.
This, then, is the procession, except for the long lines of women
(and a few men) which enclose singers and actors, and trail for a
b.ock behind them. If they move too slowly or too quickly, they
are directed by the young Roman Soldiers, whose red kilts and
knee-laced sandals are but a background to the silver gleam of
carefully imitated metal armor, and the crested helmets which
some devout welder has cleverly cut and fashioned out of headgear salvaged from some war surplus shop. They carry spears, emblems of authority, but their speech is gentle-Spanish to the natives, English to the few Anglo visitors. Five times the procession
halts and the heavy coffin is re~ted upon a table hastily brought
to g~ beneath it, while the priest, who walks at its right side, incenses it. This is the procession of the Sainted Body, and when
the plaza has been circled the coffir:t is carried in to the front of.
the church and placed at the altar rail, where all who wish may
go to kneel beside it and have their medals touched to the sacred
image by the three elderly apostles.
This is the climax; the people kneel and file out slowly in little:
clusters. The priest removes the heavy purple and black drapes
from one of the modem statues near the doorway-the Pieta, sorrowing Mother with Christ's body lying across her knees. The
other statues and the pictures remain covered with the colors of
mourning. There is a mass for Friday evening and the procession
of Nueslra Senora de la Soledad, Our Lady of Loneliness; an-
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other mass for Saturday, and another for Sunday. But the play is
ended.
Another Easter has been remembered as the Spanish ancestors
three centuries ago decreed that it should be remembered. The
people have recalled their sins in seeing Christ die for them.
They have done penance by re-enacting the great sin. They are
penitent. They are descendants of Penitentes.
~

,

.1
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ELEVEN CONTEMPORARY POETS
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or not the meaning is always explicit in
the poems contained in these eleven volumes, 1 it is
usually, as Arnold put it, "At bottom a criticism of
life." Or, as Auden said, regarding another level of meaning, "In
the end, of course, it is not the poet's technique but his vision
which decides the value of his work." That is the measurement
here.
The historical myths of religion, politics, and the illusion of
conventional love are notably at a disadvantage here. In most of
these poets such themes serve as material for an anti-myth, some,thing to be struggled with. And the myth referred to hereafter is
the anti-myth of this struggle toward a greater revelation of reality. The vision at the moment, then, is of the gap between knowledge and practice, the predicament of an especially insistent
period of intellectual transition. It is heartening to note that
most of these poets sense this, and struggle with it at least on a
personal emotional level.
Since even institutions find it ~xpedient to attempt an adjustment to the influences of Danvin, Marx, and Freud, it is not
H E T H'E R

\

1

See bibliography, pp. 229-3°.
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astonishing to find the better poets similarly involved. ~facLeish
has merely scratched the surface of the responsibility of poets.
There can hardly be social justice or genuine freedom or civilization until the psychological motivations for injustice are probed,
understood, and corrected in the deepest sense.
~fost good poets cannot help being unacknowledged legisla-.
tors. It is the classic role, the really traditional one. The problem
of good and evil absorbs the better poets here on a humanistic
rather than on a metaphysical basis. and the metaphysical poets
themselves display the clearest evidence of conflict, conscious or
unconscious, between imposed concept and natural law.
Although a failure in craftsmanship is probably the lesser of
two evils. it is timely, if platitudinous, to reassert that form is organic, involving inseparably content and technique. Oddly
enough. nevertheless. the most meticulously painted cow still
comes out bovine. As Eliot summarizes it: "But the essential advantage for a poet is not to have a beautiful world with which to
deal: it is to be able to see beneath both beauty and ugliness; to
see the boredom. and the horror. and the glory." Or. as \Villiam
Carlos \Villiams says, "The poem is a capsule where we wrap up
our punishable secrets."

\1

w Y S TAN A U DEN is the Lord Byron of a post-Freudian world.
Poet of the topical, traveler. man-of-the-world, like any celebrity
he is maliciously discussed by those who would like to know him
better. That is pan of the theme of Nones, where he is the lucid
hedonist looking over the edge. amusing and mature. yet pointing the oracular finger. In the poem for Eliot's sixtieth birthday
he says.
It is the crime that

Counts, you will say. \Ve know. but would gratefully add.
Today as we wait for the law to take its course.
(And which of us shall escape whipping?)
That your sixty years have not been wasted.
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And neither have Auden's. And here, in Nones, despite its ascetic title, he discourses on love with a mellow disillusionment
and hilarity that is almost cynical: he cries,
i

Make me chaste, Lord, but not yet.
He adds, in a variety of turns, and with his usual virtuosity, a reemphasis of personal rights:
Not one is man enough
To be simply, publicly there
It's reassuring to be reminded, even at the agape in an upper
room with radio that
l

The love that rules the sun and stars
Permits what He forbids
"Pleasure Island," of course, is right around the comer
With this outpost where nothing is wicked
But to be sorry or sick
where the lotus eater, abandoning a Miltonic paradise for a Mohammedan one, joins others on a beach where he
... lies, like us, on his stomach watching
As bosom, backside, crotch
Or other sacred trophy is borne in triumph
Past his adoring ...
though the poet agrees with "The Managers" that there are
problems no smiling
Can dismiss
Those distinguishing marks a lover sees
By instinct and policemen
Can be trained to observe.
"In Praise of Limestone," probably the most effective poem in
the book, contains one who is
unable
To conceive of a god whose temper-tantrums are moral
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And this intolerable heresiarch, this most dangerous of all tq
illusion, is harrassed by the hypocritical. The poet, in "A \VauL
After Dark," philosophizes:

I

The things I did could not
Be as shocking as they said
If that would still be here
After the shocked were dead.

Artists are exposed "As objects for speculation," but one suggests a modus operandi:
I, too, am reproached, for what
And how much you know. Not to lose time, not to get caught ...

,
(

In his witty "Phi Beta Kappa Poem," delivered at Harvard in
1946, Auden recommends a healthier attitude for a "whispering
student Underground":
His shield bears this device: Mens sana
Qui maly pense.

And the reminder is still there, "For who shall escape a whipping," as the artist continues
Outwitting hell
With human obviousness.

is a meticulous craftsman whose
search for a myth seems to have come to rest in his long key poem
"The \Vorm in the \Vhirling Cross." Though there are several
distinct types of poems in The SO-TrOWS of Cold Stone, the former is the most significant technically and psychologically.
Throughout the book there is a pervasive use of religious symbolism, the clue to which lies in the God-Father-Son complex of
"The \Vorm in the \Vhirling Cross." It is somewhat difficult,
because of the technical virtuosity of this poem, to tell whether
the myth has been realized and/or resolved; but it is definitely a
psychological situation expressed through a philological experiment in symbolism. The myth is somewhat obscured by the
mechanization, though it is summed up in,

J0

H N MAL COL M B R INN I N
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· I seek a father who most need a son

And though the poet faces the struggle,
Yet will taboos their cutthroat totems raise

until a resolution is attempted:
Goodbye, god-father, sons go on their own
I n the long run.

Clues to this identification in myth and sense of guilt can be
found, also in some shorter poems, such as "Cradle Song":
Forgive me,

Fa~her,

your ripe fantasies

The technical emphasis in Brinnin's poetry seems to have
moved from Auden to Dylan Thomas, and especially} to Joyce.
though with different verbal implications. His symbolism will,
to avoid that overworked word "rewarding," guarantee satisfaction, especially on analysis of "The Double Crucifixion.:'
One wistfully wonders at the result had the pUblishkrs tak~n
one more step, probably overboard, and reproduced Stamos' illustrations in color.
,
;

.<-

John Ciardi says, "Nothing I was concerns me,"
that is not strictly true, though time marches on through book
titles an,d birthday poems. Other Skies, Live Another Day, and
the present From Time to Time, strike the optimistic note, as
we~l as the flash-back to Other Skies and its "Night Piece for My
Twentyr-seventh Birthday"; "Reveille for My Twenty-eighth
Birthday"; "Poem for My Twenty-ninth Birthday"; "Poem for
My Thirtieth Birthdar." Nostalgia or not. it's an annual achievement milestoned "On a Photo of Sgt. Ciardi a Year Later." In
Live Another Day, chipper as ever, sure enough is a "Poem for
My Thirty-second Birthday." We lose the natal clue in his present volume From Time to Time, with a sense of being left out of
something confidential. But is it surprising, then, in~tead of a
A LT H 0 UGH
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birthday poem to find one about a "l\fan in Bed \\lith Asthma"?
And there are more poems than ever about the past, such as
"Home Revisited: Midnight."
I am the shadow in the shadow of the wicker.
The wicker is the shadow in the shadow of the vine.
I sat here when? Ago.
It is June again and moony. Song, song,
So-ong, the crickets. And blop, blop, b-lop,
The frogs. And ago, ago, ago . ..

The house behind me is a house I k.now.
At every sill and step the house forgot
All but song, song, so-ong, and blop, blop, b-lop.
That music is because it cannot stop.
Admission is affirmation. Ciardi has been writing lively, topical poems about the world and the war, quick-witted and clever.
But more recently the handful of gravely personal poems beyond
glibness indicate a closer unity with the self and past, foreshadowed by the birthday poems. He is also turning toward an
easier, more musical metric as he works closer toward a more personal myth. In a poem, as he says,
There's at least that much choice of ways to say

I.
Selected Poems indicate that he is
one of those poets whose work must be read for its cumulative effect, in this instance one of considerable feeling.
Eberhart's confusion. or indecision. on moral issues leaves him
a little bewildered. but with an urge to be right protested again
and again in his work. God is often mentioned. Death is an obsession. But sex is his real subject, and the struggle is with Nature:
RIC H A ROE B E R H ART'S

\Ve are always about to be used
and are used by nature ...
The poet feels trapped between desire and ideal:
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Where are'
The rocky springs beyond desire? And where
The liidden source of purity?
The question expresses with a_kind of primitivism the search
for an authentic morality; and the pressure of a conditioned conscience provides the power. The poet repeats,
Lord, stabilize me
And the key note,
My love
In its big excess destroys me
leads to, the despairing cry
God has taken my life away.

In "Suite in Prison" the death wish substitutes for 'failure or
fear of satisfaction.
Finally, in "Brotherhood of Men," the protagonist, a kind of
Walt \Vhitman in a Japanese concentration camp, finds the humanistic solution:

I did better, being instincti,,;e with ~e basic,
Undeluded of delusions, had knowledge of nature.
Like the testimony of Bemmelman's prisoner at Dachau, the noblest aspe~ts of Whitmanesque homosexuality develop in such
an atmosphere: human sympathy, the yearning
To live for love, the lost country of man's longing
The conclusion is deeply moving and perceptive in the "learned
compassion," and the seemingly strange, nostalgic regret among
survivors who had perceived a basic morality exalted into a true
brotherhood:
~.
And yet I know (a knowledge unspeakable) .
That we were at our peak when in the depths,
Lived close to life when cuffed by death,
, Had visions of brotherhOod when we were broken,
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Learned compassion beyond the curse of passion,
And never in after years those left to live
Would tread with truth as in those savage times,
And sometimes wish that they had died
As did those many crying in their arms.

I
j

j

I

poems in The Seven-League Crutches,
instead of "Boots," inhabit an eerie atmosphere of Grimms' fairytales brought up to date in a Proustian shift where dream and
reality merge>
I woke and fell asleep and woke.

RANDALL JARRELL'S

I
j

!

1

I

Sections are significantly called "Children," "Once Upon a
Time"; and "Europe," with its Teutonic tone, "A Game at Salzburg," and others, brings us to "The Night Before the Night
Before Christmas," and its atmosphere of "The Babes in the
\Vood," where, once-upon-a-time

1,1

IfI

tI

1

r

.I
I

Lived a girl and her father,
Her aunt, and her one brother.
She reads to her brother, who says,
"It's not real."
She cries, "Oh, isn't itl Why in Germany-"

I:

Precisely, in Germany! And you're back with
A Pink and a Golden, and a Blue
FairyBook
And things as they are, are

r

Anachronisms
East of the sun and west of the moon

I

A ghost in a story

I

I

shifting eerily between past and present, in '!-traumatic overflow
from "The Sleeping Beauty" ~nd romantic Europe with its less
and less romantic deaths.
There is a deeper psychological cohesion in this than in any
other of Jarrell's books, coming to personal terms, as it does, with

I

!

I

!

1
J

i
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childhood sources. Death and childhood haunt the shining, sinister advent of the unknown among dark evergreens:
(At the side of the shepherds Hansel
Stands hand in hand with Gretel
And Sparkles, under a sparkling star,
Like Lot's own wife ...)
until, finally,
The leaves are the snow, the birds are the snow,
The boy and the girlin the leaves of their own grave
Are the wings ofthe bird of the snow.

.

,most curious things about Robert Lowell's The
Mills of the Kavanaughs is an introductory quotation from William Carlos Williams' In the American Grain:

ONE 0 F THE

Morals are the memory of a success that no longer
succeeds.
The poems in The Mills of the Kavanaughs amply demonstrate
this.
In resurrecting as he did in Lord Weary,'s Castle the themes of
Caste, Catholicism, and Classicism, Lowell refurbished and
rocketed his myths of Beacon Hill and the Blessed Virgin more as
instruments than as a tradition. He used them. They did not use
him. And in The Mills of the Kavanaughs the themes of madness,
incest, violence, death, and love also serve::' him. Lowell's revival
of historical, mythological, classical, and scriptural imagery is
free from mustiness. He is an explosive antiquarian. Lowell's
great talent is hisdiction. Its fire fuses all these elements, and establishes, even more than the themes, the emotional climate of
the poems. The juxtaposition of verbal chemical elements explodes into syntactical fireworks. Lowell's experiments with the
classic line carry it beyond monotony. His metric cannot suppress
him, but serves him as his themes do. His use of couplets and
. other slightly more varied rhyme patterns are a self-imposed
hurdle cleared with nonchalance.

;

~

"

I

I
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Lowell's title poem, "The l\fills of the Kavanaughs," the longest he has attempted so far, is in a simpler narrative fonn than is
usual with Lowell, but dream and reality interplay with his customary dramatic effectiveness. Even the most straightforward descriptive passages achieve power through ruthless directness and
compressIon.
"Falling Asleep Over The Aeneid" is a brilliant resuscitation
of a man-of-Ietters' dream of history and classic mythology, in
.which, naturally, he participates. It has, like much of Lowell's
work, an Inca-Aztec kind of barbaric splendor:

,

.

I

I hear the bird-priest chirping like a bird.
His harlots hang his bed
With feathers of his long-tailed birds.
.. Her Dead Brother" is an explosive collage of reverie and action, death and incest:
I give

You back that idyll, Brother. Was it more?
We will forget that August twenty-third,
When Mother motored with the maids to Stowe.
o Brother, a New England town is death
And incest.
.. Mother Marie Therese," the memory of an unconventional,
aristocratic nun who was drowned, is a fine example of Lowell's
cavalier handling of his snbject in a counterpoint of antiquity,
mythology, and religion, ironically commenting on the drowned
nun and other virgins, whose virginity is contra naturam to the
birds.
"David and Bathsheba in the Public Garden" is a fugue of
Scripture and Boston in the stimuladng language discovered in
Lo.rd Weary's C~tle.
"The Fat Man in the Mirror," after Werfel, is as wry, bawdy
an interpretation as Lowell's Latin translations.
"Thanksgiving's Over" adds more realistic imagery to memo-
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ries about a demented young wife. It is a paradox of craftsmanship where neither the couplets nor the exciting diction in any
way hinder the flow of an emotionally heightened, though natural conversational style. Commonplace objects are so cunningly
placed as images that they facet sparks from each other. Here, too,
is a kind of "magical realism."
First Poems refer frequently to a childhood that observes and surrenders to the richness of transmuted
experience:

JAM E S MER R ILL'S

Come, child, and with your sunbeam gaze assign
Green to the orchard as a metaphor.

Adults are transformed monsters menacing this dream world:
The matriarch with eyes like arrowheads
Sat in a shawl of sunlight. amber beads
Hung (rom her tribal ears.
\.

The esthetic disciplines of language become a defense against
aboriginal puberty rites threatening castra~ion with "flint" knife
"rituals," and release from the oedipal matriarch whose "arrowhead" flint eyes judge, condemn. and inhibit. Language as a "luminous" art outshines the "glittering" of the menac~ng flint. at
the same time accomplishing the transference of the child's wonder-world into the anthropological myth projected into poetry.
Luminous in these schools
Language is glittering of Hint rituals
And a race of sobel- children learns long smiles.

.

,

Reality, then, like death, is faced, and ~e Medusa myth interpreted. The child is grown up to the recognition that
Naked we lie in the black night
As on the leper's island ...

But sexual love, freed from taboo, and ide~lized as among the
Greeks. is capable of sublimity:
I

I
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How far the flesh past touch and sight
Moves in its felicity
You shall never understand
Until the leper says (your hand
Resting in his white hand) Kiss me.

l\ferrill presents his themes gravely with adroit gracefulness
in slow, elegant, rhythmical movements in a Symbolist tradition
of imagery brought up to date.
of Theodore Roethke's esthetics in Praise to
the End is summed up in

THE

PUR P 0 S E

,I

And my thought hunts another body

In view of the results, it's redundant of him to say,
Reason? That dreary shed, that hutch for grubby schoolboys!

It echoes Verlaine's "Take logic and wring its neck." Nevertheless, the obligation of the word made flesh, and vice versa, is still
with us.
Nowhere is out. I saw the cold.
Went to visit the wind ...
How high is have?

This is a poetic shorthand whose transcription encourages
more treason than translation. If you don't come to it pure of
heart, you're a philistine before you can say jabberwocky, or compare it with American surrealism in old copies of transition.
Like a man tired of a life of quiet desperation, Roethke is kicking over the literary traces. It's a kind of lyrical desperation leaping from pedestrianism. Its levitation is attempted by its own
bootstraps. As he says,
All risings

!
1:

I

1
~I

I
j

Fall

I

It sometimes seems fragmentary and incoherent, even arbitrary and capricious, if not just plain self-indulgent. When he
makes connectives, on the other hand,
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I know it's an owl. He's making, it darker

.

you are tempted to add, on your own, ,one just'as obvious as
Larks make it lighter.
Despite more rational, poems brought over from other volumes, there are still too many mooly-moos. Roethke seems to
lean heavily aJso on Rimbaud's requirement that the poet be hallucinated. The result is occasional phrases of "pure poetry" uttered in climaxes, evocative as the' French Symbolists and, when
successful, a poetry of sensation.
poetry has always been notable for its
integrity to herself and to her ideals. In this compact little volume of her Selected Poems there is as much autobiograp~ in
that sense as can be found anywhere. The more than fifteen years
of writing collected here, with certain'elisions, appears in very
competent form from the beginning:
M URI E L R U KEY S E R' S

Rebellion pioneered among our lines.
In how many meaningful ways that can be. taken is shown in
the early poem, Sand Quarry With Moving Figures:
I saw the written name
painted on stone in the face of the steep hill:
"That's your name, Fatherl" "And yoursl" he shouted,
laughing.
"No, F;lther, nol" He caught my hand as I cried,
and smiling, entered the pit, ran laughing down its side.
All these poems are extraordinarily articulate in terms of
varied rebellions. Beginning with the parental, they soon move
on to social protest. Constantly and movinglY, the struggle is
stated:
We want to find and will SPend our lives in finding:
the landfall of our broken voyages
is still our America of contradictions.
\
Ancestors of that dream lie coupled in our flesh ...
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There is such unquestioned sincerity in Muriel Rukeyser's
poetry that it is constantly quotable for its purposes, and interesting for that reason, as \Vhitman is. The poet has certainly re-atized her own phrase:
Whitman forever saying "I identify."
This talent for identification is a curious, exciting, and complex matter. When such identification is joined to the crusading
spirit, the inevitable compensation is love.

to

Our conflicts carry our creation and its guilt.
Love must imagine the world
The wish of love
moving upon the body of love describes
closing of conflict ...
0, the young
will come up
after us
and make the dream
the real world of our myth.

a powerful sense of guHt might be attributed to
original sin, we know better now. Delmore Schwartz keeps working at it in Vaudeville for a Princess. Vaudeville involves a paradoxically clear Kafkaian dilemma. The situations are both tragic
and absurd. In the prose sketches, Schwartz has developed a peculiarly individual ironic idiom. And it is significant that he has
included in these sketches Hamlet, Don Juan, and Othello. His
Pagliacci role involves audience with actor who, in mockin~ himself, seems to cry, "Such a sad manl Isn't he funny'" In the hilarious piece about various cars he's owned, The Ego Is Always at
the JVheel) Schwartz psychoanalyzes his dilemma:
A L THO UGH

So there I was on the road again ... once more without a driver's license just like in 1929 when I was too young to be permitted to get
one in the State of New York which is very strict. And my emotions
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were pretty much the same,-Ie plus fa change, Ie plus c'est la meme
chose-fear of the cops, bravado, based on the probability and improbability of being halted, nervousness which doubtless went back
to the strain of beirig hauled with great difficulty into this brave new
world (it was a spectacular labor, I am told, and it was not until my
mother accidentally kicked her father's photograph off the bedroom
wall that the doctor said to my dubious and anxious father that everyone was going to be all right, a superficial remark if I ever heard one).
The predicament is Chaplinesque, the hilarity occasioned by
our oWn participation. Everybody feels guilty, and the pOet, like
the neurotic, probably more so, since he is presumed also to be
hypersensitive to pressures of environment. The other tTuismthat nobody loves a cop-is partly the cop's fault and partly the
focusing of Qur guilt feelings on symbols. Schwartz mentions the
police several times. It's consistent. Chaplin was always just one
jump ahead of a cop; and Schwartz says of our identification:
These are illusions of your sense of guilt.
One might say facetiously of Schwartz' poems in this volume
that so many heterosexual sonnets haven't.been seen since Petrarch, were it not for his keynote:
/
,

\

--

~

I am a student of love's long defeat.
And even Freud could hardly have phrased it more neatly than
Schwartz' right to the j~w of Anglo-Saxon prudery and hypocrisy:
)

Love is a four,:,letter word.
In his poetry, as in his prose, Schwartz has always tried to be
sincere, and never to separate poetry and person, hence J¥>Ctry
and predicament. His is essentially the role of the romantic poet
with the Chaplinesque anti-climax of comic ,misadventure
after
.
romantic flights into generosity or grief. "People" impose, he
says, because
I look shy and helple$s
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Consciously or not, this is also a Steigian role which Schwartz
has sustained and presented with increasing clarity. The banana
peel on which he skids is, for him, reality. He keeps scratching at
his own interpretation of it:
Guilt. like eczema. he must fear and crave.

Ceremony is a world of boyish charm
and the disciplines children assume, more of a fa~de than a mask.
more of a manner than a means, as in poems about games, a sparrow, a toad, or a dead dog whose ten-year-old master
RIC H A R D WI L BUR'S

Could not forgive the sad or strange
In beast or man

Instinctively, \Vilbur's sunny landscape of seashores, castles,
jugglers, parables, canaries, dogs. and children avoids the t~gic.
Even "Flumen Tenebrum" can't keep its grim hue long, but ends
... tossed
In scintillant embrace

And when,
.. at Pompeii
The little dog lay curled

underneath thetvolcanic lava, you can't help hankering after
those notorious Pompeian murals as an antidote to so much niceness, projected even into the swearing:
why then by Hell
Emerson was damned if it would do
We love the small, said Burke. And if the small
Be not yet small enough, why then by Hell
We'll cramp it till it knows but'how to feed.
And we'll provide the water and the seed.

It's caged indeed. It's not that Wilbur deals with minutiae, but
that the minutiae are so often insignificant. Marianne Moore is
a master of minutiae for the simple reason that she is a genuine
master of a craft minutiae can't master.

I

I

I
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A disinfected feeling sugars phrases everywhere: An old dismay; T~e ricJ,er/or regret; laid their fragile cheeks against; must
give us pause; ti,e earth's array; betwixt our faces; by Dia7I'S
steepest ./lr:row. Unhappily, as he says, "\Ve fray into the future."
And coyness is extended, almost intolerably for our times, into
quaint inversions forcing rhymes: by rooted hunger wrung; in
mazy error went. Conformity is not form, and is on its knees in
the gem a sauce rare. Inversions of this sort went out with Victorian antimacassars. Echoes of the French are similarly inoculated.
And, of all things, from that wry master of the Contes Cruels, ViIliers de L'Isle-Adam, Wilbur comes up with this nosegay:
I have lost the wood, the heath,
Fresh Aprils long gone by ...
Give me your lips:' their breath
Shall be the forest's sigh.

One must watch out.. Philistia has many disguises. The academic yardstick is one. Overemphasis on the mechanics of a specific form is another. Wilbur is °a good student of poetry, but it's
time he took it out of the classroom. Even Herrick, with whom
he might be compared, preferred"A sweet ~isorder in the dre~f:
A careless shoe-string, in whose tie
I see a wild civility:
Do more bewitch me, than when art
Is too precise in every part.

\

In the interest of "form," Wilbur ~ys: "The strength of the
genie comes of his being confined in a bott-le."
What if the genie doesn't come out of the bottle?
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F. Cudworth Flint

WORDS IN LITERATURE

M

R.

EM P

SON and Professor Brower deal with what.

broadly speaking, may be regarded as the same material-the use of words in literature-and aim at much
the same goal-an increase in readers of the adequacy of their response to literary organizations of language. But the tactics pursued in these two books l are nearly opposite: Mr. Empson uses

\

j

1 The Structure of Complex lVords, by William Empson. New Directions, n.d. The
Fields of Light, by Reuben Arthur Brower. Oxford University Press, 1951.
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contexts to build up a manifoldness of meaning in key words,
whereas Professor. Brower educes as economically as possible
from words the sequences and patterns which carry the main import of whole compositions. Both books are interesting and
valuable.
It must be confessed that some of those who embark on the
reading of !\fr. Empson's book may query the appraisal "interesting," and not a few, indeed, may desert the voyage. short of
achieving the first eighty pages. And for this discouragement, :Mr.
Empson's way with language is partly responsible. Although he
everywhere displays·an almost preternatural acuity-which is, indeed, his special distinction among critics, and which·confers on
this book its exceptional importance-he displays very little sense
of ordonnance. Presumably, he has so much meditated his subject
matter in its least details that the whole is etched on his memory;
the mental pointer we call attention can in a flash find the detail
or indicate the connection he wishes. This inward celerity few
readers will share; and !\fr. Empson's habit of underpunctuating,
his habit of using "this" to refer to some r~mote or diffused referent as if it were concentrated or near at hand, and his failure to
dispose the sentences in a paragraph ~ith sufficiently m~rked
reference to the central statement of the paragraph, are so many
additional impediments to the progress of a reader through considerations which because of their inwardness and subtlety are
difficult at best.
Subtlety does not here connote secondariness. Indeed, what
Mr. Empson is doing in this book is so important, and has so
many varied applications, that it is rather surprising nobody else
has already gone about the job he has undertaken, with a comparable singlemindedness. Setting out from an initial dissatisfaction with Professor I. A. Richards' early view of literature as
characterized by an "emotive" view of language-a view which
has been parodied into the version that "literature consists of
soothingly stiinulating untruths"-Mr. Empson here investigates
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the operations of language, primarily as recorded in literature, as
these operations are evident in the behavior of various key words
when used in contexts felt as nonmetaphorical. Sundry chapter
titles suggest his tactic: " 'Wit' in the Essay on Criticism"; " 'All'
in Paradise Lost"; " 'Fool' in Lear'; "Timon's 'Dog' "; " 'Honest' in Othello"; " 'Sense' in Measure for Measure"; and" 'Sense'
in The Prelude." He develops for the conduct of these ~nalyses a
machinery partly ot typographical signs and partIy of Stich words
as "sense," "implication," "emotion," and "mood"-these four
in their varieties and transactions subsuming the import for the
mind that a word in a linguistically sufficient context carries. But
here I am guilty of a fault with which I charged Mr. Empson, for
I have unobtrusively slipped into the discussion what is perhaps
the most notable contribution of his book: the demonstration
that a word does not bring its senses, implications, or what-not
along with it as so much inert baggage. On the contrary, it is
characteristic of key words that a single use represents an equation, a relation, or, as I have just termed it, a transaction,.between
two or more of its senses, and possibly an implication, emotion, or
mood as well. Moreover, these equations are of various types: Mr.
Empson distinguishes five of these. All this apparatus is difficult
to accustom oneself to, and never becomes exactly easy to manage; but on the whole, it justifies itself.
In such chapters as those I have cited, and others more general
in their themes, Mr. Empson achieves at least four ends. For one
thing, he succeeds in transferring to the interplay of senses and
implications much that Professor Richards had labeled "emotive"; as a consequence, literature seems more reliable-less a
mere pastime, or at best, a therapeutic dodge. For another, he haS
clarified and enriched our responses to the literary works mentioned in his chapter titles. (In particular, his analysis of "honest" enables him to deal more successfully with the traditional
"enigma" of Iago than has anyone -else I know of.) Third-and
this next achievement may be of greatest importance if and when
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it is applied by dictionary makers-in a chapter entitled "Dictionaries" he has demonstrated the wasteful and obfuscating extent
to which the presumed definitions in our dictionaries fail to define. and are padded with illogically assembled lists of thesaurussynonyms; and he has exemplified by' a few brilliantly concise
examples how great savings of wordage and great gains in precision and informativeness might be achieved simultaneously.
Lastly-and this mostly in several appendices-,-he has effectively
called in question the presumption, maintained in such books
as Charles Morris' Signs, Language, and Behavior and Leonard
Bloomfield's Language, that only a positivistic or mechanist or
behaviorist theory and t~ctic are capable of arriving at trustworthy results from the study of language. These appendices
should not be overlooked; for it is in them that the wit veiled in
deprecation which is a pleasant subordinate tone throughout Mr.
Empson's book begins to shed its veils.
If Professor Brower's book seems a less signal achievement, this
is partly because' of its smaller dimensions-218 pages, each of
which is about two thirds the size of one' of Mr. Empson's 450
pages-and partly because his kind of exploration has more examples for it in other books. In the first part of Professor Brower's
book, he discusses the nature and effects of those among the possible kinds of sequences connecting words which are of most importance for the apprehension of literature: dramatic (in which
he includes narrative) sequence (or sequence of situational relationships), sequence ~f images, sequence of metaphors, sequence of attitudes or tones, sequence of rhythms, and sequence
of sounds. He develops the idea, with illustrations from lyric
·poems of brief compass, that in literature these several sorts of
sequence parallel or assist one another, and, typically, at some
climactic point assemble themselves to illustrate a key design or
metaphor or symbol in which the significance and value of the
literary work of art as a whole are pre-eminently embodied. The
second and slightly longer part of the book applies this idea to
~

.
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the elucidation in tum of The Tempest, Airs. Dalloway, Pope's
"Epistle IV: To Richard Boyle, Earl of Burlington, Of the Use
of Riches," Pride and Prejudice, and ~ Passage to India.
Throughout the book, Professor Brower writes clearly and
equably (equableness is getting rare in critical writing these
days) . From the passages of general theory in the first part of the.
book the reader may indeed get the impression that this book is
designed for an audience less practiced in reading than in fact is
the case. Perhaps the phrase "some Proustian vase of memory:'
casually tossed into a sentence no farther along than page lois
intended as a warning to the unwary. Be that as it may, the quality of the analyses will soon show the reader that a considerable
maturity of interests and of capacity is expected of him. The analysis of Pope's poem seems to me admirable in an alertness responsive to the least hints of the text; but even more outstanding are
the analyses of the three novels. For here, to a degree seldom
achieved within the same brief compass, from materials discursive and even distracting in the leads offered for investigation,
Professor Brower has educed key metaphors or designs which suffuse these novels with a richer significance and at the same time
render the reader's memory more able to control that significance. On only one point-and that a minor one, coming early in
the book 2-do I dissent from Professor Brower; elsewhere, he
seems to me completely convincing.
If Mr. Empson's book is a more notable contribution to the re-'
sources of persons who are already seasoned adepts in literary
2 Professor Brower on pp. 46.7 of his book seems to take the first line of the third
stanza of Herbert's "The Windows" as containing a simple parallelism of phrase:
.. Doctrine and life, colours and light ..." I on the contrary take the phrases as a
. chiasmus. This reading seems to me required by the two preceding stanzas,in
which "doctrine"-the repeating of a message-is equated with a colorl~ "watrish"
light which merely passes through the glass without acquiring any enrichment
from it. On the other hand, "life" is s}n1bolized by colored figures in the glass,
which do enrich the quality of the "doctrine" which passes through the human
medium. I think that any reader of Professor Brower will find that my interpreta.
tion obviates the slight confusions in his analysis and diagram (on p. 46) of the
s\'mbolilal relationships in this poem.

I

l
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study, Professor Brower's book more suitably fills the role of an
excellent incentive for advanced college classes in literary criticism and for the thoughtful general reader ~

Vernon Y Dung

MORE THINGS IN
HEAVEN AND EARTH ...
Books' presentation of such a figure as Paracelsus is another welcome curiosity to the lay reader, for it
brings into focus a feature of Western thought usually neglected in even the better histories of ideas at present available.
The Swiss Theophrastus Bombastus (etc.!), called Paracelsus, belonged, in his own intransigent fashion, to that revolt against
Classical and Medieval Humanism which Hiram Haydn has exhaustively charted and pertineptly named-theCounter-Renaissance. This broad and radical movement of revision included
naturalists and romantics. cynics and idealists. scientists and mystics; jt was negatively united in its separate revolts by universal
opposition to. above all, the authority of Aristotle and Thomas
Aquinas. and to any theory pf the condition of man based on assumptions untested either by direct experience (variously interpreted) or by the emerging sciences of verifiable data.
In a side-ehannel of this current. Paracelsus the physician.
alchemist, mystic,. heretical vagabond, went his valorous and
crotchety way. The selections from his life-long pronouncements
here decocted by Jolande Jacobi in a seemingly excellent translation by Norbert Guterman 1 reveal a spirited, .fervent, nonconformist mentality. carrying on a RefoTII\ation a1I'\his own in

E

A NTH EON

1 Paracelsus. Bollingen Series XXVIII. New York: Pantheon Books.

me-. 1951. 547

pp. $4.5°·

...,. -,
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vivid earth-boul1d language strangely compounded with the symbolism of alchemy and astronomy (Le., largely astrology) . Discoursing on the properties of earth and man, the relations of the
sexes, the conduct and mission of applied medicine, on nature,
ethics and diabolism, he displays a mind at once disordered, sophistical and visionary, yet often practical, wholesome and exact
in its perception of etiology as well as of effect. His bold ability to
cut under the surface of things to disclose, if only figuratively, the
organic unity beneath, links him with Pico della Mirandola,
while the untutored joy and stubbornness of his proclamations
reminds us, at times, of Van Gogh or of D. H. Lawrence. From
the pragmatic standpoint it will interest our contemporaries that
he was the first to use mercury as a cure for syphilis, but his legacy
to medicine generally seems no more redoubtable than his possession of The Truth with which Miss Jacobi, in her ponderous introduction, humorlessly credits him. Not Truth but the pilSSion
for empirically seeking it among the living examples of earth is
the distinguishing feature of Paracelsus' personality: that, and a
cosmic sense as opposed to the merely social sense, the sense that
bred in him wrong-headedness, vituperation and superstition as
well as a glory of symbolic speech, his self-contrived poetry that
. scanned both earth and high heaven.
Despite the organic unity of the Bollingen Series (extending
to its consistently handsome formats) ,it does not ~o to read Paracelsus in too close proximity to the late Heinrich Zimmer's Philosophies of India,2 since by contrast with the scope of any single
conception in the Hindu pantheon, Paracelsus is a soul-mate of
Benjamin Franklin. To read, through the offices of Joseph Campbell's intelligent editing, Zimmer's controlled synthesis of the
vast kaleido~cope of Indian thought-Jainism, Brahmanism;
Sankhya-Yoga, Buddhism-is to receive the shock of prodigality
and to be once again reminded of how relatively meager our own
2

II

I,

I

Edited by Joseph Campbell. Bollingen Series XXVI. New York: Pantheon Books,

Inc., 195 l. 687 pp. 56.00.

l
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religious traditions are when confronted with the manifold and
sublime creations of the Hindu soul. As Zimmer himself has
pointed out in his Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization (Bollingen VI) , which should be read in conjunction with
the present volume, our \Vestern tradition has contented itself,
in terms of its metaphysic, with the tribal records of the Ancient
Hebrews, the Four Gospels, the pamphlets of St. Paul and a few
other apostles, and the lurid arcana of the Book of Revelation.
Undeniably majestic these works may be, but compare them
with the dynamic teleologies of the Indi~n world-even adding
the Arthurian legends, the Eddas and the, N iebelunglied to make
a corp~s of Western myth-and they represent but a fe,w limited
attitudes toward the nature of man and his role in the universal
round, toward the etiology of being and toward the colossal cycles
of historical assurgence and decline. Onlylour modern science has _
offe~_ed a picture comparably infinite, yet this is still a hypothesis
of material processes, not a cosmology of moral for~es and interpretations.Not that the Hindu books of wisdom did not essaty
matters of space and terrestrial 'time in t&eir own opulent way;
their ultimate value, however, is figurative ,and spiritual, not
literal and materialistic nor even, in our assertive sense of the
word, humanitarian. Philosophies, therefore, as Zimmer grants,
is not, from our view, an accurate term, since in all the religions
of all India's centuries the transcendence of cognized reality, not
the analysis of it, has been the major concern. Religion, philosophyand myth were inextricably fused, as in fact they appear to
have been in every important culture outside of our own (in its
later development) and the Greco-Roman.
The essential qualities, then, of those 'philosophies' that arose
and mingled on the rich soil of India should be characterized
(and no reviewer can hope to do more than just that) by such
words as protean, interpenetrating, transforming, multi/oUate.
In such a concept as maya, meaning that by which an artifact, an
'appearance,' is produced, meaning also the Life-illusion, and also

...
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the power of the gods to assume diverse shapes through various
assumptions of their subtle essence; in the divine quartet of Vishnu, Brahma, Shiva and Indra (with Shiva, in later myth, enacting
Vishnu and Brahma, too); in the cosmic dance of Shiva, manifesting eternal energy in five activities; in the Shri Yantra triangles, denoting male and female principles and the primal point
.of power; in the exposition of the four aims of human\life-Artha, Kama, Dhanna and Moksa: in these and in a host of other
concepts, disciplines, art-expressions or legends, the Hindu vision
(centrally the Brahman vision) sees life as an "incessant interaction of co-operating opposites." In relation to a scheme of understanding and salvation that we, as awed and assailed spectators, wish, to gain from it, its total validity stems, perhaps, from
its' pitiless view of flux, in which Good and Evil, Virtue and Sil!t,
Reward and Punishment, Chastity, Labor, Redemption and
Judgment Day (all the linear and dualistic terms of our egocentered religious experience) are dissolved into a provincial
limbo, or condensed, rather, within this unending and grandiose
Hindu metaphor that reduces the individual biography to a
minor stance in the universal, cosmic ritual of emanation, fertility, dissolution and re-absorption, ad infinitum: "the delirium of
the manifested fonns."
The extent to which any phase of Hinduism or of any other
Oriental religion may modify our future metaphysic, assuming
we retain any whatsoever, will doubtless depend on international
commitments now in the making. Even with no more compelling
reasons, it seems to this reviewer that if, by one definition, religion is a complex expression of man's inability to explain his
origin, identity and fate by rational means, the religion (s) of India is an aesthetic spectacle of tJ:1e first magnitude, one of the truly
great gestures whereby man sidesteps the bestiality of his existence. The latter paradox is in fact close to the heart of the matter, for Zimmer himself assures us in words which may well be
premonitory:

I

I

.I
I
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India's propensity for transcendental pursuit and the misery of India's history are, most certainly, intimately related to each other; they
must not be regarded separately. The ruthless philosophy of politics
and the superhuman achievelIlents in metaphysics represent the two
sides of a single experience of life.

Robert Creeley

HOW TO WRITEA NOVEL

"
'TI

have been obvious enough-mainly the injunction to hold to 'character and action,' and one novelist, of at least some reputation, has said he was constitutionally in favor of 'plot.' But it means very little.
Otherwise, one can go back to even the hackneyed examples.
liThe Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent~ ... appeared
on the 1st of January 1760." A simple fact; and from that time,
hence, like they say,at least one major ~vidJnce, against the above
rote, was there to be dealt with.
I am speaking, in short, of time-of what that is in a pr~se nar~
rative, and of what it has done there. As frame, as the main means
'to a coherent order.
It is certainly' very attractive. That is, it is a line, a very solid
one, for the hoisting up of anything which may interest the novelist; liis characters, etc., his apprehension of 'the meaning of life,'
etc. And, more than that, what other continuum is possible; how
else effect a reasonable series, how project, by language, the incident reality, say that it is there, and prove it?
At least that, for a clear sense of the problem~ ~Y sothe means
or other, this demanded, a man must make of his narrative a cohesion of the things: there occurring, must give them demonstrable relation. Which is order of a kind; and we've gone wrong,
E RULES
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only, in believing it to be of one kind, no other to be admitted.
Beyond humor, Tristram Shandy is the narrative of one man's
attentions, of what they found to fasten on. That is a defensible
comment,-there is very clear writing in this book.
"The lines were very natural-for they were nothing at all to
the purpose, says Slawkenbergius, and 'tis a pity there were no
more of them; but whether it was that Seig. Diego was slow in
composing verses-or the hostler quick in saddling mules-is not
averred .. :'
Go at it another way. Take it as your own headache, and think,
then, if what counts is that the day goes by, etc., etc.; or that
something in it, precisely in, was of interest, and that made it all
othenvise. This is the contrary,-if one can fasten on there.
Similarly, one thing leads to another,-with or without time.
An instant is a precise formulation, even of a universe. It doesn't
finally matter much whether it lead to another; it has its own
logic. Or say, perhaps better, that there are two ways of evoking
a reality: that it has place in time, or that it is existent in space.
There is some choice between them, at least for the novelist.
"Early in 1880, in spite of a well-founded suspicion as to the
advisability of perpetuating that race which has the sanction of
the Lord and the disapproval of the people ..." Whereas this
present table, with the typewriter on it, two books, milk bottle,
is something else again. Or clearly a different field. It is that sense
I am intent on making clear.
To write of one is not to write of the other. There is the escape
of time, that escape which time affords; so that the man dies, too
soon, or the book ends.
\Vhat else. ("Is this a fit time, said-my father to himself, to talk
of PEN S ION sand G R E N A DIE R S ?")
The divers techniques used to confront time, in the long narrative, are ultimately makeshift; they solve very little. Flashback,
recall by certain of the characters, juxtaposition (too simply) of
'time' sequences-none of much use. Because, to be in that pas-
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sage, to make that the sequence (that the days go by) , is a definite _
commitment, and not to be doqged easily.
iBut put the weight on the other sense, of things shifting, between themselves-and time there to be a qualification among.
many-it is a release.
A release, immediately, of the very things the~selves-not gratuitously, since relation is aimef;i at-why they 'all keep together.
And to the extent that time bears on that, all right, i.e., all right
to make use of it. But not as the main line.
The present novel 1 is attack on this ground. Clearly. Unequivocally aimed at that, to break time back to a use which isn't crippling. It is of very great interest.

BRIEF REVIEWS
The Pathless Grove, by Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz; translated by Pauline Cook. Prairie City, Ill.: The Decker Press.(l950' 80 pp. $1.50'
.First and Last Poems, by Michael Sloane..New York: The Fine Editions Press, 1951. 72 pp. $2'50.
In 1651 Juana Ines de Asbaje y Ramirez de Santillana was born. an
illegitimate d~ughter, at Napantla, a village near Mexico City. In
1931 Michael Edison Sloane, grandson of Thomas A. Edison, was
born in New York City. In 1695, having been for twenty-six years a
sister in the Convenfof San Jeronimo, and having been forbidden her
"books and instruments" by a religious order which found her artistic
independence of spirit unconventional and beyond' tolerance, Juana
Ines died at forty-three "showing (her contemporaries said) every appearance of desiring the end." In 1949, after having written for two
years of the oppressive loneliness of his life, a 'loneliness which he felt
could be relieved only by spiritual compromise ("Why do I keep on
/ Trying to bum under dul1lights, / Draping my arm, book in hand,
1

The Beetle Leg, by John Hawkes. New York: New Directions, 1951. 159 pp. $2'50.
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/ Over fences at night?') or by death. died at eighteen "as the result
of an accident on the Gross Glockner glacier in Austria."
Juana Ines had a kind of inner tempered steel which Michael
Sloane. at eighteen. did not have:
Dices que yo te olvido. Celio. y mientes
en decir que me acuerdo de olvidarte.
pues no hay en mi memoria alguna parte
en que. aun como olvidado. te presentes.
You say that I forget you, and you lie
in saying I remember to forgeL
There is no place in all my memory met
where, even as forgot, you still are by.
But he knew as well as she the need for "unremembrance," the death
of the personal past:

.~

I
~

Somewhere all the great banquets of loneliness
became terrifying,
,
and I grew bored of terror.

\

I

After I ventured a time in littleness,
what was great for me vanished;
it is almost as though it had never been in me.
History, buildings, forests and people
all shrunk horribly
and I became tiny, unable to move
through the long bleak corridors which separated us.
And so I sat on a rock overlooking it all.
and finally turned away with a tired brain
and stared idly at the brown dust
running throngh my head

I

.,

All but the last two lines of the following poem would have evoked
strong emotional recognition from Michael Sloane:
Con el dolor de la monal herida,
de un agravio de arnor me larnentaba,
y por ver si la muene se llegaba
procuraba que fuese mas crecida.
Toda en el mal el alma divenida,
pena por pena su dolor sumaba,
y en cada circunstancia ponderaba
que sobraban mil muertes a una vida.
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Y cuando algolpe de unoy olIO tiro.
rendido el coraz6n daba penoso
sefias de dar el ultimo suspiro
no s~ con que destino prodigioso
\"Olvi en mi acuerdo y dije: (Que me admiro.
quien en amor ha sido mas dichoso?
-As sad as though 1 had some mortal pain
I mourned love's new affront, its latest jeer.
In search to see if death would not appear
I only made the injury worse again.

All remedies involved the so~ in strife,
and sOrrow mounted higher grief by grief.
Each circumstance has strengthened my belief
that deaths by th~usands come to every life.
\Vhen by these blows entirely stupefied.
my heart. now overcome and in distresS,
gave painful signs that it had finally sighed
its last. 1know not by what fatefulness
I came back to my senses then, and cried:
But who in love has known more happiness?

Juana Inez had a knowledge of happiness and a faith. Together
they got her through forty-tliree years. With neither one nor the other.
Michael Sloane was pledged to an early death:
Crashing hulls mean the water is ~ear,
And green somewhere
Beyond the dirt;
And white deserts beyond that.
The gray leaps into my eyes
Blackening them and cursing;
The slime-caked hull moulds into my skin,
And then it's ove~
I can not escape;
My vocation is with this death
And the yellow teeth
Stand out on both sides of the river
Waiting.

The differences between the two persons are manifestly immense.
Not the least is the fact that Juana Ines became one of Mexico's outstanding literary figures (samples' of the translations in the volume
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under consideration, reproduced here, obviously do not render full
justice to the originals which, however, are also included). Michael
Sloane was just beginning to perfect his idiom (his work often reads
like sincere translations of excellent poems). Juana Ines, with her moments of tension and struggle surrounded by periods of contentment, .
could be pert and satisfied in a way Michael Sloan,e never knew. And
she had her religion. Yet in a curious way they share' a crucial like. ness: both seem to have escaped into death. Juana Ines' faith undoubtedly gave her death meaning for her, but it does not seem to
have done the same for her life. Perhaps this is the only ultimate difference that belief can make. Their compelling similarity lies in their
acute awareness of the life-principle wherein the strongest desire for
personal fulfillment leads to the most intense fl1.!stration, and the
interaction that follows inevitably defines one's life. In a letter to a
bishop in which she defends the freedom of study habits which had
been hers since childhood, Sor Juana Ines writes:
... I thought I fled from myself, but miserable mel I brought myself with me
and bear my greatest enemy in this inclination [to study], which I cannot
detennine whether heaven gave me as endowment or punishmenL For after
being suppressed or impeded by such exercise as religions hold, it blows up
like gunpowder, and conffnns in me that deprivation is the cause of desire."

r..

In Paris in 1949. Michael Sloane put it another way:

I

h

Sometimes I think people
On the streets
Should go rolling great hoops
Before them.
On these should be inscribed
In beautiful words
All their desires.
And when they wish to meet,
They should, like mystic wands,
Bring softly together
Their hoops...

. f

I

I'1

r
I

-I. V.

I

Vida y Obra de Sarmiento en Sintesis CTonolOgica, by Julia Ottolenghi. Buenos Aires: Editorial Kapelusl, 1950. 387 pp. Available from
Stechert &: Haffner. 31 E. 10th St., New York 3, N. Y. $2·50.

I

1

II

Julia Ottolenghi's Vida y Obra de Sarmiento en Sintesis CTonol6gica records in outline fonn, day by day, year by year, from his birth
in 181 I until his death in I 888, the events in the life of the great Ar-

1I:
Ii
Ii

:
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gentine exile, educator, statesman, reformer, editor, journalist, President, and gifted writer-Domingo Faustino Sarmiento. Carefully
gathered from National and Provincial Archives, private collections,
correspondence, the 1\fuseo Hist6rico Sarmiento, and numberless
critical and biographical studies by Argentine and foreign write1'$; as
well as t)le fifty-two volumes of his ObrtJ.S Completas, this amazing
, mass of information seems to merit the publishers' claim that it "reconstructs, in the most complete form heretofore published, the entire
life, activities, publications, ties, and even comparatively unknown
details about the character and ideological formation of Sarmiento,"
indispensable to the Sarmiento student.
We learn, for instance, that when he was nineteen he met and saw
for the first and only time-and five years before the caudillo's assassination-the legendary "Tiger of the Plains," Facundo Qu~, subject of Sarmiento's unique book 'Civilizacion y Barbarie: Vida de
Juan FacundQ Quiroga, a study of the gaucho and of the tyrant Rosas'
caudillo. It is on this remarkable book, translated into English by
Mrs. Horace Mann in 1868, and his travel books and reminiscencesRecuerdos de Provincia and Viajes por Europa, Africa)' Americathat his literary fame rests.'
At twenty Sarmiento was schoolteaching in Chile for fifteen pesos a
month, a little later clerking in a Valparaiso store and paying out half
his salary for English lessons and two reales t~ the sereno, or night
watchnian, for waking him up at two a. m. to study before his clerking day began. Before long he was transl3:ting a volume a day of Sir
\Valter Scott's sixty volumes of novels I At thirty he had settled his
family ~n Chile and was busy founding schools and magazines, publishing editorials and articles in which he dealt with literary criticism,
the drama, religious and educational problems; the Rosas dictatorship, colonization and immigration, Yankee customs, and current
topics like U\Vhat the Foreigner Gets Out of Our Anarchy," uThe
Comedy of Freedom," and "There Is No Republic in South America."
Sent by Chile in 1845 to Europe and North America to study educational methods, in France he addressed the Parliament, and met
Thiers, Guizot, Michelet, Lamartine, arid Martinez de la Rosa, the
Spanish revolutionist and dramatist in exile. In Barcelona he met
Prosper Merimee; in Potsdam, Alexander von Humboldt; in Cuba,
the uComandante Jose Primo de Rivera"; and in New York, Mary
and Horace Mann. It was during his second visit to the United States
as Argentina's Minister Plenipotentiary in 1866 that he wrote, or at
least finished, his biographies of Lincoln and Horace Mann" met
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Emerson. learned ule tragic news of the death of his only son in action at Curupaiti. and heard that he had been proclaimed presidential candidate of his country.
Too zealous and vigorous to be a popular president. his term of
office was nevertheless marked by great industrial progress. educational. political and legal reforms. and me founding of many schools
and libraries.
He died in the fall of 1888 in Asunci6n. Pop-aguay. where he had
gone for his health. wistfully remarking as he set out that he did not
expect to last the year. unless they elected him President again. in
which case he would playa trick on them and live ten years longer.
When me funeral ship reached Buenos AiI:es all ships in the harbor
were flying their flags at half mast. and all dock and street lamps were
lighted and hung with crepe. \Vrapped in the flags of the four countries he had served in the interests of liberal democratic government
-Chile. Uruguay. Paraguay. Argentina-he was buried in a grave
carved with me epitaph he himself had composed: "One America.
free. asylum of all me gods; wim speech. land. and rivers for all."
At a time when the great Argentine newspaper La Prensa is dead.
La Nadon fighting for its life. and Sur heaping abuse on Mary McCarmy for her "America me Beautiful" (Cf. Ultimas contestaciones
a La encuesta sobre 'Norteamerica la hermosa de Mary McCarthy,'
Num. 2°3, Septiembre 1951. Buenos Aires). saying that we are a country of "fanatical. hungry, resentful. uncouth, demoralized peoples,"
who reveal our "barbarous and atrociously materialistic attitude by
- buying a bathtub only to exercise the right to buy it and not to bathe
in," wim mirty-five million neurotics who cannot abide "a civilization in the dead end street of meir monopolizing materialism," and
mat Argentines should be loyal to meir "cultural-European" rather
man "natural-American" tradition, it is comforting to remember Sarmiento. He wanted to model his statesmanship on that of Lincoln
and Franklin, his educational system on the meories of Horace Mann,
and constantly looked toward North America as well as Europe for
inspiration and guidance in his tremendous task of bringing to the
dictator-ridden countries of me Soum educational opportunity, cultural achievement, political and economic stability, freedom and happiness. We have particular reason to be grateful to Julia Ottolenghi
for bringing out her "Life and Works of Sarmiento" at this time."-

I
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Hermsprong, or .\fan As He Is Not, by Robert Bage, edited by Vaughan \Vilkins. New York: Library Publishers, 1951. xiii
248 pp.
$3·75·

+

Just why the novels of Robert Bage (1728-1801) should have suffered such long neglect when comparatively trivial work by other
writers remains available is hard to understand. The present reprint
makes accessible one of his most significant books, Hermsprong'
(1796), his last novel and the one most frequently cited in histories,
though Sir Walter Scott, who regarded it as Bage's best, did not reprint it in Ballantyne's /Itovelists Library. As ~frs. Barbauld was careful to point out in her preface to the 1810 edition of Hermsprong,the
book is "democratical in its tendency," sufficient reason for Sir Walter
to omit reprinting it in favor of two others of Bage's novels.
Much as Scott deplored Bage's politics, he admired Bage as a novelist. His life of Bage begins by calling the Quaker-manufacturer-radical-novelist "a ,,,Titer of no ordinary merit in the department of fictitious composition:' That he was. Bage was a dangerous "red," late
eighteenth-eentury variety, a champion of the rights of man, and
woman, a satirist of a degenerate aristocracy, a caricaturist of venal
and hypocritical clergymen who practice what Bage terms "the art of
assentation." As a philosophical and free-thinking reforqler he anticipated some of the ideas of Malthus, Godwin, Mary Wollstonecraft, and others. And he used the novel, not inartistically. to disseminate his views.
H ermsprong. written whenBage was sixty-eight, displays the vigor
and conviction with whi'ch the author held his radical views. The
subtitle, Man As He Is Not, means, of course, man as he should be.
The hero, Charles HermsjlTong, was born in America (possibly the
first such hero in English fiction) and was reared among bldians. from
whom presumably he acquired the nobility, natural goodness, courage, and love of freedom which make him the embodiment of Bage's
social ideals, for Hermsprong "could never learn ... to suppress the
sentiments of a free-born mind from any fear, r~ligious or political:'
Such a sy~thetic paragon would, one might well suppose, be a dreadful bore, but thanks to Bage's lively invention and ironic wit, the
book is highly enjoyable and the central ideaanddtaracter are interesting to the end. Two excellent women characters aid a great 4eal,
the vivacious Miss Fluart and Caroline Carnpinet, daughter of the

•
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villain, Lord Grondale. Several minor characters, notably Mr. Sumelin and Dr. Blick, really deserve to be remembered.
Perhaps Bage was too much concerned with what he had to say and
too little concerned with technical matters to be a first-rate artist.
Flaws in this novel are manifest, but Scott's judgment still stands;
Bage was "a writer of no ordinary merit," and anyone who reads him,
will encounter a distinctive wit, a skilled ironist, a sincere thinker, an~
enjoyable story teller. This new and long-needed edition of Hermsprong is most welcome.-C. V. W.

I

The Pleasures of Pope, selected and introduced by Peter Quennell.
New York: Pantheon Books, 1950.265 pp. $3.00.
Alexander Pope, by Bonamy Dobree. New York: Philosophical Library, 1952. 120 pp. $3.00.

,

~!

"•

The difficulty with any fairly brief selection from a major poet is
patent. What you like, what I like, and what the selector likes necessarily differ to some extent. The Pleasures of Pope has two purposes,
one of which is to provide a choice and representative sampling in
whole poems and excerpts of the sense, wit, and beauty of Pope's
writing. In the small compass he has allowed himself Peter Quennell
has met a tough critical problem with discriminating taste. One cannot say that all the best of Pope or all of Pope that is good is here, but
one can honestly say (and as his second purpose Quennell wants it
said) that here is a rare mind exhibited in some of the best things he
wrote; here is a book, to quote from the Foreword, "planned to give
pleasure; and in the present crisis of the world's affairs, when mankind as a whole seems to be losing faith in itself and losing touch with
happiness, no source of deep, lasting, dispassionate enjoyment may
reasonably be disregarded." Such enjoyment Quennell's volume offers
for those who will take it. Whether many will is one thing; whether
they ought is quite another, about which Mr. Quennell is no doubt
entirely right. Those who do seek the pleasure provided will find it
enhanced by the handsome printing and design of the volume.
In Alexander Pope Bonamy Dobree provides an excellent brief
critical biog-raphy which 2dmirably complements QuenneU's Pleasures of Pope. The book is much more than that, of course, for Professor Dobree is a sound and thorough scholar and a brilliant writer. In
the lengthy parade of Pope scholarship this contribution, all the bet-
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ter for its brevity, by which it is not to be measured, will retain great
value for a long time. In eight short chapters are set forth the career
and achievement of Pope by one who has the requisite knowledge of
Pope, his work, and his times combined with the equally requisite admiration for his subject. Perhaps the best measure of the book is that
it has value for both the beginner and the expert.-C. V. TV.

George Washington: A Biography; Volumes Ill, "Planter and Patriot," xxxviii
600 pp., and IV, "Leader of the Revolution," viii
736 pp., by Douglas S. Freeman. New York: Scribner's, 1951. $15.

+

+

Dr. Douglas Southall Freeman resigned his editorship of the RicJ,mond News-Leader two years ago to spend more of his long work-days
on his writing. Now he shoulders only two full-time jobs, one being
two fifteen-minute radio news commentaries each day and the other,
work on the definitive study of Washington.
Volume three, "Planter and Patriot," traces Washington's career
from his retirement from military duty in the French and Indian War
in 1758 to the critical month of December, 1775. The fourth volume,
"Leader of the Revolution," concludes with the arrival of the news of
the French alliance in April, 1778.
Freeman is a meticulo~ historian. He attempts to account for
Washington's activities day by day, and he is generally successful in
doing so. His research is a model of thorollghness and his presentation
.. is straightforward and clear. The chronological approach will not let
;tiie reader overlook the tedious duties of Washington the planter. Before reading about his attendance at the momentous session of the
Continental Congress in 1774, one must first consider the business' affairs of a Mrs. Savage, with whom Washington had some minor financial dealings which required his attention before he could leave for
Philadelphia. This sort of detail probably makes the reader somewhat
impatient, as it did the eager delegate from Fairfax.
The historian can get a better conception of the growing dissatisfaction of the planter and land specul~tor with British policy by accompanying \Vashington during the critical months prior to the
Revolution. \Vashington is "Shown, however, in a comparatiVely passive role during this period. Freeman does not point up, to the extent
that Professor Nettels does in his George Washington and American
Independence, the active part Washington played in the indepen-
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dence movement. The emergence of \Vashington as a militant spearhead in the fight for separation seems more abrupt than it was.
Freeman is at his best in describing the military activities of the
Revolution. These two volumes will confirm many students of American history in their judgment that he is the foremost living American military historian. He has the valuable gift of placing himself in
the position of \Vashington and his contemporaries, without giving
in to the temptation to describe events from the vantage of one who
knows what happened later. The author is steeped in the period of
history about which he is writing.
Freeman does not worship \Vashington, nor does he fail to point
out his shortcomings. He does admire him, and these two volumes
add depth to the picture of \Vashington as a great commander.
-W. AI. D.
Faure, by Norman Suckling. New York: Pellegrini and Cudahy, 1952.
229 pp. $2.50 •

Debussy, by Edward Lockspeiser. New York: Pellegrini and Cudahy,
1952.304 pp. $2.50 •
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These two titles form a part of the Master Musicians Series, edited
by Eric Blom. It is a collection of about thirty volumes, completed or
projected, of biographical and critical studies of great composers.
Each volume is generously garnished with appendices, indices and il~
lustrations. The Faure and Debussy biographies, both revisions of
earlier works, strike a nice balance between the popular and the technical, with the emphasis tilting very slightly in favor of the latter.
The Suckling work is marred by a somewhat depressing and rather
too frequent manifestation of a lack of objectivity in its discussion of
German music, or, more specifically, what is called "the Beethoven
succession." The matter becomes more serious when we reach the discussion of the Lied and find no mention whatever of Hugo Wolf, and
only a single slur en passant to Brahms. Faure's place in the musical
scheme of things is sufficiently well established for Mr. Suckling to
have dispensed with such heavy-handed axe-grinding. It perhaps
should be called to the attention of potential readers that the book
is \\Titten by an Englishman (as are most of the volumes in the series)
who quite often refers to minor English composers whose names are
tOtally unknown in America. To find Mendelssohn rated so highly is
in keeping with the~author's British character, but to find that darling
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of the Victorians rated above Chopin is absurd. Nevertheless, ,as the
first full-length study of Faure in English the book deserves to be read.
The Lockspeiser book is more commendable-well-written, easily
read, quite free of prejudice. Its value is increased by the inclusion of
letters and new biographical data concerning Debussy not hitherto
made public.-At. S.
.'
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A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF THE SOUTHWEST,
XLI

T

v, a service of the University of New Mexico's Research Bureau on Latin Am~rica and Cultural Relations
in the Southwest, the School of Inter-American Affairs, the Department of Sociology, and the New Mexico Quarterly, attempts to list,
with such thoroughness as time and resources permit, current materials dealing with the Southwest. The Southwest, as here defined,
includes all of New Mexico, Arizona and Texas, and parts of Utah,
Oklahoma, Colorado, Nevada and California.
In order to conserve space, items (rom periodicals that are indexed
in the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, the Education Index,
the Industrial Arts Index and the Agricultural Index have been
eliminated.
Included in this issue are mainly those titles which were published
or came to our attention between November 1, 1951, and February
H I S 818 L I OG RAP H

29, 195 2.

BOOKS

i

~

.

Local government in California. Berkeley, University of Califor·
nia Press, 195 1, $5.00.

All.E:'oI, ARM T ALIlOT. Miss Ella of the
deep south of Texas. San Antonio, Naylor Company, 1951. $2.75.

LEY SCOTT.

AMERJ!IIF., MAYNARD ANDREW AND MAY.

BRANDT, HERBERT. Arizona and its bird
life. Cleveland, Bird Research Foundalion, 1952, $15.00.

Table wines,
the technology of their production in
California. Berkeley, Universily of California Press, 195 1. $4-5°.
BARTIIOLOMHV, ELUF.RT T. AND WALTON
B. SINCLAIR. The lemon fruit; its composition, physiology and products. Berkelev, University of California Press, 1951,
$4·5°·
NARD ALEXANDER JOSLYN.

BOLLENS, JOliN CONSTANTIN US AND STAN-

I

t

BROWN, DEE. Trail driving days. Picture
research by Martin F. Schmitt, New
York, Scribner, 1952, $7.50.

\i

DAVIDSON, LEVElTE JAY, editor. Poems of
the old west,' a Roclcy Mountain anthology. Denver, University of Denver Press,
195 1. $3·5°·

II
\

I
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DYE, JOB FRANCIS. Recollections of a
pioneer, 18J()-185~; Rocky Mountains,
New Mexico, California. Los Angeles,
Dawson's Book Shop, 1951, $5.00. (Early
American Travels Series. 2)
FELTON, HAkOW W. Cowboy jamboree:
western songs and lore. Musical arrange·
ments by Edward S. Breck, illustrated by
Aldren A. Watson. foreword by Carl
Canner. New York, Knopf, 1951, $3.00.
GOODRICH, LLoYD, lolln Sloan. New
York, Published for the Whitney Museum of American Art by the Macmillan
Company, 1952, $lJ.oo•.
HARGRETf, LESTER. Oklahoma imprints,
1835- 1890. New York, .Bowker, 1951.
$7.50 •
HARRINGTON, FRED HAR\T.Y. Hanging
judge. Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers,
191;1 , $.1.00•
HUDSON, WILSON M. Tile Ilealer of I.os
Olmos and other Mexican lore. Dallas.
Southern Methodist University Press.

195 2 , $3·75·
KRAUS, HENRY. In tile dty was a garden;
a housing project cllronicle. New York,
Renaissance Press, 1951. $3.00. San Pedro, California.
KRUTCH, JOSEPH WOOD. Tile desert year.
New York, ;.William Sloane Associates.
195 2, $3·75·
LINDQUIST, G. E. E. Indians in transition. New York, National Council of
Churches of Christ in the U.s.A., 1951,

75t.
MARRfOlT, ALICE. TIlese are tile people,
some notes on the southwestern Indians.
Santa Fe, Laboratory of Anthropology,
1949, $3.00. (Actually issued, 195'1)
M'ILVAfNE, WfLLlAM. JR. Sketches of
scenery and 'notes of personal adventure
in California and Mexico. San Francisco,
The Book Club of California. 1951,
$16.5°.
MlTcm:u. MRS. C. H. California; from
the plains of the pioneers to tile s1lmmit
of achievement. Oakland, Oakland Trib·
une Press, 1951, $3.00.
MOORE, ERNEST CARROlL I helped make
a university. Los Angeles, Dawson's Book
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Shop. 1952. $5.00. University of California at Los Angeles.
MOORMAN, LEWIS JEFFERSON. Pioneer
Doctor, an autobiograplly. Nonnan.
University of Oklahoma Press, 1951.
$3·75·
MORRISS, . ANNIE MAE. Her name was
Ann; a pioneer teacher in Texas. San
Antonio. Naylor Company. 1952. $3.00.
MoroUNIA, TORIBIO. History of the Indians of ,New Spain; translated and an·
notated with a bio-bibliographical study
of the author by Francis Borgia Steck.
Washington. Academy of American
Franciscan History. 1951, $6.50. (Pub.
lic"ltion: documentary series. V.I)
MOWRY, GEOR«:t EDWIN. The California
Progressives. Berkeley.' University of
California Press. 1951, $6.00.
O'BRIEN, ROBERT. California called
them; a saga of golden days and roaring
camps. Illustrated by Antonio Sotomayer. New York. l\IcGra,v-Hill, 1951,
$4.00.
PERRY, GEORGE SESSIONS. The stoTV of
Texas A. 6' M. New York, McGraw-Hill.
195 1, $4.00•
REICflARDj GLADYS AMANDA. NatlallO
grammar. I New York, J. J. Augustin.
1952, $7.00. (American Ethnological S9~_
ciety. Publication 21)
Roos, ANN. The royal road: Father Se,
TTa and the California missions. Draw·
ings by George Stewart. New York, Lippincott. 1951, $2.75.
SCHMITZ, JOSEPH WIUIAM. The Society
of Mary in Texas. San Antonio, Naylor
Company, 195 1 , $3.75.
SMmI, AsHllEL. Yellow fever in Galveston, Republic of Texas, 18J9; an account of the great epidemic. Austin,
University of Texas Press, 1951, $2.50'
'\TILSON, NEILL C. AND FRANK J. TAYWR.
Southern Pacific, the roaring story of a
fighting railroad. New York, McGrawHill, 1952, $4.50.
WRIGHT, MURIEL HAZEL. A guide to the
Indian tribes of Oklahoma. Nonnan.
lTniversity of Oklahoma Press, 1951.
$5-00.
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PERIODICAL ARTICLES, GOVERNMENT
PUB L I CAT ION S, AND THE S E S
AGRICULTURE
.. Agricultural outlook for 1952." Fed·

eral Reserve Banle of Kansas City.
1\lm'lthly Review, 36: 1-5, Nov. 30. 1951.
"Characteristics of tenth district agriculture." Federal Reserve Ba"k of Kansas City. Monthly Review, 37: 1-6, Jan.
3 1 ,1952 •
GIU.GOR. How.,nn F. "A sample study of
the California ranch." Association of
A merican Geographers. A""als, 41: 285'
3°6, Dec. 195 I.
SrA!IOUY. REX. "Arizona's Apache cattle·
men." Think. 17: 12. 33. Dec. 1951.
A~THROPOLOGY,ARCHAEOLOGY
A~D SOCIOLOGY
ABF.RLE. DAVID FRU:ND. The psychosocial
analysis of a Hopi life-history. Comparative Psychology Monographs, V.21, No.1.
Dec. 1951. (Serial No. 107)
CAMPBEll, JOHN MARnN AND FLORENCE
Ih WLEY ELus. "The Atrisco sites: Cochise manifestations in the middle Rio
Grande valley." American Antiquity,
17: 211·221, Jan. 1952COOK, S. F. ",'0 HHZER, S. F. The physij .

cal analvsis of nine I"dian mounds ·of
the lower Sacramento Valley. University
of California. Publications in American
Archaeology and Ethnology. v~lo, ~o. 7,
1951DE CE<~C, LEON. "Observations on the
sculptured stone fetishes in animal fonn
discovered on San ~icolas Island (California." Unit,ersity of California Archae·
ological Sun'ey. Reports, 12: 1-5, Nov. I,
195101 PF.so. CHARllS C. The Babocomari

plete their fifth season of Senior Girl
Swut archaeological mobile camps:' El
Palacio, 58: 354-369, Nov. 1951.
EVANS. WILL. "Sandpaintings:' Southwestern Lore, 17: 52-55. Dec. 1951.
GRUNGO, ROBERT E. Molluscan species
in California middens. University of
California Archaeological Survey. Reports, 13, Dec. 10, 1951.
HAMY. E. "The French scientific expedition to California, 1877-1879." Univer-

sity of California Archaeological Survey.
Reports. 12: 6-13. Nov. I, 1951.
HODCE, FREDERICK WEnB. "Masked Kachinas in Spanish times," Masterkey, ::6:
17-::°. Jan.-Feb. 1~5::.
KLEIN, ROSEMARIE. "A lost mine in
Southern California:' Western Follelore,
II: ::5-:: 8• Jan. 195::.
LANGE, CHARU.s H. "King's Day ceremonies at a Rio Grande Pueblo, January 6, 1940." £1 Palacio, 58: 398-406, Dec.
195 1.
LAWSON, O. G. AND KENNETH W. PORTER.
"Texas poltergeist, 1881." Journal of
American Folhlore, 64: 371-38::. Oct.Dec., 1951.
REED, ALu:N C. "Arrow fever." Arizona
Highways. ::8: 8-13, March 1952.
REED. ERIK. K. "Cultural areas of the
pre-Spanish southwest," New Mexico
Quarterly, lU: 4::8-439, Winter 1951.
REED. ERIK. K_ "Types of stone axes in
the southwest." Southwestern Lore, 17:
45-51, Dec. 1951.
RIDDEll. HARRY S. "The archaeology of
a Paiute Village site in Owens Valley:'

t,illage site on the Babocomari Rit'er.
southeastern Ar;;:cma. Amerind Founda-

Universit)' of California Archaeological
Survey. Reports, 12: 14-28, Nov. I, 1951.

tion Publication 5, 1951.
DRAKE, RODERT J. "Samplings in history
at the Sanchez adobe, San Mateo Coun·
ty, California." EI Palacio. 59: 19'29,
]an_ 1952.
DLTro.... BUTHA P. "The diggers com-

SCHULMAN. EDMUND. "Definitive dendra·
chronologies: a progress report," Tree·
Ring Bulletin. 18: 10-18, Oct. 1951-Jan.
1952.
SCHt'LMAN, EDMUND. "Dendrochronology in Big Bend National Park. Texas."
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Tree-Ring Bulletin, 18: 18-27, Oct. 1951. Jan. 1952.
SJOBEJlG, AsDJtEE F. "The Bidai Indians
of southeastern Texas." Southwestern.
Journal of Anthropology, 7: 391-400,
Winter 1951.
SLEIGHT, FREDFJlJCK W. "The Navajo
sacred mountain of the East, a controversy." El Palacio, 58: 379-397, Dec. 1951.
SMILEY, TERAII L A summary of treerir'g dates from some southwestern. archaeological sites. University of Ariwna.
Bulletin, V.22, NO.4, Oct. 1951. (Laboratory Bulletin of Tree-Ring Research,
5)
STlUEB, GORDON F. "The use of sun"ey
methods among the Navaho:' American
Anthropologist, 54: 30-40, Jan.-March
195 2.
WALKER, EDWIN F. "Boomerangs." Masterkey, 26: 15-16, Jan.-Feb., 1952.
WALLACE, WIU.IAM. ''The archaeological deposit in Moaning Cave, Calaveras
County," University of California Archaeological Survey. Report, 12: 29-41,
Nov. I, 1951.
WALUUCH, W'1U.lA1t1 JONES. "Miscellaneous Spanish American folk tales from
the San Luis Valley." Southwestern
Lore, 17: 56 '59, Dec. 1951.
WHEAT, Je,: BEN. "Prehistoric water
sources of the Point of Pines area."
American Antiquity, 17: 185-196, Jan.
195 2.
WIU-lAMS, JACK R. "From my notebook." Southwestern Lore, 17: 59-61,
Dec. 1951.
WILSON. EDDIE W. "American Indian
concept of saliva." Midwest. Folklore, I:
229-232, Winter ,1951.

ARTS AND UTERATURE
MARGARET. "Life becomes art
in a John Sloan retrospective." Art Digest,26: 7-8, Jan. 15, 1952.
DUNN, DoROTHY. "The development of
modem American Indian painting in
the Southwest and Plains areas:' El
Palacio, 58: 331-353, Nov. 1951.
EsPINOSA, JosE EDMUNDO. "Notes on
Boyd's tentative identification." El PalaBREUNINC,
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do, 59: S-I', Jan. 1952. New Mexico religious folk art.
GUEST, GRACE DUNltAM. "Olive Rush,
painter:' New Mexico QUiJrterly, IB:
406-4 1 2, Winter 1-951.
MoRSE, JOHN D. "john Sloan, 1871-1951,
painting as a way of life-" American Artist, 16:24-28,57-60, Jan. 1952.
ROSENFIELD, JOUN. "The annual theater
conference." Southwest Review, S7: viii·
xi, 76'78, Winter 1952. Southwest Theater Conference.
W'Al-Dkop, A. GAYLE. "Reborn Denver
'Post' has prestige and power." Journalism Quarterly, 28: 327-336, Summer
195 1.
WATERS, FRANK. "Nicolai Fechin." Arizona Highways, 28: 14-27, Feb. 1952.
WATSON, FotUlES. "John Sloan." Magaune of Art, 45: 62-7°, Feb. 1952.
BIOGRAPHY
"Adolph Linscheid, 1879.1949, tribute
to a great teacher." Cllronicles of Oklahoma,29: 378-379, Autumn 1951.
"ClarenCe K. Studley, 1877-1951:' Asso·

ciation of, Pacific Coast Geograpllers.
Yearbook, 13: M, 1951.
"Forrest Shreve, 1878-195°" Association
of Pacific Coast Geographers. Yearbook,
IS: 33, 19.)1.
FRYE, MARY M. "The McKinney name
is honored." Chronicles of Oklahoma,
29: 355-359, Autumn 195 1.
GAGE, Lucv. "A romance of pioneering:'
Chronicles of Oklahoma, 29: 284-313,
Autumn 1951.
JEFFERS, HAMILTON M. "Robert Grant
Aitken, 1864-1951." Astronomical Society of the Pacific. Publications, 64: 510, Feb. 1952.
NIXON, PAT IRELAND. "Judge Alfred W.
Arrington, Judge William H. Rhodes,
and the case of Summerfield." Southwestern Historical QUiJrterly, 55: Ml357, Jan. 1952•
RANSOM, HARRY. "Sherman GoodwinTexas physician, 1814-1884:' Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 55: 325-340,
Jan. 1952.
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STOCKEJt, JOSEPH. "Tom Segundo, chief
of the Papagos:' American Indian, 6:
18-25, Fall 1951. Reprinted from Arizona Highways, April 1951.
WEIGtIT, HAROLD O. "Padre of the Papago trails:' Desert, 15: 5-10, Feb. 1952.
Father Bonaventure Oblasser.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

,

~,

BRAGG, ARTIIUR N. AND OTTvs SANDERS.
"A new subspecies of the Buro WoodhousH, group of toads (Salientia: Bufonidae) " Wasmann journal of Biology,
9: 363'37 8, Fall 1951.
BROWN, BRYCE C. "The Texas hooded
snake in the lower Rio Grande valley of
Texas:' Herpetologica, 7: 175-176, Dec.
3 1,1951.
CONSTANCF., LINCOLN. "Howellanthus, a
new subgenus of Phacelia:' Madro,io,
II: 198'203. Jan. 1952.
CORNW.u.L, IRA EDl\WND. "The barnacles
of California (Cirripedia):' JVasmarm
Journal of Biology, 9: 311-346, Fall 1951.
CORRFLl., D. S. "Dqopteris setigera in
Texas." American Fern joumal,41: 124,
Oct.· Dec. 195 I.
FLoc.K, R. A. "A new species of Haplaxius, with a key to California species:'
Pan·Pacific Entomologist, 27: 169-171,
Oct. 1951.
FLOWFJIS, Sn'LLE. "A new species of
Tortula from Utah and Arizona:' Bryologist, 54: 2i8-282, Dec. 1951.
GUNTER. G. "The import of catastrophic
mortalities for marine fisheries along
the Texas coast:' Journal of Wildlife
Management, 16: 63-69, Jan. 1952.
HALL, E. RAy MO:'liO. "A new pocket
gopher (Genus Thomomys) from Wyoming and Colorado:' Unit,ersil\, of Kan·
sas. Museum of Natural His tor)'. Publi·
cations, 5: 219-222, Dec. 15, 1951.
HARVEY, JOHN M. "Bacterial leaf spot of
l'mbellularia Californica." Madrmio,
II: 195-198, Jan. 1952.
HOWELL, JOII:-l THOMAS. "California's
bishop pines," with photographs by M.
Woodbridge Williams. Pacific DiscOl'ery,
5: 12- 17, Jan.·Feb. 1952.
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(LLIGE, DEMS...An anal)'sis of the reproductive pattern of whitetail deer in
south Texas." journal of Mammalogy,
lJ2: .111-421, Nov. 1951.
JAMFS, LoIS E. "Observations on the taxonomy of Astragalus, subgenus Hesperastragalus:' Stanford University. Dudley Herbarium. Contributions, 4: 6lJ-72,
Oct. 29, 1951.
LA RIVERS, IRA AND T. J. TRELEASE. "An
. annotated check list of the fishes of Nevada." Cautornia Fish and Game, 88:
113- 123, Jan. 1952.
LF.muTZ, EARL. "Stopping them: the development of fish screens in California."
California Fish and Game, lJ8: 5lJ-62,
Jan. 1952.
LIGOS, J. STOKLEY. "The vanishing
masked bobwhite." Condor, 54: 48-50,
Jan. 1952.
McMILLAN, CALVIN. "The third locality
for Cupressus Abramsiana Wolf:' MadrOlio, 11: 189-194, Jan. 1952.
MASON, HERBERT L. "A new Bacopa
from California:' Madrono, II: 206-208,
Jan. 1952.
MILLER, ROBERT RUSH. "Bait fishes of
the lower Colorado River from Lake
Mead, Nevada to Yuma, Arizona with a
key for their identification." California
Fish and Game, 38: 7-42, Jan. I, 1952.
PFNNAK, ROBERT W. Description of the
Imago of the Mountain Midge, Deuterophlebia Coloradensis Pennak (Diptera,
Deuterophlebiidae):' American Museum Novitiates, 1534, Oct_ I, 1951.
SAY AMA, KEN]!. "Sarcocystis in deer and
elk of California." California Fish and
Game, 38: 99-104, Jan. 1952.
SHARP, AARON J. "Relationships between
the floras of California and southeastern
United States:' Stanford University.
Dudley Herbarium. Contributions, 4:
57-61, Oct. 29, 1951.
.
WALTERS, JAMES L. "Heteromorphic
chromosome pairs in Paeonia Californica:' American Journal of Botany, 39:
145-151, Feb. 1952.
WOIILSCHLAG, DO'I/ALD E. "Estimation of
fish population in a fluctuating reser-
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voir:' California Fish and Game, 88:
7 2,la n. 1952.
WYMAN, LELAND C. AND FLORA
BAlLEY. "Native Navaho methods
the control of insect pests." Plateaq,
97- 108,l an. 1952.

68L.
for
24:

CLIMATE AND WEATHER

CARR, J. A. "Genesis of winter weather
over west Texas:' Monthly Weather Review, 79: 212-21 4, Nov. 1951.
ERICKSON, CARL R. "Arizona climate:'
Arizona Highways, 28: S-7, 58-S9, March
1952.

RErm, JOHN W. "Los Angeles smog:'
Association of Pacific Coast Geographers. Yearbook, IS: 24-82, 1951.
CONSERVATION AND
RECLAMATION
BoECU,

WILLIS C. "How Tucumcari

grew:' Reclamation Era, 37: 278-279,
Dec. 1951. Growth made possible by irrigation.
GOODMAN, D. L "q~car G:' Boden, build·
er of lifelines:' RetfIDmation Era, S8: 8081, S8, Feb. 1952.
.
GREGOR, HOWARD F. "The southern California water problem in the Oxnard
area.'~ Geographical Rernt.'W, 42: 16-36,
Jan. 1952.
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS,
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
BLACK, CHARLES L. JR., "Counsel of their
own choosing:' American Indian, 6: 817, Fall 1951.
BROOM, LEONARD AND EsHREF SHEVKY.
"Mexicans in the United States, a problem in social differentiation:' Sociology
and Sodal Research, 36: 150-158, Jan.Feb. 1952.
DoNOVAN, RICHARD. "The great Los Angeles public housing mystery." Reporter, 6: 25-29, March 4, 1952.
HARTLEY, MARGARET L. "Black boun·
daries in big Texas:' Southwest Review,
37: 68-7 1, Winter 1952. Segregation of

Negroes.
JONES, GLYNNA. "A Jicarilla Apache
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family." American Indian, 6~ S2-57. Fall
195 1.
LA FARGE, OLi~"EIl. "The right to make
mistakes." American Indian, 6: 25-80,
Fall 1951.
DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
ACKERMAN, R. O. "Weapons westward."

Arizona Highways, 28: 4"9. Jan. 1952.
JAMES M. "Steamboat on the
river:' Arizona Highways, 28: 2-5. Feb.
195 2 •
BURCESS, OPIE RUNDLE. "Bisbee:' Arizona Highways, 28: 12-13. 82-S5, Feb.
1952 •
"A catalog of New Mexico farm building terms:' Landscape. 1: 31-82, Winter
195 2 •
GIST, EVALYN SLACK. "Forgotten mill of
the Joshuas:' Desert, 15: 9-11, Jan. 1952.
NJEHUIS, CHARLES C. "The Aguila wolf:'
Arizona Highways, 28: 14-17, March
195 2 •
OLIVER, ErrA J. "Arizona's garden of
meDlories:' Arizona Highways, 28: 8089, March 195 2.
REED, AL1£N C. "The Apache Trail:'
Arizona Highways, 28: 6-11, Feb. 1952.
REED, AUEN C. "Desen C3balleros:'
Arizona' Highways, 28: 18-24, March
195 2•
REED, ALLEN C. "Scottsdale, the west's
most western town:' Arizona Highways,
28: 10-15, Jan. 1952.
STANLEY, DAVID M. "Florence." Arizona
Highways, 28: 26-29, March 1952.
WADSWORTH, BEULA M. "Forsaken 80
years, mission stilllivc:s:' Desert, 15: 1820, Jan. 1952.
WEIGHT, HAROLD O. "Fossil leaves from
ancient Nevada forest." Desert, 15: 1217, Jan. 195 2 •
WEIGHT, HAROLD O. "Las Tinajas AItas." Padfic Discovery, 5: 4-11, Jan..Feb.
1952
BARNEY,

EDUCATION
CoNDON, MARY M. "Western regional
education:' State Government, 24: 293'
294. 307, Dec. 195 1•
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GENEVIEVE
EVANS, CHARLES. "Football-looking
backward:' Chronicles of Olelahoma, 29:
275- 283, Autumn 1951. University of
Tulsa.
RUTLAND, ROBFRT. "Gridiron pioneers at
Henry Kendall College:' Chronicles of
Olr.lahoma, 29: 270-274, Autumn 1951.
Now University of Tulsa.
SEMAN, PHIUP L. "Public school camping, California's pilot project in out·
door education:' California Youth Authority. Quarterl", 4: 6-10, Winter 1951.
'SwAN, VIRGINIA> B. "Patterns in introductory social science courses in southwestern colleges and universities:'

Southwestern Social Science Quarterly,
32 : 17 1- 182 , Dec. 1951.
SPUTTER, HENRY WILFRED. "Education
in Los Angeles, 185°-1900:' Historical

Society of Southern California. Quarterly, 3~P26-244, Sept. 1951; SIS-lI30, Dec.
195 1.
STOLZ, HERBERT R. "California makes
long range plans for blind adults:' State
. Government, 24: 295-296,306, Dec. 1951.
FINANCE AND INDUSTRY
ARBINGAST, STANLEY A. "Notes on the
industrialization of Texas, metals industries in Texas." Texas Business Review,
25: 16- 17, Nov. 1951.
ARBINGAST, STANU\' A. "Notes on the
industrialization of Texas, review of
1951." Texas Business Review, 25: 2H!2,

Jan. 1952.
ARNOLD, ZACH M. "OcculTence of Gromia oviformis Dujardin in California,
(Testacea):' Wasmann Journal of Biology,9: 35 1-353, Fall 1951.
BRADFIfLD, S. A. "Ga& supply and requirements in California:' Journal of
Petroleum Technology, 4: Section I, 1517, Section 2, 8, Jan. 1952.
"California manganese mineo" Mining
World, 14: 26-30, Feb. 1952.
CASTA~EDA, C,\RLOS E. "The first chartered bank west of the Mississippi, Banco Nacional de Texas:' Bwi,less Historical Society. Bulletin, 25: 242-256, Dec.
1951.
CoFFIN, JOHN W. AND JOHN W. TIPPIT.
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PORTERFIELD

Texas potentialities in dinnencaTe and
artware production. Texas Engineering
Experiment Station. Research Report
go, Nov. 1951.
"Directory of New Mexico mines:' New
Mexico Miner, 14: 18-20, Jan. 1952.
ETKIN, SEYlIofOUit. "Size of city and the
pattern of retail trade in the mountain
division:' New Mexico Business, 4: 3."
Nov. 1951.
FERGUSON, R. D. "Corrosion mitigation
in a Colorad(> field." Journal of PetToleum Technology, 4: Section I, 21, Jan.
195 2.
"Local business conditions, 1951." Texas
Business Review, 25: 2S-27, Jan. 1952.
Statist!cal report.
"Member bank condition:' Federal Re-

serve Banlr. of Kansas City. Monthly Review, S6: 1-4, Dec. SI, 1951.
O'NEILL, D. B. "Pressure maintenance
at the North Coles levee field:' Journal
of Petroleum Technology, 4: Section I,
19-20, Feb. 1952.
.
"Revision of department store sales and
stock indexes:' Federal Reserve Bank of
Kansas City. Monthly Review, S6: 5-6,
Dec. SI, 195 1.
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
G. K. The micropaleontology
of the Walnut Formation in west Texas.
Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas
Technological College, 1950.
BASS, J. H. The Dakota formation in
ANDERSON,

San Miguel and Mora Counties, New
Mexico. Unpublished Master's thesis,
Texas Technological College, 1951.
BELKNAP, B. A. T X L Devonian field,
Ector County, Texas. Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas Technological College, 1951.
BRIGGS, LoUIS I. "Jarosite from the California tertiary." American Mjneralogist,
36: gall-906, Nov.-Dec. 1951.
BURRESS, G. T. Spectrochemical correla-

tion of the Clay Creek salt dome formations. Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas Technological COllege, 1951.
BUTI.ER, R. A study of Pennsylvanian

Permian Arkoses in north central New
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Mexico. Unpublished Master's thesis,
Texas Technological College, 1950.

E. J. Sedimentary petrology
of the San Ardres formation of central
New Mexico. UnpUblished Master's them, Te.xas Techno~ogical College, 1950.
CLAm, V. Some fwulinidae from San
Miguel County, New Mexico. UnpUblished Master's thesis, Texas Technological College, 1950.
CuFTON, B. B. A sedimentary study of
tile Ogallala Group, Crosley County,
Texas. Unpublished. Master's thesis,
Texas Technological College, )951.
CoLEMAN, C. R. A sedimentary study of
the Pennsylvanian outCf"0PS in A bo Can, yon. UnpUblished Master's thesis, Texas
Technological College. 1950.
CooKE, S. Caliche 01 the Lubboch region. UnpUblished Master's thesis, Texas Technological College, 1951.
CoUCH, H. E. Sedimentary study 01 the
Edward's formation in Borden, Garza
and Scurry Counties, Texas. Unpubllilhed Master's thesis, Texas Technological College, 1950.
Cox, W. B. Survey of the Ogallala formation of eastern New Mexico. UnpUblished Master's thesis, Texas Technological College, 1950.
'FETlI, JOliN H. "The relation of geologic
activity to the origin of parks and
prairies near Flagstaff. Arizona." Plateau,24: 104-) 10, Jan. 1952.
GllEEN, F. E. Geology Of sand dunes,
Lamb and Hale County.. Unpublished
Master's thesis, Texas Technological
College, 1951.
GUEST, BUDDY Ross. R~ource use and
associated problems in the Upper Cimarron area. University of Chicago. Research Paper, 19. 1951.
HASKF.U., DUDLEY. "Mineral "needs and
problems of the lead-add storage battery industry in California:~ California
Journal of Min~ and Geology, 48: 9-28,
- Jan. 1952•
HASSON, R. C. The sediments of the Madera limestone, New Mexico. UnpUblished Master's thesis. Texas Technological College, 1950.
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HAlVES, JUUAN. "A magnetic study of
the Spa\inaw Granite area, Oklahoma:'
Geoph}'siC$, 17: 27-55. Jan. 1952•
HAWKINS, R. D. The miCf"opaleontology

CUISJIOLM,
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of the A bo Canyon section, New Mexico.
Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas
Technological College. 1950.
HEAD, J. L. Petrology of some soils Of
Lubboch County, Texas. Unpubllilhed
Master's thesis, Texas Technological
College, 1951.
LmBY, F. E. A study 01 CaUdle. Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas Technological College, 1951.
MAIN, T. The Canyon Reef Field of
Scurry County, Texas. Unpublished
Master's thesis, Texas Technological
College, 1950.
MARTIN, C. D. The Cenozoic geology 01
southwest Garza County, Texas. Unpubllilhed Master's thesis, Texas Technological College, 1950.
"The mineral industry of Californiaits status a.nd relation to national de.
fense in 1950-51:' California Journal 01
Mines and Geology, 48: 101-lS4, Jan.
195:2·
NEEF, G.

Hr Sedimentation of the Todilto limestbne in San Miguel County,
New Mexico. Unpublished Master's the~
sis, Texas Technological College, 19!p.
NIXON, A. H. Benedum field 01 Upton
and Reagan Counties, Texas. Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas Technological College, 1951.
O'BRIEN, J. C. AND L. T. BRAUN. "Mines
and mineral resources of Glenn County,
California:' California Journal of Mines
and Geology, 48: 29-5S, Jan. 1951.
PITTMAN, G. ~f. Pennsylvania stratigraphyof Ti!colete area, New Mexico. Unpublished Master's thesiS', Texas Technological College, 1951.
POULTER, THOMAS ~. AND LEoNAJID V.
LoMBAltDl. "Multiple reflections on the
Edwards Plateau." Geophysics, 17: 107'
115, Jan. 1952•
SAUNDEItS, M. K. Sand dunes 01 Bailey
County, Texas. UnpUblished Master's
thesis, Texas. Technological COllege,
195 1 •
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GENEVIEVE PORTERFIELD

SMITH, S. W. A sedimentary study of the
Jurassic of Quay County, New Mexico.
enpublished Master's thesis, Texas
Technological College, 1951.
SMITH, W. H. A sedimentary study of
the Purgatoire formation of Quay
Countv, New Mexico. Unpublished
Master's thesis, Texas Technological
College, 1951.
STEVER, R. H. Geologic structure of the
Pennsvlvania tochs, Tecolete Mountain
area,New Mexico. Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas Technological College, 1951.
U. S. Geological Survey. Geology and
ore deposits of the Castle Dome area,
Gila County, Ariwna. Bulletin, 971,
195 1.
lI. S. Geological Survey. Geology and
water resources of the Santa Yne: River
Basin, Santa Barbara County, California.
Water Supply Paper 1107, 1951.
U. S. Geological Survey. Public water
supplies in western Texas. Water-supply
Paper 1106, 1951.
VICK, W. E. Sedimentary structures of
the Ogalalla of Lubbock County, Texas.
l'npublished Master's thesis, Texas
Technological College, 1951.
WEI,OO.... C. S. Jurassic sediments of the
I.as l'egas, New Mexico area. Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas Technological College, 1951.
'VHITNE:Y, MARION ISABELLE. "Some wne
marker fossils of the Glen Rase formation of central Texas." Journal of Paleontology, '26: 65'73, Jan. 1952.
GO\'ER:'Il~fE:'IlT A:'IID

POLITICS

BOTTER, DAVID. "Practical Mr. Connally." Southwest RetJiew, 37: 38'45, Winter 1952.
HAMAKF.R, JOliN F. "The Denver, Colorado office." U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Senrice. Monthlv Review, 9:
92'93, Jan. 195 2 •
HOLLAND, JOliN W. "Brownsville, Texas
international land, sea and air port."
U. S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service. Monthly Review, 9: 87-88, Jan.
195 2 .

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1952

HOLTON, KARL. "Youth authority in·
creases services to probation in California." California Youth Authority
Quarterly, 4: 3'5, Winter 195 1.
HOUGHTON, N. D. "Problems of the
Colorado River as reflected in Ariwna
politics." Western Political Quarterly, 4:
634.643, Dec. 1951.
"Municipal tax rates." New Mexico Tax
Bulletin, 31: 403'409, Jan. 1952.
New Mexico. State Labor and Industrial
Commission. Twenty-first annual report, fiscal year ending June JO, 1951.
Santa Fe, July 15, 1951.
NEWEL, TnoMAS M. AND A1..BnT PICK·
ERF.LL. "California's retraction statute:
license to libel?" Journalism Quarterly,
28: 474-482, Fall 1951.
ROSSMORE, JOHN R. "Los Angeles betrayed." Frontier, !l:5, 25'26, Feb. 1952.
Public Housing.
SELF, EDWIN F. "Stomach-pump justice."
Frontier, 3: 9- 11 , Feb. 1952.
STARK, HEMAN G. "Recent developments
in the interstate compact." California
Youth Authority. Quarterly, 4: 11-13,
Winter 1951.
YOUNG, I. C. "Traffic engineering in the
state of California." Traffic Engineering,
22: 51-54, Nov. 1951.
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HISTORY
BAKER, HUGH SANFORD CHENEY. "The
book trade in California, 1849-1859."
California Historical Society. Quarterly,
30: 353'36'7, Dec. 195 1.
BORLAND, LOIS. "Ho for the reservation,
settlement of the western slope." Colorado Magazine, 29: 56 -73. Jan. 1952.
BOWMAN. J. N. ""'eights and measures
of provincial California." California
Historical Society. Quarterly, 30: 315338, Dec. 1951.
CASSIDY, MRS. BELLE. "Recollections of
early Denver." Colorado Magazine, 29:
52-56, Jan. 195 2.
CREsPI, FRAY JUAN. "The arrival of the
Franciscans in the Californias, 17681769. according to Fray Juan ~pi,
O.F.M." edited by Maynard Geiger, O.

\
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F.M. The Americas, 8: 209-218. Oct.
195 1.
EAsr, Or.U.GA G. AND ALBERT C. MA."'ucy.
"Arizona Apaches as 'guests' in Florida:'
Florida Historical Quarterly, 30: 294300• Jan. 1952.
HAFL'Il. LE Roy R. "Fort Davy Crockett.
its fur men and visitors." Colorado
Magaz-i'le.29_: 17-33. Jan. 1952.
Hlcn, JAMES. "Some southern California
opinion concerning conservation of for·
ests. 1890-1905." Historical Society of
Southern California. Quarterly, 33: 291312. Dec. 1951.
HUl'IiT, ROCKWELL D. "Five centuries:
five decisive events:' Historical Society

. of Southern California. Quarterl)', 33:
285'290. Dec. 1951.
KNAPP, FRANK A. "A note on General
Escobedo in Texas." Southwestern His·torical Quarterlv, 55: 394'4° 1 , Jan. 1952.
"Letters from the Confederate medical
service in Texas. 1863.1865." Southwest·
ern Historical Quarterly, 55: 378-393.
Jan. 1952. With introduction by' Eugene
C. Barker and notes by Frank E. Van·
diver.
l\fAcCoLL, E. K. "John Franklin Shafroth, refonn governor of Colorado.
1909- 1 9 1 3:' Colorado Magazine, ';;:9: 37'
52, Jan. 195 2 .
McCoR."ACK. RICHARD BLAINE. "The San
Patricio deserters in the Mexican War."
The Americas, 8: 131-142, Oct. 1951.
MIDDLETON, HOWARD. "California soldiers in the Philippines, from the correspondence of Howard Middleton.
1898-1899:' edited by Harold F. Tag-

gart. California Historical Society QuarterlY,30: 289-3°4. Dec. 1951.
MILLER, LoNA EArns. "Wheelock Mission:' Chronicles of Olclahoma, 29: 514'
323. Autumn 1951.
MOORE, JESSIE RANOOLPH. "The five
great Indian nations:' Chronicles of
Oklahoma. 29: 324"'326, Autumn 1951.
PORTEll. KENNETH WIC;GlSS. "The Semi-
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nole Negro-Indian scouts. 187°'1881."

Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 55:
358 -377. Jan. 1952 •
PRE11:TICE, ROYAL A. "The rough riders."
New Mexico Historical Review. 26: 161~
27 6• Oct. 1951; 27: 29:50. Jan. 1952.
PULLEN, VIRCINIA AND DEAN Ka.uEL
"The Mellinger archaeological collection." Color:ado Maga:z.ine, 29: 75'78,
Jan. 1952. .
'.
RAup, H. F. "The Italian-Swiss in Califomia:' Cal.fomia Historical Society.
Quarterly, 30: 3°5'314, Dec. 1951.
"Reminiscences of Joseph D. Grant:'

California Historical Society. Quarterly,
30: 339-351. Dec. 1951.
ROGERS, EDMUND B. "Notes on the es·
tablishment of Mesa Verde National
Park.,'· Colorado Magazine, 29: 10'17.
Jan. 1952.
SCHROEDER.. ALBER.T H. "A brief history
of the Yavapai of the Middle Verde Val· ".
ley:' Plateau. 24: 111-118. Jan. 1952.
SHUEY, MARY WIU.IS. "Murder at Caddo
Lake:' Southwest Review, 37: 54-59.
Winter 1952. Col. Robert Potter.
STARRS, PAUL M. "The California chron·
ide of Francis Sadoc Vilarrosa. O.P.,
~85O-1874."

Catholic Historical Revkw,

37: 4 15-436• Jan. 1952 •

.

State Historical Society of Colorado.
"Report of the President. Dr. James
Grafton Rogers." Colorado Magazine,
29: 11).
1952.
STUTHl\IAN, MATTIE EDWARDS. "High altitude memories:' Colorado Magazine,
29: 33-37. Jan. 195 2 •
TAYLOR, ORVILLE W. "Journal of a trip
from Camden to Texas:' ArJwnsas Historical Quarterly, 10: 285-294. Autumn
1951.
W ADLEICH. A. B. "Ranching in New
Mexico, 1886-go." New Mexico Histori·
cal Review'i27: 1-28, Jan. 1952.
WILLIBUN'I\ W. A. "In Bilingual old
Okarche:' Chronicles of Olclahoma, 29:
337'S54. Autumn 195 1•
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Largely self-taught, he has never lost
the interest that 'led to the effort. Pe- .
riodic revitalizing is characteristic of
his work. The usual honors and ex·
continued from page IJO
hibits have been slow to come, but
are now too many for listing. The
most recent is an invitation to exhibit
F. CUDWORTH FLINT is Professor of in the International Exhibition of
English at Dartmouth. His reviews Modem Graphic An in Vienna. Enhave appeared with regularity in cyclopaedia Britannica ("Contemposuch publications as Sewanee Re- rary American Painting") cites him
view, Virginia Quarterly, American as "a painter's painter." Buyers don't
Literature, et al.
agree. So much the better for all conHORACE E. HAMILTON teaches Eng- cerned.
lish at Rutgers. He has published
RAM6N SENDER, internationallypoetry and cri ticism in a wide variety known Spanish author. now lives in
of journals.
Albuquerque and teaches at the UniJOHN DILLON HUSBAND is a regular versity of New Mexico. The most recontributor to N M Q. His work was cent of his novels translated into
featured in Poet Signature. III (Win- English is The Sphere (N. Y.: Greenberg, ]950 ). (London: Falcon Press,
ter, 1949).
EDGAR LoHNER teaches German ]951). Another novel. El Verdugo
language and literature at Harvard. Afable, was published in Chile this
He is writing a book on Gottfried winter. Anselmo will come out soon
Benn, as well as translating the in Mexico City.
whole of his work into English.
WILLIAM HENRY SHULTZ has
ALEXANDER MASLEY, himself an taught mathematics, history, and
artist of considerable reputation. is government at the Albuquerque InHead of Art Education at the Uni- dian School since 1943. He has pubversity of New Mexico. He has pub- lished articles on music. This is his
lished several articles on matters of first appearance as a short story
writer.
graphic art.
BYRON VAZAKAS, whose own poetry
J. S. MOODEY contributes poetry
frequently to NMQ and other liter- has appeared often in the Quarterly
as well as in most of the other literary
ary reviews.
GF.NEVIEVE PORTERFIELD is Refer- reviews, and who has published a
ence Librarian' at the University of volume of poetry (Transfigured
Night, Macmillan, 1946), is a newNew Mexico.
HowARD SCHLEETER moved from comer to what is laughingly called
Buffalo. N. Y., to Albuquerque in the critical game.
VERNON YOUNG, who has published
1929. He has painted. and painted,
and painted-adapting his life to his many criticaf,-pieces on prose and on
painting with a fine stubbornness. Hollywood, lives in Santa Fe.
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